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Introduction

The European integration process is an unprecedented experiment in human
history, transferring sovereignty and powers ranging from market regulation to
borders’ control and even the adoption of single currency to a supranational body.
Besides, the European Union will continue to deepen the integration to be a political
union with the European Parliament as the first transnational/international
representative institution whose members are directly elected by pan-European voters
rather than appointed or indirectly elected. With the Lisbon Treaty, the skeleton of
structures and institutions with regard to transnational governance comes to be
roughly framed when the conventional institutional powers in the European level
including the legislative, the government and the judicial ones have been assigned to
or shared by different institutions according to the provisions of this Treaty.1
After the transformation to one political union by the Maastricht Treaty in 1992,
when the European Union ceased to be merely about economic integration and
regulation but a Union of economic and political cooperation and beyond (the
introduction of European Citizenship for example), challenges circumfusing its
legitimacy have been put forward. The European debt crisis and refugee crisis
strengthen the revolt against the monetary union and the economic integration and
sweep up the Member States in seemingly endless recrimination. Doubt arises that
whether the haste with the integration process and the introduction of common
currency is more of a political decision while regardless of economic conditions. Then
the negotiations and agreement between Greece and the creditor states also give rises
to criticism on the European Union (and its dominant Germany as accused by many
people) and those terms in the agreement undermining the sovereignty of Greece in
the field of economic and financial policies. It thus constitutes another proof proposed
by the Euro-Skepticalists to question that the European Union has been intruding and
eroding the Member States sovereignty in opacity.
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Euro-Skeptical forces have welcomed their unprecedented achievement in the
2014 European Parliament election. In that election, Euro-Skeptical Parties ranked the
first in both France and the UK who were influential in the Union and reached 7% in
Germany (AfD). Their political rise was open to interpretations. Some observers held
that it was economic crisis and high unemployment rate that motivated voters to shout
out their dissatisfaction instead of an explicit declaration of denial to the integration
process. Some others viewed it as the peoples’ disillusion and their resistance against
Brussels’ notorious technocrats. Regardless of these interpretations, the fact that EU
has been confronted with serious challenges to their legitimacy and further integration
received few objections.
The unprecedented project has always attracted attentions and interests of
scholars from all fields, inevitably followed and haunted by questions as well as
criticism from time to time. Discussions have focused on several central issues which
could be briefly named. This work is in no way ambitious about researching those
grand propositions with regard to the essence of the European integration or the
destination of the integration process. In the view of the author, those propositions are
more of political decisions or spontaneous institutional evolution than top-level design
or academic conceptions, and the division of tasks between the academia and the
politicians might achieve higher efficiency when the academia devote their
enthusiasm to the exploration of the institutional issues while leaving politicians
fretting about the appropriate solutions.
Accordingly, I shall not hesitate to reveal the thesis of this work, or the question
this work endeavors to reply, Is There an Accountability Crisis in the European
Union especially during the Euro Crisis Ages? For answering this question, explore
the current institutional structure and constitutional distribution of authority based on
the written texts and political practices. Afterwards this work would explore the
accountability problems within the EU institutions and how those problems have been
exaggerated by the Euro crisis and the counter-crisis measures. The legislative and
government power performance would be primarily analyzed for the exploration of
possible distortion in the legislative-government powers and how further have the EU
institutions been from political accountability and responsible government.
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This work is about two fundamental themes: the first is the de facto power
assignment. To be more specific, does the fall/gap regarding the power distribution
between the legal texts and the practices exist in the EU? In other words, which
institutions actually exercise the government power and the legislative power at the
European level? Considering that the government power primarily points to the policy
adoption and political direction settings, the question could be switched to be the real
determiner in establishing the political directions and policy-making in the European
Union. It is the same case with the legislative one.
This would then invite the second theme of this work: whether these powers
have been appropriately supervised and controlled? This theme also related to the
issue of the democratic deficit. Does the democratic deficit exist at the European level?
Currently, most interpretations of democracy stem from theories and institutional
practices under the context of nation states. Questions arise when it comes to the
supranational institutions or the future European government, if any. What is the
difference of democracy between the national state and the supranational “state”?
Which elements of democracy apply not to the supranational organization when the
whole content and extension of democracy have been concluded under the context of
national states?
Democracy is regarded as one of the fundamental values of the EU and one of
the crucial elements of common European constitutional traditions. The value of
democracy is explicitly enshrined in the Treaties. 2 However, since European
integration is an ongoing process, and there is so far no concluding agreement on the
ultimate pattern of the European government. Some scholars view the European
Union as a comprehensive regulatory mechanism and thus advocate a less democracy
model. Some have feared the birth of the new supranational Leviathan with arbitrary
powers to suppress human rights and liberty as the result of supranational governance
and advocate more supervision and checks. There are also scholars viewing the
European Union as the fruit of the development of transnational capitalism and hold
that the European Union should be more social democratic as well as play the role of
redistribution in larger geographical scale and the impose regulatory restriction on
transnational companies or groups. Further, the EU is also taken by some as the model
2
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of multi-level governance and with proposals of strengthening democratic supervision
and control from both the domestic and the supranational level. These discussions
lead to rethinking about what democracy is all about although that this work will not
exert itself in defining the democracy or outlining the development of democracy and
its institutions from the time of ancient Greeks when democracy has been practiced in
rather a direct way to the age of representative democracy. During that long history
innumerable forms of democracy has been or once been adopted and established, like
popular democracy, pluralist democracy, representative democracy, deliberative
democracy. Some would define briefly democracy as the power/sovereignty should be
held by the people or the government should be “of the people, by the people and for
the people”. However, democracy not only refers to the issues that who should hold
the power but also how those political powers should be performed and controlled.
New

forms

of

democracy,

like

deliberative

democracy,

constitute

the

complementarities of electorate democracy, indicating that electorate democracy
which deals with the issue of the source and ownership of political powers may be
inadequate in providing polities with legitimacy. Supervision and control mechanisms
with regard to political decision-making also carry significant weight.
This would be an entry point to this work. European Union has been advocated
to have presented democracy with dual consent from the national governments of
Member States (the European Council and the Council of European Union) and from
the European representative institution (the European Parliament), and based on that
architecture the legitimacy has been constructed.3 However, as has been argued,
legitimacy has been generally divided into three parts, the input democracy, the
throughput legitimacy, the output democracy. 4 The input one stresses upon the
electorate process and the output one upon the efficiency of policies being adopted.
As mentioned above, the input part of the Union democracy has been advocated with
the “dual democratic legitimacy”. As for the output part, the establishment of an
internal market and the regulatory roles played by European Union institutions signals
the response to efficiencies achieved by the Union in performing its regulatory tasks
3
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under the context of economic development and companies spilling over the borders
between nation states. However, for the aspect of throughput legitimacy, the
supervision on powers, checks and balances and decision-making process is not
seemingly attracting equivalent attentions and discussions.
The work mainly focuses on the performance of government power in the
European Union, particularly concentrating on how policies are made –how they are
initiated, drafted, amended and passed. The games, negotiations and balances between
different European institutions in the process of decision/policy-making will be
specially explored. The roles of various European institutions will also be analyzed.
Besides, this work also explores the current supervision and controls over the
policy-making powers from the representative institutions at both national and
supranational level, namely the Member States parliaments and the European
Parliament, and whether these supervisions and controls turn out to be adequate to
hold the government branch accountable or to refrain certain institutions from
exceeding their powers or intruding into others’ scope of powers/competences.
In other words, this study would focus little on searching for who should be
dominant about European integration process since this is not an issue more of
politics rather than academic. What the future European integration will be turn out to
be essentially a political decision rather than an academic one. Besides, specific
models may vary from one state to another according to their differences in emphasis
of institutional spirit and balance of interests while certain principles may run through
all sorts of democratic government forms. Among them includes the respect of basic
rights especially the minorities, elections should be open, secret and competitive and
that the decision-making process and its output should be under appropriate
supervision by the public and their representatives. Considering that supervisions
from the ex-post perspective fail to provide sufficient pressures to the
decision-making process and possibilities to correct feedbacks and remedies to the
parties suffering undue losses, supervisions and controls through the decision-making
process deserve to be of special concern.
Now it is the crucial historical node for the continental cause of European
integration. Since the foundation, it has achieved innumerable accomplishments. It
helps to secure the long-term peace in a continent where used to be the source and
5

main battlefield of two world wars and promote prosperity to be one of the most
developed areas in the world. It brings about the union of decades of nation states to
remove border controls for the service of free movement of goods, services, persons
and capital by way of negotiations and judicial decisions, and thus set an example for
regional integrations in other part of the world typically represented by the
Association of Southeast Asia Nations (ASEAN) and numerous areas alike. Nothing
could be sure except that this integration process has already and will continue to be
faced with constant and endless challenges. Its legitimacy has been challenged with
the democratic deficit problems. Its monetary union has been swayed precariously by
the debt crisis, and the internal market without borders (the Schengen System) drifts
to be on the brink of collapses during the European Refugee Crisis when Chancellor
Merkel declared her policy of accepting refugees while several other Member States
decided to reintroduce their border control measures. Integration in a deeper level and
wider areas inevitably violates the interests of vested groups and integration measures
could in themselves also become sources of new problems. That is the reason why
supervisions and controls of powers and decision-making in the European level by the
representative institutions are regarded increasingly more important: it not only
furnishes further integration measures and competent institutions with strong public
and democratic endorsement to stand and responds to those criticisms but also that
with appropriate supervisions and controls the decisions made and policies adopted
are more likely to be consensual and more efficient, especially when policies made by
the EU are to be implemented by corresponding bodies of the Member States’
governments.
In retrospect, I could still remember that back in the Europe Day in 2012, I
participated in one activity held in the Beijing Campus of China Europe International
Business School. I proposed one question to the European Commissioner from
Cyprus (she happened to be the First Lady of Cyprus) that considering the difficulties
EU was suffering, whether it was possible for Europe to head back. She replied a
clear “no”. The collapse of the EU is an idea that appears to be so extreme that would
not be welcomed or accepted even by those who voted for the Euro-Skepticalists.
Some protesters are critical about problems (like bureaucracy in Brussels) while some
are worrying the process could be over-speed that the integration may call an end to
the nation states. However, even those Euro-Skeptical parties have difficulties in
6

finding common grounds about to what extent shall the Member States be integrated.
Every crisis embodies the chance for next great leap. Crisis now mystifies the
European Union could also be interpreted as the chance for both the peoples and the
leaders to review the road already walked down and concentrate on problems which
have been left behind or haven’t been properly solved during the process of
transferring sovereignties to the Union and harmonization as well as unifying policies
of all areas.
Particularly I would stress that the roles and influences of national parliaments
shall

be

strengthened

and

institutionalized

avenues

decision-making and policy adoption shall be further refined.

of

participation

in

First of all, national

parliaments are still viewed as the most typical representative institutions compared
with the European Parliament. In most Member States parliamentary elections stand
for the top issue in their national politics, whether from the perspective of turnouts,
voters’ attention rate or the discussions on political and social issues. They are also
the places where party politics have been comparatively maturely developed, and thus
could be able to yield up mechanisms for public opinions’ communication and
organized, experienced supervisions on governmental policies. Compared with
national parliaments, the European Parliament is still beset with comparatively weak
status not only from its entrusted powers in the Treaties but also from other political
symbols like the turnouts of its elections, the concentration that has been paid by the
public on its operation and related issues. Its electoral system also contributes to this
problem since it is mostly elected through the system of Party List (proportional
representative) under which the MEPs are elected not by voters in each single
constituency but by the votes received of the party they belong to. That also facilitates
to the public’ existing perception that the European Union is quite far from common
people’s daily lives although Brussels does not necessarily locate geographically
further than their comparative capital cities like Berlin or Paris. Besides, with the
rather limited power listed in the Treaties, comparing with its national counterpart the
European Parliament in current situations does not seemingly be qualified in
performing the function of legislative control all by itself.
This work will also adopt analysis tools and theories ranging from cost-benefit
analysis, principal-agent theories to the alienation theory on institutions. These would
7

be helpful in analyzing, interpreting and criticizing the behaviors, measure, and roles
taken by institutions involved. We would see whether the actions and measures of the
institutions have deviated from their institutional roles and what factors or the defects
in the institutional project have prompted these deviations. Also, this work is to assess
whether there are alienations happening during the operation of institutions that the
institutions work just the opposite with its origin under certain institutional structures.
They would provide with entry perspectives to assess the performance of institutions
not from the words in the Treaties but the living law that performs actual regulation
roles.
This work, according to the differences in contents, could be roughly divided
into two parts. The first part would make a general review on interpretive theories
with regard to the European integration and democratic deficit. Then it will pivot to
the current division of powers and search for the real government actors where
political decisions and major policies are decided. Also, it will be explored how the
legislative powers have been distributed among several institutions, including the
European Commission solely with the power to initiate and the equal status of the
European Parliament and the Council of European Union in the common legislative
procedure. The second part would focus on the counter-crisis measures taken by the
Member States and the Union during the Euro Crisis. This part includes the critical
study on the independence of the European Central Bank and their bail-out actions
represented by the Outright Monetary Transaction Program (the OMT Program) as an
example. The series of judgments made by the Bundesverfassungsgericht and the
European Court of Justice on the constitutionality of this program will be of
contribution in assessing the institutional checks and balances in the European Union.
Besides the European Central Bank, the Council of ministers for economic and
financial affairs, under the instruction of the European Council, also plays a central
role in initiating counter-crisis measures and outlining the European financial and
capital market Union; therefore their decision-making mechanisms would be taken
into full account of consideration.
The European integration goes beyond the Europe countries and peoples. It has a
global dimension. The European Union is the pioneer in the world to unite
neighboring states with mutual trust, reciprocal respect and solidarity to advance
8

peace as well as prosperity through reconciliation, compromises and cooperation
among which used to be enemies for centuries. Besides, the European Union has
shouldered another mission, that is, to test whether democracy could further be
extended to the transnational level. Fragmentation and restructuring of political
authorities appear to be a process that has started after the Second World War, with
powers transferred to the regional and the supranational level from the classical nation
states government. Then the question arises whether the democracy originating from
city states and then fundamentally characterized by the nation states could be suitable
for organizing the supranational polity. This may trigger the trend of a new wave of
democratization, not from already democratic states to others but to the regional and
international organizations which used to be dominated by the nation states and
implying a new era where international politics and closed-door negotiations between
leaders are to be taken over by a international democratic process. The significance of
EU experiment on the democratizing international organizations and further global
democratic governance deserves our serious attention and shall in no way be
underestimated.
This work will be composed of five chapters.
The first chapter will review three general issues with regard to the EU political
structure: transnational democracy, democratic deficit and the institutional balance
principle. This chapter will look back on existing theories and approaches about and
some comments will be made.
The second chapter will be dedicated to government power in the European
Union. This chapter will adopt a limitative scope of government power, defining as
the power to decide general political directions and major policy in serve for the
European governance. This chapter would address the issue that which institution
would hold the last say during the EU decision-making process. Written laws,
especially the primary EU law, will not be the only guideline for this research and the
institutional practices during the decision-making process will take large weights for
that analysis.
The third chapter will turn to the legislative institutions in the Europe Union. It
will be assessing the distribution of legislative-related powers within the EU,
9

including the European Parliament and the Council of the European Union. National
Parliaments will be paid special attention to considering their new roles in the
subsidiarity review procedure and the weights they carry in accommodating
democratic legitimacy in political process. This chapter will respond to the problem
with the approach of system theory that why the European Union is still beset by the
democratic deficit when a basket of institutions with direct or indirect democratic
input has been established.
The fourth chapter will take a specific scope on the decision-making process
during the Euro zone crisis. It will first come to the independence issue of the
European Central Bank, testing whether their bail-out measures have posed a
challenge on the institutional balance in the EU and marginalized the representative
actors. Apart from this, this chapter will take the decision-making process in the
inter-governmental institutions into consideration and explore the new problems
arising from these counter-crisis measures which may break the balances what the
European Union is supposed to endeavor to sustain.
The fifth chapter will be the concluding part which would summarize the main
ideas and the conclusion based on previous analysis on whether there is an alienation
of the EU institutions from the perspective of institutional and inter-state balance.

10

Chapter1. A General Review on the
European Democracy

1.1 Introduction
This chapter aims to generally review issues related to the European Democracy,
including the issues of transnational democracy, democratic deficit and the principle
of institutional balance. The European integration is a process that transfers part of
sovereignty and powers from the Member States to the supranational institutions, and
the democracy at the European level becomes the common concern of the public and
the politicians. The superordinate concept of European Democracy is the concept of
transnational democracy which deals with the question on the extension of democracy
within the national boundaries to transnational. The second issue is the democratic
deficit which actually has received constant discussions since the 1990s with
problems on whether there is the democratic deficit in the European Union and what
reforms may be taken to repair it included. This issue also relates to what shall the
European Union be all about, a regulating state (polity) or a (future) federal state.
Third, the principle of institutional balance is one of the basic principles established in
the European Union. It largely overlaps with the classical constitutional
principle—checks and balance of powers but differentiates itself in many cases as
well. The European Court of Justice (hereafter “the ECJ”), through case laws, has
portrayed its outline and enriched its comments.
The shared central part of these issues is that is it possible to extend the
democracy originating from city states and nation states to the supranational states
and if a positive answer is to be given, what is the fundamental difference between the
democracy under the supranational context and its counterpart under the nation state
context. It is also one of the crucial obstacles in realizing the democratization at the
European level when specific institutional reforms need to be initiated as a response
to the public’s claims for the European democracy.
11

1.2 Transnational Democracy
Democracy, in its very sense, refers to the facts that the people, as the holder of
sovereignty, transfer the public power in a political community to the government
who has been elected to represent them to govern. The “demos”, which forms the
basis of a democratic polity, has been long regarded as inseparable from the nation
states since the emergence of Westphalia System.5 As mentioned above, the concept
of democracy covers not only the input dimension, that is, the democratic way to
authorize the government powers to certain people or person, but also the throughput
and output dimension. In other words, avoiding an elaborate exploration about the
concept of democracy which seems to be an everlasting question, this article would
base its research on that, which has been mentioned in the introduction part, the basic
elements of democracy concerns beyond the election process but also, maybe more
important, the process to achieve democratic control over the exercise of political
powers—the accountability. Citizens shall be not only entitled to elect their political
leaders to adopt political decisions but also have access to hold them accountable,
through political and legal ways, for the decisions they made. However, in a
constitutional polity, it shall also be pointed out certain issues within this political
community has been constitutionalized; that is, those issues have been accepted as
fundamental elements of this political community and are thus deprived from the
political decision-making process. It may be briefly described as “the more
constitutionalization, the less democracy”. 6 The globalization and its consequent
problems which are in the need of transnational solutions have largely fueled the
emergence and upspring of transnational decision-making mechanisms where the
transnational/international organizations play an outstanding role. Correspondingly
this trend of transnationalization /internationalization in decision-makings raises
concerns about the democratization of these international entities in a certain age
when democratic legitimacy and accountability have been taken as the core political

5

Caporaso, J. (2005). The Emergence of the EU Supranational Polity and its implications for democracy.

Democracy and Federalism in the European Union and the United States—Exploring Post-National
Governance, 57-75.
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Grimm, D. (2015). The democratic costs of constitutionalisation: The European case. European Law
Journal, 21(4), 460-465.
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themes.7 Among these discussions the structure and performance of the European
Union, as the mostly integrated political entity in the world, becomes the best
example ever in the demonstrations of various theories.

1.2.1 Questions and difficulties faced by the transnational
democracy
Robert Dahl has proposed three propositions in assessing the possibility of
transnational democracy and two of them, that international decisions do make
significant influence and that “many of the consequence of the decision…are highly
desirable”, have been widely accepted while the third one which related to the
democratic nature of these international decisions remains being challenged.

8

Generally reviewing, the concept of transnational democracy has been challenged
from various aspects, from its component elements, the nature of transnational
organizations to the appropriate system structure and its actual necessity.
First, Euro-Skepticalists argue that democracy is unlikely to go beyond, at least
so far, the level of nation states. One of the crucial arguments which have received
special focus is about the existence of transnational “demos”. According to the
existing theories and practices of democracy, the “demos” and its public sphere
appear to be part of the preconditions essential to a democratic polity. Lacking the
demos renders a fundamental defect to the foundation of the transnational democracy.
This is even true for the European Union according to the constitutional judgment on
the Maastricht Treaty made by the German Federal Constitutional Court
(“Bundesverfassungsgericht”).9 The “demos” in a political community embodies the
collection of common culture, faith and fate; and it is of vital importance since at the
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governance. London/New York: Routledge, 194-204.
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Democracy and Federalism in the European Union and the United States—Exploring Post-National
Governance, 59.
13

end of the day these would be the last resort to motivate and unite the people to
defend the democratic system when the latter is in crisis and in danger.
Second, the necessity of transnational democracy also relates to the very nature
of transnational organizations. One theory claims that institutions for the transnational
governance is established as the agents of nation states to handle with transborder
issues especially economic regulation and market integration; therefore, their source
of legitimacy should be defined as from the democratically elected nation state
government and the transnational democratic elements hardly offer any help. 10
Besides, if transnational organizations function primarily as regulating authorities,
then what such organizations seek is the institutional guarantee for their independence
and technocracy prevails over politics. 11 Democratic approach does not always
properly apply to issues which are technical in nature.12 However, for scholars who
are more critical towards the globalization and neo-liberalism, they usually champion
to strengthen the redistributive function of the transnational organizations and the
regulating role in the intern market and to advance the common social and labor
policies.13 Different from the pattern of a regulating state, transnational organizations
who shoulder the responsibility of redistribution and the common improvement in
social welfare are supposed to construct its own democratic legitimacy through a
democratic and federal European Union, embodying the great leap to the new stage of
the supranational democracy .14
Third, if we assume transnational democracy is ought to be recognized and
promoted, then the immediately emerging question would come that which pattern of
democracy shall be constructed at the transnational level? Robert Dahl has explored
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this question from several aspects. He seems to hold a rather negative attitude to this
question that to project a supranational democracy demands special discreetness.
Even the mostly integrated European Union would still be confronted with numerous
obstacles and questions. First, you need to make a fundamental decision between the
parliamentary and the American system or even to propose a brand new one. Second,
the boundaries of competences and the division of powers need to be drawn between
the “federal” government and its composing states.15Furthermore, he also mentions
his concerns that the larger the scale of a polity is, the fewer opportunities and
channels for direct participation. Also, diversity in social groups (like different
histories, races or religions) may lead to consequences that the losers and winners of
political decisions are likely to be related to certain social groups which could unleash
the break of national consensus on integration and even slip into civil wars.16 In
addition, any proposals for other forms of democracy except the classical
representative one would only cause more disputes. Deliberative democracy has been
advocated as the most feasible way for the transnational democracy in that it opens
the door of decision-making process to the public participation without posing
fundamental challenges to existing institutional performance where the representative
institutions play a dominant role. 17 Although the deliberative democracy model
works currently more as a supplement to the electorate democracy rather than as an
acceptable alternative to the latter and that for an institution deciding the political
directions and making major policies a new model of primary source of democratic
legitimacy goes beyond reality for the moment, the model of deliberative democracy
at least suggests the existence of a possible path towards an transnational political
decision-making.
Fourth, it is also argued that there is a practical necessity to advance the
democratization at the transnational level as above mentioned. Initially this idea has
been backed by the famous political science theory “Democratic Peace Theory” that
15
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between democratic countries there would be fewer wars or armed conflict than in
other cases. Hence, transnational democracy could be further contributive to the peace
and stability between countries when more disputes are to be solved by democratic
procedures.18 Secondly, it is also stressed that transnational democracy can aid in the
promotion of justice since it further advances equality from that among citizens within
one country towards the equality among different countries. 19 Furthermore, the
imbalance of globalization process between the economic dimension and the political
dimension also drives the transnational democracy construction to be put into
agenda.20 In the context of globalization and economic integration, both the economic
development and related policy-making within one country have been more and more
profoundly influenced by policies taken by other countries and sectors and thus have
actually undermined the efficiency of policies made by the democratically elected
government in certain field, and the domestic accountability would be less and less
workable since the policies of the national politicians whom the citizens within one
country is able to hold to be responsible are actually less and less influential in
economic development and market regulation and the foreign policies and
multi-national sectors who are gaining increasingly more influence can hardly be held
accountable.21 In other words, the transnational democracy shall be introduced and
constructed as a response to the emerging problem of “the erosion of democracy
through delegation (of powers and sovereignty from the national level to the
transnational organizations)”.22
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1.2.2 Patterns of transnational democracy
The ways to achieve the democratization of transnational organizations currently
discussed by scholars and politicians could be roughly divided into three types.
Among them, two belong to the representative pattern and the third points to the
direct participation in the decision-making procedures. The first way is the
construction of single identity among several states on the basis of homogeneous
cultural traditions. This idea has received strong endorsement from Jürgen Habermas
who advocates the constitutional patriotism, holding that one shared constitution
could play an instrumental role in the integration process without necessarily being
common in language and history.

23

However, this idea has been doubted that what

Habermas has been trying to promote is merely converting the conventional
democracy from national to the transnational; and his critics, taking Bohman as an
example, argues that the reconstruction of democracy is of vital importance at the
transnational level since that double-decker demos or citizenship would inevitably
bring about competition in between and the inevitable tie-breaking between them.
Based on that, the solutions to the aforementioned problem would be the
non-domination democracy rather than popular sovereignty.24 He also mentions that
the European Citizens’ Initiative (ECI)25, which has been introduced by the Lisbon
Treaty to promote the public participation in the EU policy-making process (direct
democracy) and thus strengthen the democratic legitimacy of the EU, should be seen
as an illustration of this idea on the grounds that it not only avoids the stepping into
quarrels between supranationalism and intergovernmentalism but also not to be
necessarily preconditioned by the existence of European Demos.26
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1.3 Democratic deficit in the EU
The idea of European integration originates from the ancient age of Roman
Empire, along with Charlemagne, Napoleon and Hitler through conquering wars to
Jean Monnet through establishing supranational institutions to promote common
interests peacefully.27 Although the idea of democracy has been cultivated in Europe
and been incorporated into one of its core constitutional traditions, democracy does
not seem to be one of the major concerns for the founders at the starting period of
European integration. That can also be dedicated from the division of powers among
the Community institutions that the Common Assembly, the predecessor of the
European Parliament, has only very limited power with the role of consultation and
hardly counter-measures against the Commission.28 However, with more national
powers being transferred and delegated to the European institutions, the
accountability within the Member States has been undermined and the weakening of
democratic supervision and control became a more and more practical concern.
Measures with regard to double tracks have been proposed to restore the
accountability of government and ease the concerns for the increasingly uncontrolled
political power. At the national level, parliaments took more constructive actions in
supervising respective national governments on their participation in the European
policy-making through the newly established European Affair Committees.29 At the
European level, the European Parliament started to be empowered as the
representative institutions as their counterpart in the Member States. The European
Parliament has been not only entrusted with more powers and roles through the
amendments of Treaties, but also its way of election has been transformed to be direct
suffrage since the year of 1979 for the purpose of enhancing its democratic
foundation.
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Even so, the European Union has long been beset by the problem of legitimacy
deficit. Three narratives have been pointed out to be related to the legitimacy deficit.
That is, the still-inefficiency of multi-level mechanisms, the “absence of a
symbolically unifying European identity or ‘Europeanness’ among EU citizens” and
the democratic deficit,

30

and the third one receives the most discussions. According

to Max Weber, the sources of legitimacy could be generally categorized into three
types, the “traditional rule”, the “legal rule” and the “charismatic rule”.31 In modern
societies, the most pervasive source of governmental legitimacy is democracy,
including the democratic election of political leaders and the democratic way of
decision-making; in other words, the legitimacy comes from the majoritarian. In the
representative institutions the political majority adopts their policies with the respect
for fundamental rights of the minority and thus constitutes the legitimate basis to
carry out persuasion and even forces for the purpose of the citizens’ obedience of
those policies.

1.3.1 Criticisms on EU’s democratic deficit
All forms of criticisms on EU’s democratic deficit have poured to Brussels since
decades. It has been argued that the democratic deficit in the European Union could
be embodied by the public (the people)’s lack of significant input and influence in
both the decision-making process and the institutional arrangement.

32

The little

input in the decision-makings with regard to major issues and the rare channel for
their direct participation give rise to the publics’ perception of being detached from
the Brussels’ “Black Box”. Besides, the delegation of powers from the Member States
to the EU institutions also invites the voters’ concern that the national parliaments
would be weakened in performing their supervision roles and the loss of sovereignty
beyond what has been written in the Treaties.
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As for the first part, the institutions of the EU have been challenged with the
criticism of technocrats’ monopoly, lack of public participation and “excessive use of
administrative discretion” etc. 33 However, this is exactly what its founders have
intended to achieve: the Commission-dominated technocratic approach of Europe
integration with limited democratic input.34 In other words, the way to secure the
legitimacy of the European integration goes neither through democracy nor the due
procedure but through the output of decision-makings. With this functionalist path,
Monnet tried to establish the European Community on the basis of consensus on
common interests (economic cooperation and peace maintaining initially). 35 This
effort finds its base on the political theory of legitimacy that legitimacy could be
further divided into input legitimacy, throughput legitimacy, and output legitimacy
and the third one stresses that the effectiveness, efficiency and responsiveness of
governmental decisions shall also be assessed as one constituent part of government
legitimacy.36 However, with the deepening of European integration and more powers
transferred to the European institutions, more and more citizens tend to be warm to
the idea that the democratic supervision shall be extended to those transferred powers
which used to be democratically controlled at the domestic level since policies from
Brussels plays more and more significant role in the lives of common people. In other
words, the democratic representation and accountability fail to follow up with the
speed of European integration that leads to the crisis of legitimacy.37This lag in
process propels more institutional transparency to the public and an enhanced role of
representative institutions in the European decision-making procedures.
The second aspect goes relates to the European institutional structures. Initially,
the European citizens exert no or little influence in the design of institutions and
division of powers between them while the institutional project is frequently
33
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monopolized by politicians and senior technocrats.38Hence, channel/institutions for
citizens to express their ideas about European issues are usually quite limited and
usually those representative institutions only have comparatively weak status.
Theoretically, voters may express their ideas about European issues indirectly through
the national elections, appointing and removing their respective ministers in the
Council as well as their President/Prime Minister in the European Council; they may
also have their voices heard through the direct election of European Parliament.39
However, such two channels are very problematic in practice. As for the national
election, national voters focus primarily on domestic issues when they decide to
whom their ballots will be cast. Even if the voters would like to grade the
performance of their governments in the European institutions, it is hard for them to
know how those decisions at the European level have been made in the closed-door
meetings in Brussels as a result of the lack of transparency and the restricted right to
information concerned.40 As for the direct way of European Parliament, there stand
also lots of obstacles ahead. The European Parliament has no power to initiate which
according to the Lisbon Treaty belongs exclusively to the European Commission and
consequently its role in the legislative procedure turns out to be quite weak.41 Besides,
lacking the initiative power means that the European Parliament alone has no formal
channel within its competence to transform the will of European citizens into the
legislative agenda. Besides, the European Parliament’s power in the appointment and
removal of the President of the European Commission and its commissioners is
paralyzed since the majority leader in the Parliament is not guaranteed to be
nominated as the candidate for Commission President and the Parliament is not
authorized to remove or impeach a single commissioner. That captures the European
Parliament’s complain that the democratic deficit is actually the parliamentary
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deficit. 42 Furthermore, the accountability of regulating institutions, the European
Central Bank (ECB) for example, has also received certain discussions. This issue
concerns the balance between the independence of regulating institutions and how
should these institutions be supervised and accountable to majoritarian institution.43
The supervision mechanism on the regulating institutions, whether with regard to their
establishment through the legislation of representative institutions or that their
decisions shall be open to democratic review, distinguishes them from political
majoritarian institutions that were directly or indirectly elected by the people.44 Then
the question arises whether the independent institutions in the EU, such as the ECB as
the most independent central bank in the world, have been under suitable democratic
supervision within current institutional structure. This issue will be elaborately
addressed in Chapter 4.
The third one concerns about the absence of supervision in the delegation of
powers from the national level to the European level. The delegation of powers has
received many justification theories to support its rationality. It is said that the
delegation of powers to specialized agencies is helpful to “reduce(s) legislative
decision-making costs” or to transfer the risks of policies to others; besides, there are
also explanations that it “is one method of achieving credible policy commitments”
and that under the context of transnationalization of economy and market, the
delegation of powers also witnesses its rationality from the inefficiency of national
policies in regulating the economy and the market.45 However, these justifications
never succeed in squashing doubts and concerns regarding the accountability issue.
Scharpf has criticized that the delegation of powers to the European level would
inevitably undermine the accountability and democratic control at the national level
since the European Parliament is not as democratic and competent in participation and
supervision as their counterpart in the national level while the decisions made in the
42
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national level is less and less effective46. Besides, the inadequacy of information about
legislative proposals at the early stage also places the national parliaments in an
inferior situation. 47 Another problem concerned is whether it is possible for the
Member States to withdraw the powers which have been transferred to the EU
institutions through amendments to the EU Treaties or the exit from the EU as the last
resort. This problem is also part of the concerns revealed in the constitutional
judgment by the German Federal Constitutional Court (“Bundesverfassungsgericht”)
on the Maastricht Treaty. One of the preconditions for the compatibility of Maastricht
Treaty with the German Basic Law is that Germany should always hold the power at
hand to secede from the Union or to refuse further integration.48 The Court finds
under the Maastricht Treaty the power to secession still falls within the domain of the
German Bundestag. However, the rule written in legal documents (Article 50 of the
TEU) is not adequate to put an end to the question that the Bundestag, in fact, does
not seem to be likely (or is very difficult) to exercise the power to exit from the
European Union.49 In a sense, the Brexit, although mostly interpreted as a tragic
event to the European integration, could also from another scope perfectly
demonstrate the narrative that the Member States still retain the power to retreat from
the integration process; and the process of Brexit, composed of a series of
negotiations and approval procedure, could also be taken as an irreplaceable example
for the EU to assure to the peoples of the Member States that they are and will always
be the masters of the European integration process and so to ease their anxiety and
fear about the emergence of the “Supranational Leviathan”.
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1.3.2 Defenses for the EU on democratic deficit
The defenses for the European Union concerning democratic deficit resemble
what has been invoked for the defenses of transnational democracy. It mainly includes,
first, the emphasis on the regulatory function of European institutions; second, the
existing democratic structure of the European institutions has basically provided a
framework for the legitimizing of the Union.
Majone is a strenuous supporter of the regulatory state theory. He lays the
legitimacy of EU on the efficiency of the regulating functions, and advocates that it is
the increasing inefficiency of regulations implemented in the national states level that
encourages the transfer of certain power to the European level.50 Therefore, the
performance evaluation of EU institutions should be, like the antitrust institutions and
the central banks as their counterparts in the domestic level, based on their efficiency
rather than how democratic they are.51Accordingly, he points out that the real problem
the EU faces is not the democratic deficit but the credibility crisis caused by “the
mismatch between the Communities’ highly complex and differentiated regulatory
tasks and the available administrative instruments; and the problem of credible
commitment caused by the increasing level of politicization and parliamentarization
of the Commission”. 52 Hence, he concludes that the solution to deal with the
integration crisis is not to develop the politicization of EU institutions but to enhance
their independence and professionalism of these institutions which are now
profoundly influenced or even dominated by related interested groups so to achieve
greater credibility.53
Moravcsik argues that the democratic deficit is far from posing one significant
challenge on the EU. He defends with three entry points ranging from accountability,
representative institutions, and the decision-making procedures. He stresses that, first,
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the Member States governments are accountable to their national parliaments; second,
the power of European Parliament has been steadily increasing and finally, the
decision-making procedure is actually becoming more transparent than their national
counterparts and decisions will be made only when the high-level consensus has been
reached.54 Furthermore, he also conveys his worry that proposals from Habermas and
Hix, who hold a critical attitude to the democratic deficit issue in the EU, are “seeking
to cure the faults of populist democracy by importing even more populist democracy”
“would almost likely undermine public legitimacy, popularity and trust without
generating greater public accountability”.55
Besides those functionalistic defenses, it is also argued that current democratic
structure in the European Union represents the new democratic model for
transnational/international organizations in seeking their legitimacies. It explains that
the legitimacy of the EU has been established on the basis of dual democracy, namely,
from the European Parliament who is directly elected by European voters and from
the European Council and the Council of European Union consisting government
leaders and ministers from Member States governments who are chosen by the
respective national elections; besides, direct participation in the decision-making
procedures has also been advanced marked by the European Citizens’ Initiative
Program.56 Therefore, the democratic framework for the European Union has been
basically accomplished and what shall be highlighted would only be to implement and
improve these democratic mechanisms.

1.3.3 Assessment on the democracy in the European Union
As an unprecedented project, the European integration and the European Union
have been confronted with countless criticisms and doubt from the public, including
the “complexity of the EU system”, “lack of accountability”, “lack of transparency”,
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“lack of social legitimacy” and “lack of a European demos”. 57 Some of those
criticisms are actually contradicted with each other. If European Union democracy is
the democracy in the transnational/international dimension, is it then suitable to
measure the transnational version of democracy with standards of democracy under
the national context?

In order to come up with appropriate standards compatible

with the transnational character to assess the democracy of the European Union, to
take a look back on the essence and function of democracy could be helpful to liberate
us from the boundaries of existing terms and forms of the democracy and pave the
way for gaining fruitful knowledge of operation of the European Union democratic
process and the conditions of democratic input in the EU decision-makings.
Thus, this paper would not endeavor involving into the abstract discussions on
the colorful theories of democracy from the perspective of political theory but pay its
primary focus on the specific institutional design of the European democracy.
According to Sir Karl Popper, the question “who is to be the sovereign” is, in fact,
dedicating the “unchecked sovereignty” and hence he advocates that we shall replace
it with a more specific question, “How can we so organize political institutions that
bad or incompetent rulers can be prevented from doing too much damage?”58 He also
distinguishes where the political systems can be peacefully changed and where cannot,
he calls the political system where government leaders can be peacefully changed
democracy; autocracy conversely.59
This paper will also neither discuss how to find an ultimate definition for
democracy nor to tell which political system would be the best choice for the
European Union. Rather, this paper would be assessing the EU democracy according
to the actual performance of political powers. This work suggests that how democratic
a polity is could be reflected and evaluated through the political processes. First,
democracy primarily addresses the question that who is to be authorized to perform
the political power for a period. This includes the peaceful election of government and
57
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also represents the ultimate way for the citizens to achieve political accountability
since to be removed from power through elections is the primary way to hold the
government accountable for their performance of political powers and governance.
Second, apart from elections, democracy also demonstrates that the policies and
decisions executed by the administrative branch shall be supervised by the
representative body. That is to say, even the governing party receives the
authorization and legitimacy out of the most recent election to form the government
and carry out its political agenda, should also be strictly supervised by the
representative institutions when it execute the laws in an age when the political
gravity is located in the executive rather than the legislative.60
As for the EU case, we may also evaluate the democracy within the EU
institutional framework with that approach, including the institutional arrangement
and the possibility about how the decisions and policies made at the European level be
supervised by representative institutions (the European Parliament, and the Council
and national parliaments newly included). Considering that the first aspect of this
issue has been widely discussed, this paper will be focusing more on the second
aspect of this issue.61 In Chapter 4, the supervision from representative institutions on
the European decision-making will be under exhaustive exploration particularly with
the counter-crisis measures taken by the European leaders during the Euro Crisis.
Besides, it shall be particularly pointed out that, for the Union case, the rule of “the
more constitutionalization, the less democracy” also applies since the Treaties has
lifted exceeding issues to be part of constitutional arrangement, including the
monetary union, the intern market. Since they have been promulgated as the
indispensible part of the EU constitution, they exempt themselves from the
majoritarian process; as a result, the judicial review plays a significant role in the
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control over powers.62However, this situation does not preclude the discussion, which
will be made in Chapter 4, about the appropriateness on the constitutionalization of
monetary union and the exclusive entrustment of monetary policy to the European
Central Bank and its high level institutional independence and the issue that whether
certain democratic control shall be imposed in the future, not to mention the de facto
new function the European Central Bank is suspected to be playing, even if the
judiciary body of the Union has so far denied by holding that certain programs fall
still within the scope of monetary policy.

1.4 The Principle of Institutional Balance
The principle of institutional law is a concept that has been firstly proposed by
the ECJ through its case laws and afterwards written into the founding Treaties.
According to the ECJ case law,
“the Treaties set up a system for distributing powers among the different
Community institutions, assigning to each institution its own role in the institutional
structure of the Community and the accomplishment of the tasks entrusted to the
Community. Observance of the institutional balance means that each of the
institutions must exercise its powers with the due regard for the power of the other
institutions. It also requires that it should be possible to penalize any breach of that
rule which may occur”63.
This principle was then written into the founding Treaties that “Each institution
shall act within the limits of the powers conferred on it in the Treaties, and in
conformity with the procedures, conditions and objectives set out in them. The
institutions shall practice mutual sincere cooperation.” 64 This concept has both
political and legal dimensions which are not totally overlapped and they have also
been applied to different situations. The political dimension of this concept is a very
fundamental principle in constructing the European institutional structures, the
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competence and power division between different institutions, especially the
legislative and the government. However, the legal application of this principle in
existing cases determined by the ECJ is, on the contrary, so narrow that it mostly
concentrates on the procedural disputes in the secondary legislation of the European
Union.65

1.4.1 The political dimension of the institutional balance
principle
Compared with the legal dimension of this principle, the political counterpart is
obsessed with much less challenges. The political view of this principle refers to the
balance of interests which are represented by different Community institutions in
order to come up with proposals on European integration accepted, at least not
opposed, by different parties66. In this sense, this principle is usually interpreted as the
EU version of the Power Separation Principle developed by John Locke and
Montesquieu. In the European Union case, this principle of institutional balance has
been seen as a textual expression of the balance between two approaches of the
European integration and their respective institutional reflections. 67 In detail, the
institutional balance aims at the balance between the supranational institutions that are
designated to represent the general interests of the whole European Union, the
European

Commission

As

well

as

the

European

Parliament,

and

the

intergovernmental institutions who are taken to put the interests of the Member States
at a prior position, the Council and the European Council.
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1.4.2 The legal dimension of the institutional balance
principle
The legal dimension of this principle receives many challenges, partly
concerning the nature of this principle: is the provision in the Treaties a legal rule or
merely a declaratory term? If this principle falls within the category of legal terms,
what would the legal consequence be if this principle is breached? To answer these
questions, we should look back on the case laws made by the ECJ and the reasons
within those cases.
In the Meroni case, the Court invoked the principle of institutional balance to
hold it invalidated when the discretionary powers were delegated to bodies which are
not expressly allowed by the Treaties. According to the Court, any delegation of
powers including political discretion to bodies not provided for by the Treaties
inevitably results in the transfer of responsibility which would breach the institutional
balance for that the transfer of decision-making bodies.68 Then in the Chernobyl Case,
this principle was advanced that it is the ECJ that is responsible and guarantee for the
application of this principle. 69 This judgment entrusted the ECJ the role as the
defender of this principle more than merely an institution under this principle.70The
idea that majority of application of this principle goes to the cases where there arise
the disputes concerning legislative procedure has been reiterated with the MFA case.
While deciding that the Commission has due power to withdraw its proposal even
when this proposal has been passed to the Council and the Parliament since the power
to withdraw still falls within the scope of the right to initiate which has been entrusted
solely to the Commission, the Court rejects the situation where this power to
withdraw is to be exercised as a genuine veto.71In these cases, this principle has been
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mainly invoked as a channel and rationale to fill the gap between the closest rules
concerned and the specific facts of the dispute at hand. 72 Its role in the legal
reasoning is more of a supplement to the delimitation of competence boundaries in
cooperation with specific rules which fail solely to draw a clear division of powers
between institutions than as an independent claim.73In fact, the gaps filled by the ECJ
in specific cases concerning secondary legislative procedures with the principle of
institutional balance usually come out to be favorable to the European Parliament,
partly out of the concerns about the democratic deficit problem in the EU.74
In conclusion, the principle of institutional balance has been invested with both
political and legal significance. So far, there is a gap between the roles of the political
dimension and the legal one. For the political dimension, this principle aims at the
achievement of different interests represented by corresponding EU institutions,
especially the balance between the general interest of the Union and the respective
interests of the Member States. However, the legal application of this principle
currently has been comparatively restraint. As mentioned, this principle has so far
been mostly applied to cases with regard to the clarification of secondary legislative
procedural disputes between Union institutions. In short, this principle functions more
of a guideline in the interpretation and application of Union laws rather than “a
self-standing principle”. 75 The Court only exploits the microcosmic aspect of
institutional balance (the legislative procedural rules) in the very specific and detailed
cases thus far without imposing judicial review on the more general perspective of
inter-institutional interactions or the balance between institutions as a whole in a
system or certain mechanisms, nor a judicial assessment on the institutional balance
affected by certain measures or acts. This may perhaps be, a purely guess, a
demonstration of judicial restraint (although a little weird to label the ECJ with this
phrase), it does, however, result in the undermining of the ECJ’s role as the guardian
72
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of the Treaties when certain measures or acts (like the economic governmental acts
brought during the Euro crisis) bring challenges to the institutional balance of Union
structure, refusing to invoke this principle so as to make judgments concerning the
general institutional relations.76
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Chapter 2. The governmental
function among EU institutions: a
revision

The first step to explore the situation of legislative control over government is
supposed to be, which institution is the true holder of the government power
responsible for the adoption of political decisions since the separation of name and
reality (or form and substance) is frequently witnessed, or an eternal issue, in human
history with regard to institutional project and evolution. Also, since the European
integration is an on-going process, this fact invites the rather fuzzy and non-ultimate
institutional mechanisms and eminent role of international politics in the performance
of institutional functions. It must, at the same time, be observed, however, that the
principle of the rule of law and principle of democracy are explicitly enshrined as two
of the fundamental values and constitutional traditions common to all Member States
77

and it is both a legal and political obligation to obey such principles.78 Hence, the

deficiency in the rule of law and the democratic deficit caused by the lack of
accountability among EU institutions are likely to form certain breaches to them. This
part will discuss in brief what the government power points to within the European
Union structure. The analysis would explore the wielding of powers among the
European Union institutions, including European Commission who is thought to be
the government of EU, at least in form, and the European Council with whom many
arguments have been made to be the real decision-maker for major EU affairs. Then
this part would try to trace out the government power distribution in reality at the EU
level.
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2.1 A review exploration on the “government”
Currently, numerous countries in the world have political structures of separate
governmental institutions, although some of them are separating political powers
merely in form. Among all the government institutions usually the most eminent one
would be the institution who exercises government/administrative powers and
sometimes it is referred to by citizens as the “Government” in the narrow sense. This
concept has been proposed no later than those well-known political philosophers who
come up with ideas on the separation of powers, of whom the eminent figures are
John Locke and Montesquieu.
In the Second Treatise of Government, John Locke explains that in the state of
nature, everyone is entitled to the power to punish the invaders.79 Then it appears
better to transfer their private-owned power of imposing punishment to a government
with laws to protect their lives and properties, and there emerges the government.80
As for the specific division of powers, Locke defines the government power as “a
power always in being, which should see to the execution of laws that are made and
remain in force”81and “comprehending the execution of the municipal laws of the
society within its self” 82 . Also, he emphasizes in the final chapter that if the
government power holders are no longer executing the law that will be the doomsday
for the existing government and a new government is expected to be established to
take the place to execute the laws83. It must be pointed out; however, there is no
independent role for the judicial institutions in Locke’s theory of separation of powers
but that he divides the governmental power into legislative, government/executive and
federative powers. 84 The government power mentioned by John Locke actually
covers both the government power (without the power for foreign affairs) under the
79
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context of modern political science and the judicial power which has becoming
gradually independent in the following hundreds of years.85 In spite of criticisms,
Locke’s

argument

has

enlightened

the

theoretical

basis

for

the

liberal

constitutionalism, including the distinguished significance and function of
constitution and law, and the idea of certain prerogatives and discretions of the
government.86
Different from Locke, Montesquieu has proposed the judicial power with an
independent role. He divides the governmental power into what we are more familiar
with nowadays as the legislative, government and judiciary. He describes the
government power as the power to “makes peace or war, sends or receives embassies,
establishes the public security, and provides against invasions” while the judiciary
power as “punishes criminals, or determines the disputes that arise between
individuals”87. He holds the idea that government power which should belong to the
Monarch shall be independent from other powers and reaches checks and balances
with them.88
Institutional evolutions in the second half of 19th century and the first half of 20th
century jointly instigate the new development within the government systems and also
to some extent redefine the government power as well as the principle of separation of
powers.89 Confronted With the explosively increasing public affairs to handle, the
role of civil servants has been at large strengthened since they are chosen and trained
professionally and have gathered abundant experience through their daily business
while the political officials are much more involved in political activities rather than
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daily administration of public sectors. The gap on expertise between them thus leads
to the civil servants’ advantages against the politicians in the decision-making process;
some arguments even advocate that civil servants are actually dominant in most
governmental policies’ formulation.
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However, such dichotomy has been

undergoing constant discussions and in the 1990s finally the distinction is generally
accepted, one century later from the year of 1887 when it was firstly introduced by
Woodrow Wilson and then Max Weber.91
Politicians have been endeavoring to keep the civil servants under their control,
and the image of classical government where civil servants would follow the
instructions made by the democratically-elected political leaders has been far from the
truth.92 Some have already suggested one new trend of separation of powers, that is,
the conventional government power which is generally accepted as to execute the law
has evolved into dual independent powers: the political government power and the
administrative power.93 The politicians are responsible for making policies while the
civil servants to implement them.94 The institutions that make the policies are further
referred to as the “Policy Branch”.95 Certain powers for deciding major policies are
left or ought to be reserved to the political government. In Britain, the cabinet (or the
Prime Minister) chiefly performs three functions: “the final determination of
policy…the

supreme

control

of

the

national

government…the

continuous

co-ordination and delimitation of the interests of the several departments of state”.96
In France, there is also such “important but not clear-cut distinction” between
executive (“the Government”) and administrative; similarly it is also the political
government that is responsible for decision-making with co-ordination of opinions,
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interests from different parties while the professional bureaucrats are assigned to be
responsible for “the execution of decisions”.97

In German practices, even those who

believe that the classic Weberian way of distinction between political government and
administration is not perfect in portraying current governmental decision-making
process and civil servants are, contrary to some imaginations, inserting much
influence in the decision-making also admit that politicians and civil servants together
formulate and assess policies with different background context, different
consideration factors, different priorities of “aesthetic standards” and perspectives, but
diverging in weight they respectively carry.98 Regarding administrative power as the
independent “Fourth Power” or not, it is widely accepted that there is the distinction
between policy execution and the professional administration in many western
democratic states99 although this dichotomy alone may be not sufficient to explain
the policy process.100 Civil servants are thought to be seizing more and more powers
even in the decision-makings nonetheless, as named by the phrase “administrative
state”, politicians are still able to insert influence up to decisive in the
policy-formulation in certain fields.101
It seems to be neither possible nor necessary to indulge ourselves in exactly
defining the specific contents of the government power according to the previous
discussions. The approximate boundary of government power is influenced, if not
determined, by the institutional practices of a given period of age. In the age of Locke,
“government” is widely regarded as the same as “judiciary” and the King of England
was thought to be also the “Top Judge” of the state. 102 While in the age of
Montesquieu, governmental practices differ from those in the times of Locke. He
adopts the same words but with distinct connotations, with which the judiciary is no
longer part of the government while the power for foreign relations is integrated into
97
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the scope of the executive powers. 103 Then after nearly two centuries, the
administrative power has been witnessed more and more independent from its original
matrix, even in some sense to become a more dominant actor in the adoption of
government policies.
To analyze the specific EU case on government power exercises, it is worth
outlining the general idea about what the government power is all about in the present
ages. As discussed above, it seems still widely acceptable for most public lawyers to
connect or to define the government power with the policy formulation (and political
decisions) on domestic and foreign affairs ranging from economic, social, and
diplomatic to defensive policies.104 The function of the political government is to
make determination on policies of domestic issues (including economic development,
market regulation, and social welfare) and foreign affairs and to propose initiatives to
the parliament if they are required to obtain the consent or budgetary support from the
democratic representative institutions.105106Therefore, this paper will not focus on the
interrelationship or distinction in the decision-making process between the political
government and the bureaucrats. Rather, it will be concentrating on which institution
will be the one that holds the power of political government, including the power to
decide the direction, the general strategy or the framework of major policies in their
formulation. Furthermore, according to the Lisbon Treaty and the conferral principle
on EU competence division107, EU institutions, even those which are responsible for
government affairs, are not entitled to equal powers as their counterpart of the
Member States governments. Hence, this analysis would mostly focus on those
powers with government nature which are entrusted to the EU institutions by the
Lisbon Treaty.
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2.2 The European Commission as the government
branch of European Union?
On 15 July 2014, the European Parliament elected Juncker, who had been
nominated by the European Council as the Presidential candidate, to be the new
President of European Commission. The whole Commission was then approved by
the European Parliament, too. This was interpreted as a big moment for the
politicalization of the European Commission since Junker was campaigning in the
2014 election as the “Leading Candidate” (Spitzenkandidat) of the European People’s
Party which maintained to be the biggest party in the European Parliament. His
nomination by the European Council was also interpreted in large part as the
European Council’s respect to the resolution passed by the Parliament before this
election which appealed the European Council to nominate the leader of the biggest
party as the presidential candidate.108 Although some Member States leaders were not
satisfied with this nomination, Juncker won the election in the Parliament with the
support of 422 seats, 250 seats’ opposition and remaining 57seats abstentions or
invalid votes among total 729 according to the rules of Lisbon Treaty.109
The European Commission was a sui generis government in the human history
of governmental system considering its characteristics as “a multi-purpose
supranational government with its own political leadership that is able to act
relatively independently from national governments and councils of ministers”.110 It
has experienced fundamental evolutions ranging from structures, entrusted powers,
and institutional roles to perform since the establishment of its predecessors, the High
Authority. According to the Lisbon Treaty (Consolidated Version 2012), the
Commission is supposed to be independent from the influence of the Member States
but responsible to the European Parliament; the Commission has been allocated with
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the tasks specifically to “Promote the general interest of the Union…ensure the
application of the Treaties…of Union law…exercise coordinating, government and
management functions”.111 The Commission, as summarized by Paul Craig, enjoys
the power of legislative, administrative, government and some judicial power, among
them the power to budget and to foreign affairs forms the core part of the political
government.
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As in human history the first “multi-purpose supranational

government with its own political leadership that is able to act relatively
independently from national governments and councils of ministers”113, discussions
on its nature, role, the source of its powers and its institutional restrictions have
always been lingering around the Commission.

2.2.1 The rationale of the Commission’s government role
The Commission is entrusted with the government role by the Treaties.
According to the latest amendment of founding Treaties, the Lisbon Treaty, the
Commission is supposed to “execute the budget and manage programs” and “exercise
coordinating, executive and management functions, as laid down in the
Treaties”.114These provisions constitute the legal basis for the Commission to perform
its government functions. As a core element of the government role, the Commission
is expressly entrusted with the competence to “implement the budget in cooperation
with the Member States”.115To be more specific, the Commission’s role and function
vary from the rules of the Treaties. Article 17 defines basically four functions of the
Commission: initiative, implementation of the Treaties, administration of the budget
and the controlling/supervision the application of the Union Law.116Among these
roles, the initiative power is in nature part of the legislative process, and the
111
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competence to supervise the implementation of EU laws mainly concerns the
relationship and correlations between the Union and the Member States in the
multi-level governance structure. Therefore, in a narrow sense, the government
function of the Commission mainly points to the implementation of EU laws and the
administration of the budget.
One approach to understand the role and function of the Commission is the
principal-agent analysis where the Member States delegate certain powers to the
supranational institutions.117 When problems confronted go beyond borders and thus
it would be a rational choice to make to pool powers from national level to the
supranational together.118 Along with this assumption, the government system of dual
level has been established in the EU between the Member States and the Union. In
brief, the European Commission is responsible for government decision-makings
relating to issues falling within its competences while the national governments or the
national agencies are responsible for implementing and administrating such
supranational decisions.119 However, such pattern of “direct partnerships” between
the Commission and national government and agencies also raises problems including
the responsibility distribution and dual loyalty affairs.120 This is a typical example
that demonstrates a fundamental problem which extends through the integration
process of Europe, the dilemma of institutional compatibility between the EU and
national existing institutions. If the European Union institutions are to take the place
of its national existing counterpart, it might be seen as too institutionally radical
actions to advance the European integration. Those actions are possible to drive
national partners to the edge of extinction and touch the sensitive nerve of the
intergovernmentalists, the national sovereignty advocators and the parties or groups
who have vested interest at stake under existing structures. Consequently it will surely
draw drastic resistances. However, the more modest way to cooperate with current
117
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institutions would also lead to questions including but not limited to the followings.
First, there will be question about the division of responsibilities and accountability.
Second, the civil servants will face dilemma when there are confrontations occurring
between the Union and the national authorities.

2.2.2 The government division inside the European
Commission
Like many western democracies, the institution to implement laws of the EU
could also be divided into two subfields, the political government and the neutral
bureaucrats. 121 As introduced by Anchrit Wille as “a delicate triangle”, the
policy-making process works briefly as follows: the head of cabinets comes up with
policy proposals to their appointers—the commissioners with political background
and role—then the commissioners would make decisions on such proposals and
afterwards to be implemented and administrated by the civil servants (Directors
General).122 The political “hat” (the commissioners) constitutes one of the biggest
differences between the Commissioners and other supranational bureaucrats and
shelters the latter from outsiders’ criticisms on their elitism.123 Simultaneously, the
Kinnock Reform has drawn relatively clear-cut boundaries between politicians and
the civil servants through the “horizontal and vertical coordination and steering
mechanism”.124 This reform has, on the one hand, reduced the political elements of
the Commission bureaucrats while remained their high autonomy, and on the other
hand, enhanced the political nature of the commissioners.
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This result has actually

transformed the Commission in a way more and more similar to the governmental
cabinet of the Member States. An independent political leadership is at the same time
increasingly visible for the Commission. It also causes the ripple effect to the
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legislative-government relationship in the EU and thus arise the problem of
accountability. These following issues are then responded by Treaty amendments
afterward. It will be discussed in the following part.

2.2.3 The evolution of the European Commission: from
technocratic to political
The European Commission was supposed to be an international bureaucracy
composed of technocrats at the very early days and is thus named as “the civil service
of the EU” and more of an agenda-setter. 126 Then its political nature has been
gradually strengthened and plays a mixed role as a combination of policy proposal
provider and also “a political broker helping to bring about reliable compromises”127.
Or in a combinative way, the Commission is becoming an international bureaucracy
with the task of coordinating interests of different parties.128 Thus it is argued that the
European Commission has been gradually transformed close to a “normal government”
especially with a role in making political decisions and therefore the Commission
should be in some way accountable to the public representative institutions.129130 In
chapter 3 of his book “The Normalization of the European Commission: Politics and
Bureaucracy in the EU government”, Anchrit Wille analyzes the evolving role of
commissioners from technocrats to politicians with various aspects including the
presidentialization on relationship of commissioners in the European Commission, the
politicization of the selection of commissioners, the commissioners’ government
leadership and increasingly emerging dependence of the Commission on the
Parliament.131 At the same time, it is worth bearing in mind that different logics of
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institutions apply to the administrative and the political government. For the
administrative who is more of independence from party politics, the stability of
institutional performance (to secure the administrative coherence) are particularly
emphasized while for the political government, the principle of political
accountability prevails. Because of this distinction, the politicians are expected to be
accountable and controlled by the Parliament for their policy-decisions, and their
performance needs to be reviewed periodically and the accountability usually lay to
the specific political leader of the government group/college such as the President of
the U.S. or the Prime Minister of the United Kingdom. The trend of the Commission’s
institutional evolution goes closer towards such distinctions in the national states. The
President of the Commission is exercising significantly more power with his roles’
both inside and outside the institution,132 rendering that the President gains more
outstanding authorities compared with his colleges.133 Besides, the politicalization of
commissioners’ career background and experiences is also promoted. The prior
political experience has been thought to be a requirement for qualification to become
the commissioner while the professional background as technocrats is at the same
time becoming less and less relevant. 134 This trend has been advanced to an
unprecedented level in the newly-elected European Commission since the new
president Juncker runs as the Leading Candidate (Spitzenkandidat) of the central-right
European People’s Party, resembling the candidate of Prime Minister/Chancellor
under a parliamentary system. It drives the European Union politics in large scale to
the era of personalization.
In a democratic polity, the power of a political nature is always supposed to be
followed by the supervision and control of the representative institutions. The political
government institution also welcomes to obtain the endorsement from the legislative
branch to strengthen the democratic legitimacy of both itself and its policies. It is also
the case with the relationship between the European Commission and the European
Parliament. The commissioners are appointed with the approval from the Parliament,
and they are also obliged to be present in the Parliament or certain committees to
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explain and defend their policies.135According to the Lisbon Treaty, the European
Parliament has the power to elect, to supervise and even censure the Commission.
First, the Commission President shall be elected by majority of EP’s component
members; it is the same case with other commissioners.136Besides, the Commission
shall also be responsible to the European Parliament and the latter could even cast the
non-confidence vote to the Commission which would legally end up with the resign
of the whole Commission.137Studies on the Commission-Parliament relationship also
find that both institutions are very dependent on each other in the process of
legislation because of the technical requirements, and their officials are sharing
“sectoral, ideological and supranational” behavioral patterns.138
After all, the increase in powers and a more politicalized commission still fall
within the scope of the rationale of the European integration in the field of public
authority, namely, the delegation and control of powers from the Member States. As
mentioned by Fabio Franchino, “the essence of this game is the delegation of
policy-making functions to supranational institutions and the establishment of control
mechanisms”.139It is also connected to the goal set in Maastricht and also as an
on-going process that the European Union should and will be a political union. After
all, it would be incredible to think about a politically integrated Europe without the
Commission of political nature considering the Commission’s role and function
stipulated by the Treaties that the Commission is supposed to “initiate the Union’s
annual and multiannual program” and in specific legislative procedure that it is the
Commission that solely has the power to propose initiatives.140The political Union
starts with political programs and agendas whose setter is inevitably political in
nature.
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As a supranational institution that is expected to be independent from the
Member States, the motor of integration and the guardian of the Treaties, European
Commission has received more and more autonomy from the Member States, and it
even to a great extent overcomes the shackles of territorialism141 and develops a
closer relationship with the Parliament in cooperation as well as policy
endorsement.142 However, the question remains that whether the fundamental power
to decide political directions of a community, which is seen as “the focal point of any
political government, particularly when it comes to policy-making”, belongs to the
Commission.143That question is the starting point in the exploration of the political
government in the European Union and only the answer to that question could pave
the way for the review of accountability issue in this Union.

2.3 The European Council as the EU government?

2.3.1 The law and practice of the European Council
The European Council is recognized as one of the formal institutions in the EU
only after the conclusion of Lisbon Treaty and powers entrusted have thus become
explicitly created. 144 According to the Lisbon Treaty, the European Council is
portrayed as the institution to “provide the Union with the necessary impetus for its
development and shall define the general political directions and priorities”145. From
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the perspective of legal interpretation, it is worth looking back on the evolution of
terms and context of the legal texts in order to comprehensively grasp the afflux of
meaning and intentions by the drafter. In the Maastricht Treaty, the tasks of European
Council were established as “necessary impetus for its development and shall define
the general political guidelines”.146The verbal transformation from “general political
guidelines” to “general political directions and priorities” explicitly suggests the
strengthening of European Council powers in more detailed decision-making and
agenda-setting especially with regard to major political issues in EU.147
The European Council makes fundamental decisions on political issues in the EU.
Although most ministerial issues might have been solved in the Council of the
European Union consisting of respective ministers from the Member States, there are
also issues which are interdepartmental in nature or issues which ministers have no
sufficient authority to decide or conclude.148 That would be the moment for the
European Council and the heads of states or governments to come onto the stage,
especially in the field of Common Foreign and Security Policy.149 Besides this, Paul
Craig further points out that the European Council plays also a central role in the
revolutionary changes related to institutional structure, amendment to the treaties and
certain policy strategies. It is the same with the EU external relations. 150 The
European Council also decides on the application of joining the EU for membership.
All these powers join to highlight its role as the top political actor in the EU.
The process of European Council’s power strengthening is rarely the
consequence of Treaty amendments. On the contrary, the provisional evolution of
Treaty should be better viewed as the result and textualization of institutional
practices which happen to be finally accepted by all parties through the “run-in”
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period.151 It might be interpreted as the result of reasonable institutional choice by
institutions and the Members States of EU. First, as argued by certain constitutional
law scholars, the democratic elements of the Union is based on the dual structure that
gains its democratic legitimacy from the directly-elected European Parliament (and
the European Commission to be elected by the European Parliament) and indirectly
from the democratically elected heads of states or national governments by respective
national voters (as the member of the European Council). 152 Before the Junker
Commission, no Commission and its president have been elected relevantly with the
result of European Parliament election and thus the democratic legitimacy of the
European Council, whose members are those democratically-elected national leaders,
appears to be relatively superior to that of the Commission. That explains the
institutional practice to leave the highly-controversial and fundamentally political
issues to the European Council. Besides, although the Commission President is also a
member of the European Council, he has not his specific state and people to represent
who at the same time works as backup forces of the Commission President. Therefore
even if it is assigned to perform coordinating functions153 and balance different
interests, the Commission is not fully competent to achieve this goal considering its
roles, influences and authority. Some explain the reason why the European Council
became a necessity in the mid-1970s, and some of those reasons are still in process
nowadays. It is argued that it is the lack of political leadership in the Union, the
sensibility of certain political problems, and the stagnation of integration process that
lead to the emergence and rising of the European Council.154 His explanations, in fact,
have indicated a deeper issue, that is, one institution should be entrusted with the
powers it is competent to exercise; or in other words, the practical division of powers
in most cases differentiates from what have been written on papers but, to large extent,
depends on the institutional politics. In modern democratic societies, the strongest
151
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democratic basis usually helps the institution who enjoys that basis to have an edge in
the institutional political games. Therefore when one institution is entrusted with
powers beyond its capacity, inevitably other actors capable of winning out will take
away /seizing that part of its power.
Other examples would occasionally provide confirmation from exactly the
opposite perspective. First, in line with the Lisbon Treaty, the European Council is
restricted “shall not exercise legislative function”.155 However, the European Council
may adopt legally binding decisions in the intergovernmental-approach areas as well
as in the form of international agreements, inside or outside the EU framework. The
decisions made by the European Council are well-known to be with strong political
binding effect. It wouldn’t make big differences when those political decisions are to
be implemented through legislation. In some cases decisions made by the European
Council actually play a decisive role in the legislative procedures.156 In one way, the
conclusions of the European Council have actually been incorporated to be part of
“soft law”, and thus constitute the de facto binding forces on other institutions;157
some of them may further become directive in policy initiatives or agenda settings.158
Most essential issues, in fact, are reaching to an agreement or compromise only with
the involvement of the European Council.159 Besides, since one of the European
Council’s tasks is to provide the EU with political directions and priorities, they also
formulate the framework and directive principles when other institutions are making
decisions on policies of specific issues. 160 In other European Union areas, the
European Council is exerting even more profound influence. In the area of Common
Foreign and Security Policy, the Treaties stipulate that the European Council “shall
155
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identify the strategic interests and objectives of the Union”161. There are also other
fields where the European Council should act its respective roles from deciding the
guiding principles of economic policies162 to setting the guidelines for a common
defense.163It is also the same with the decision of foreign policies. Compared with the
community area, the Area of Common Foreign and Security Policy and the Area of
Freedom, Security and Justice is more of an intergovernmental method rather than the
supranational one; therefore in those areas the European Council still holds a
dominant role even in the respective legal provisions.

2.3.2 The role and function of the European Council
The European Council actually works as the “Black Box”, the political
decision-making process, of the EU. Inputs from all sorts of stakeholders, like
territorial interests, industry interest, the contradicted interest of the small Member
States and the big Member States, are expected to be processed in it. With its
spring-up in powers and decision-making process, many problems regarding the
inequality between small and big Member States and its consistency in policies and
performances emerge. Institutionalization of the European Council indicates
outcomes from both sides. On the one hand, institutionalization helps to secure the
consistency of institutional operation since permanent staff, normalized process of
decision-making will be equipped with; on the other hand, institutionalization might
lead to the synchronized institutionalization of inequalities between members, and
also it might be confronted with questioning of its legitimacy and criticisms to its
performance since citizens are very likely to hold different expectations between the
periodical summit and the institution with explicitly listed objectives and tasks. The
newly adopted reform to have a permanent and full-time president (some scholars
name it as “semi-permanent”) of the European Council is part of the efforts in making
institutional responses to such problems.
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As described by Paul Craig, it has been long discussed whether there should be a
single presidency (possibly the President of European Commission) or a “separate hat”
structure with presidents from both the European Council and the European
Commission. 164 According to the Lisbon Treaty, the President should chair the
European Council, prepare the work agenda and try to achieve cohesion within the
European Council. Outside the European Council, he should report to the European
Parliament and also be on behalf of the European Council in certain occasions.165
However, as for the external relations, it should be deduced that, considering the role
of High Representative for Foreign Affairs and the Security Policy, the role of
president of the European Council should be “essentially of a representative
character” and shall step back from foreign affairs in the European Council.166
However, the path to a permanent, full-time president is not a smooth one. The
European Council has been criticized to have been controlled by big powers like
Germany and France and thus voices from the small Member States have been
ignored in spite of the principle of equality enshrined in the Lisbon Treaty.167 That’s
also why the proposal of a permanent, full-time presidency has been suggested by
France and Germany with support from larger Member States while opposed by their
small and medium partners.168 The whole story of the battle has been stated in detail
by Jan Werts.169 Finally, the larger players win out and the structure resembling the
Fifth Republic of France is adopted with the presidents of European Council and
European Commission similar to the president and the premier in France.170Even so,
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the existence of huge disagreement among the Member States could still be easily
deduced through the vagueness in definition of the post. 171 With the (semi-)
permanent president, the consistency of institutional operation and policy formulation
process are expected to have been further strengthened. Another outcome would be
that with the insurance of organizational process and personnel resulting from the
institutionalization, the European Council could be more efficient in making
arrangement for its policy plans and projects with the material and staff support and to
advance their progress in carrying out its functions. Thereupon then, the European
Council is likely to be approaching to specific issues and preparing more detailed
proposals. Contrary to the Commission, The European Council appears to be
increasingly more technocratic.
Among all the powers entrusted to the European Council, the power to form
political guidelines and priorities is a crucial one. The composition of the European
Council and the definition of roles indicate the position of European Council as the
top-level institution, indispensable to the operation of such a supranational
organization.172However, the descriptive terms used in the Treaties raise questions
about their legal interpretation. What does the term “general political directions and
priorities” refers to? What content may be covered in the scope of this term? How
would the boundary (even not necessarily to be clear and definite) be drawn between
this term used for the European Council and the power to initiative proposals which is
one of the tasks assigned to the European Commission?

2.3.3 Essential questions about the European Council to be
replied
To distinguish legal terms is never merely a matter of linguistics or lexicology.
The boundary between different legal terms is more of the outcome of interpretation
and application in individual cases or in the long-term dynamical inter-institutional
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interactions. In modern democracies where the separation of powers has been
established, the right to initiate is usually performed by the government branch, even
though the members of parliament, when reaching certain threshold, are also entitled
to initiate, since the government branch (or the cabinet) is equipped with efficient
resources, staff, tools and mechanisms to be the “generator of policies”. In one way,
the power to initiate can be viewed as a procedural power with which the government
branch proposes its legislative drafts or other policy proposals to the representative
branch when they are obliged to get the approval from the latter. Usually the political
parties list their ideas about the national political direction and major issues into the
campaign manifesto and when majority voters favors the policies of certain parties
and vote for that party/ union to be the governing party/union, they would propose
those policies to the parliament for approval and then implementation. The European
Union has exhibited another model of wielding initiating powers currently in practice.
It must be clarified that it is the description of current institutional interactions (under
the Lisbon Treaty) of the EU since in different period of time the dominants method
of European integration (demonstrated by different treaties and practices) could be
varying.173 The pattern for the policy initiative in the EU, different from the national
institutional design where it is the cabinet/government makes the political decisions
and then proposes it to the parliament or congress, is that the body to make decisions
and the body to propose is not the same one but separate. Let’s just assume that it is in
line with the reality; then questions may arise with regard to this outline. How
specifically do the European Commission and the European Council interact
with each other under such pattern and what is the possible rationale for this
pattern? Is this pattern consonant with the trend of politicalization (or
“Normalization”174) of the Commission and its presidency?
The first question is related to the government structure in EU. Arguments
have been richly given on who is the (central) government actor in the EU. Many
assessments have been put forward. Some prefer the Commission since it is becoming
more and more political and it gains more and more autonomy from national
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governments.175 Some address that the European Council is the core government
branch in the EU since it is the real boss being sheltered by the complex institutional
structures.176 Considering that it appears not to be on the political schedule or not an
urgent issue for the political leaders of EU Member States to integrate several
government institutions to establish a single government institution instead,
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it

would be worth observing how the government power has been shared between
institutions in practice and how the pattern, as it has been mentioned above, works
with the separation of the power to initiate and the power to decide fundamentally
political problems.
Jan Werts has laid out a rather comprehensive portrayal in relation to the
interaction between the European Council and the European Commission in the
policy-making process with impressively explanatory part to doubts surrounding the
EU. He points out that as early as the old days of Luxemburg Compromise, the
European Council has grasped “the power to shape an initiative of the Commission at
the earliest stage”. Afterwards, although it has been written in Treaties that the
Commission shall never take orders from any Member States, the European Council
still delivers a large number of requests, ordering the Commission to provide its
proposals on policies, some of them could be rather detailed. 178 In a way the
European Council may has constituted a violation of the provisions of Treaties in a
strict scope and belittled the importance of the European Commission, but that is not
the whole story and there is a reason for the situation. The European Commission is
fully aware of the situation that the nearest path to the realization of its own objectives
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is the one that goes through the European Council since no policies, especially those
sensitive and major ones, would be adopted without European Council’s smiling on
them.179 If proposals have been endorsed by the European Council, it is very likely to
pass 180 in the following legislative procedures since members of the Council of
European Union and the Parliament usually have rather close relations with their
national governments. For instance, the President of European Parliament Martin
Schulz is a senior member of the German Social Democratic Party that is a governing
partner of German Chancellor Angela Merkel in the Grand Coalition government. The
measures or policies of the Commission, once received the support from the European
Council, would be very likely to be better and positively implemented rather than
being laid aside or blocked by national institutions since the member of European
Council is at the same time wearing another hat as the top political leader of national
state government.
The European Commission is strangely pleased to accept the erosion of its
procedural power to initiate since it has been paid off with the actual reinforcement of
its political position; they may be even delightful to find the other way round to
realize its own political agenda through the European Council.181 This tactic is named
as “Fan Ke Wei Zhu (successfully reverse the positions of the host and the guest)” in
the traditional Chinese wisdom the Thirty-Six Stratagems. Werts mentioned the
“manipulation” of the Commission over the European Council could be to the extent
that they successfully “smuggle” their priority issues into the final conclusion of the
European Council. 182 Besides, in areas where it is the Member States and
intergovernmentalism that should be dominant, the Commission also finds its entry
into these areas by taking the advantages of the proposals requested by the European
Council.183 It is interesting that the reality comes the other way compared with what
179
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is written in the Treaties. The power to initiate, which has been intended to be
reserved only to the Commission, is now shared by the European Council and the
Commission, and the European Council has actually played important roles in the
legislative process notwithstanding the preclusion of its legislative function in the
Lisbon Treaty, not to mention the entry into other fields of the supranational
institution, the Commission. Besides, certain justification from the perspective of
rational choice could be made to the approach adopted by the Commission in
advancing its cause. Theories to interpret the European Integration usually relate to
the institutionalism and liberal intergovernmentalism and their respective improved
versions. Both resort to the rational choice of group or institutions, whether the
rational choice of the bureaucrats, multinational companies or the rational choice of
member states.184 The Rational Choice Theory (mostly the cost-benefit mathematics)
may also be applicable to the analysis of the contradictions between the written law
(the Treaties) and the practice with regard to the function of the Commission.
According to the Treaties, the European Commission is positioned as the “Motor of
integration”, the “Guardian of the Treaties” and the “executive body of the EU”.185
Although the European Commission is such a sui generis institution that merely exists
in the European Union as one “separate government body” to be on the watch for the
general European interests,186 its actual authority and influence are still confronted
with doubts and challenges. First and the most, the European Commission has a
relatively weaker democratic basis. Compared with heads of states or governments
who are widely and in a long-term history accepted as the democratic representative
of the people of that nation, the European Parliament, to whom and the by whom the
European Commission is elected and responsible, is still brought by a secondary-order
election and not treated by the EU citizens in the same rank as their national
elections.187The inferior standing of the European Parliament to the national political
leaders results in the inferiority of the European Commission to the European Council.
Besides, the institutionalization of the European Council and the adoption of
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European Council (semi-) Presidency also give rise to pressures on the European
Commission, like the case of the foundation of the European Financial Stability
Facility (EFSF) mentioned by scholars as a proof where the Commission and the
European Council play significantly different roles. 188 Furthermore, some vital
regulatory powers have also been detached from the European Commission to be
independently entrusted to Union agencies. The typical case is that the power to make
monetary policies has been transferred to the independent European Central Bank,
free of orders from the Commission.189
The overwhelming unbalance of power between the Commission and the
European Council makes it appear be a reasonable option for the Commission to quit
the way of confrontation against the European Council (at least publicly). If you
cannot lick him, join him. The Commission is in some sense a loyal follower of this
famous idiom. Now the Commission President is also a formal member of the
European Council 190 and the European Council becomes the forum for the
Commission when the latter may seek endorsement on its proposals from the Member
States.191 For the Commission, it may be seen as a profitable strategy to choose to
cooperate with the European Council to share the power to initiative. The power to
initiative solely belonging to the Commission according to the Treaties can be nothing
the same with the power to initiative that the Commission shares with the European
Council. For the former, it is merely a procedural power with high risks of its
proposals being refused or amended in the legislative procedure by the Council or the
Parliament.192 However, the power to initiatives shared by the European Council and
the Commission is the “2.0 version” of it or the “initiating power +”. It is not an
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exaggeration to say that such initiatives are the initiatives with much lower risks being
overruled or substantially amended. Furthermore, the European Council is not the
only “vulture” to tussle with the Commission for this power, the Parliament and the
Council are also the potential “predators”. The Parliament may come to an agreement
with the Council with regard to legislation contents they favor and then request the
Commission to propose initiatives to them in order to be formally in accordance with
the procedural provisions of the Treaties.193 The benefits the Commission obtains at
the expense of solely initiating power, except the extra endorsement from the
European Council, also include the power to initiate in other areas shared by the
European Council. 194 For both the Commission and the European Council, the
current pattern of de facto sharing of initiating power brings benefits to both of them.
It may even be defended as the flexible and necessary amendments in implementing
the Treaties since certain designs on papers are not likely to be directly applied to the
reality. However, in spite of those actual successes, the approach of the Commission
to realize its political agendas would meanwhile lead to the cost for the Commission
to pay. As mentioned above, the small Member States are frequently in
disadvantageous situations in the decision-makings in the European Council;
therefore, when the important initiatives is in fact receiving a prior review in the
European Council before the Commission officially propose them to the Council and
the European Parliament, that character of decision-makings in the European Council
will be inevitably inserted to those initiatives. Therefore the official initiatives
proposed by the Commission in many cases would be shaped by the element of
“the-big-prevails-the-small” from the de facto prior review made by the European
Council. The cost for the Commission to pay is what they proposed deviates from the
institutional objectives that they are assigned to guard and achieve. That raises the risk
of the Commission’s failure in performing its institutional role in balancing different
interests within the EU and promoting the general interests of the Europe within the
EU structure. In that case, balance of interests in the EU decision-making process is to
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be in great crisis when even the Commission chooses to step back from that
responsibility.
Second, is such pattern compatible with the current trend of the
Commission’s politicalization? The idea of a politicalized Commission, which
primarily relates to the democratic election of the Commission and its President, is not
popular among the national leaders. The European Council has worked as the forum
deciding constitutional directions and defining constitutional frameworks for the
European integration since 1975195 and the European Council finally accept the idea
of a Commission with (direct) democratic basis for the purpose of strengthening the
democratic legitimacy of the European Union.196It is further enhanced during the
2014 European Commission’s election. Many scholars see, or try to interpret, this
Commission election as a symbolic progress in the path towards politicalization
which have started earlier and also as the prophecy of an era when the Commission
becomes the core government being responsible to the European Parliament in
EU.197However, this trend so far has not fundamentally shaken the existing power
structure in EU: the European Council is still the dominant player and plays a central
role in the EU multi-level governance; the European Council, especially the Euro
Zone Summit, has been tremendously reinforced with the financial crisis at stake
since 2008 and operates as the “economic government” of the European Union.198
The pattern of shared initiating power also faces no significant alternations. The
Commission may find itself in great embarrassment: while being more and more
politicalized and receiving stronger parliamentary control in accordance with the
amendments to the Treaties,199 the Commission acts growingly like the “Staff Group”
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of the European Council to takes orders from the European Council and provides the
latter with policy recommendations or as the machine of policy draft. The public is
also divided and self-contradicted with this issue. In a survey, both ideas are
supported by a majority that the Commission should be the one who decides the
policy while it shall not seek the supreme power nor become a European
Government.200 It is worth noticing that there is a distinctive break between the
nature of politicalization and the role of deciding political directions. However, many
people have mistakenly regarded the idea “a politicalized institution” and “the
institution capable of deciding political directions” as the same. They welcome the
enhanced role of the Parliament in the appointment of the Commission,201 keen on
more and more politicians to be selected to the Commission College202, and they think
the Commission would be the new European Government making fundamental
political decisions naturally. However, if we look cautiously into the so-called
politicalization, we would be likely to notice that the politicalization only happens to
the institutional personnel, structure and the appointment procedure, not the
politicalization of functions and powers. The politicalization of appointment and
composition of the Commission does not necessarily produce a Commission
responsible for deciding the political directions. A similar case would be that in China
the national President and the Premier (the State Council) are also elected by the
People’s National Congress which is defined as the body with the Supreme Power
according to the Constitution.203 However, it is common sense in China that the
Political Bureau actually enjoys the Supreme Power to decide the political directions
and fundamental issues of China. For the European Union, the politicalization of the
European Council in the appointment procedure and composition might be
superficially conducive to its establishment and consolidation of democratic
legitimacy to a certain extent. However, some possible risks may also be assumed.
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First, the current pattern of initiating power shared between the European Council and
the European Commission is based on the mutual will of cooperation as a rational
choice. However this constitutes significant violation of the Treaties as the
constitutional law of the European Union and is thus also incompatible with the Rule
of Law principle not only in the Treaties but also as a common constitutional tradition
to all the Member States because the Treaties expressly declare the sole control of the
initiative by the Commission. Legal consequence would emerge when this violation
of the Treaty rules is put forward to the Court. It is still questionable about the
stability and sustainability of this structure since the conflicts may arise between them
and then impose challenges to that cooperation204, the distribution of political and
legal responsibilities between the Commission and the European Council with regard
to power to initiative would also draw disputes. Second, to make political decisions
and negotiations on the highest-level also have disadvantages, including the
“irretrievable character of mistakes; limits to the nature and quantity of decisions to
be taken…miscalculations or tactical errors occur and cannot, in most cases, be
corrected”. 205 Third, the dissatisfactions even angers with the European Union
among the EU citizens might be far worse when the voters find or feel someday that
they are to some extent cheated by the European politicians in that, on one hand, the
European politicians appeal to voters to vote in the Parliament elections while on the
other hand, the European Council may choose someone else (not the majority/biggest
party leader in the European Parliament) to nominate as the president candidate as
well as that the Commission and its President turn out to be playing rather subordinate
roles. That could cause damages to the political credibility of the European integration
and endanger popular support for future integration, especially under the
circumstances of the springing up of Euro-skeptical forces.
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2.4 Conclusion
The intension and extension of legal and political terms vary with the times and
political practices. After the establishment of modern public governance model, the
government mainly represents the political policy making and political directions206
with the administrative part allocated to the civil servant and regulatory functions to
the (semi-)independent agencies. Under the nation states context, it points to the
cabinet ministers and prime ministers (or the president in the presidential polity). In
the European Union, a new model of the divided government has been established207
and no fundamental changes so far have happened to such structure: the national
governments hold the “high-level” government power regarding political and
legislative agenda through the European Council; while the supranational institution,
the European Commission exercises government powers relating to the day-to-day
social-economic policies and inter market regulation.208The European integration is a
process without clear and definite destination or blueprint but with subtle or visible
alterations; the consequence of that vagueness and uncertainty might be that its
institutions are possible to evolve and be modified with regard to different
considerations under various ideas dominating different stage of the European
integration. As for the Commission, it has been an institution with bureaucrats and
politicians, as the supranational political actors as well as regulatory roles.209The
Treaties have empowered the Commission with rather superior tasks while beyond its
capacity to achieve. Then the question arises about why, as the “master of the
Treaties”, would the Member States agree to entrust such tasks and roles to the
Commission while then make those authorization turn out to be merely nominal?
Fundamentally it is a question that requires answers with the review of the
international Realpolitik which goes beyond the content of this article. The European
Council takes over those functions which is failed to be accomplished by the
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Commission. The European Council frequently comes to the rescue when the EU is
faced with major problems that cannot be solved by the Commission or even the
Council, like the disastrous situation faced by the EU after the vetoed referendum in
2005 in France and Netherlands where people said no to the Treaty establishing a
Constitution for Europe; it is also the case with the rescue action with the Euro-zone
Summit after the crisis in Greece and the several Member States.210However, while
the European Council becomes more and more active in the assurance of the stability
and continuity of the European integration, it also commits encroachment to the
power of other institutions and debases their authorities, especially the
Commission.211 The operational pattern between the Commission and the European
Council may be justified for its mutual-interests to them. However, it could also cause
new problems when actions are taken to respond to existing problems. Once the
Commission becomes the “Staff Group”, it would possibly lose its independence as
the supranational institutions guarding the general interests of European Union but
becomes the implementing body of the European Council which is the forum for
Member States’ political games212 rather for their national interests than the common
Community interests with a long-term perspective. 213 This evolution also brings
about repercussions to the domestic politics. A case study on the institutional changes
in Sweden and several EU Member States reveals that the enhanced decisive role of
European Council in the EU decision-making consequences the empowerment in a
domestic regime with more discretionary power and less parliamentary control to the
national government branches.214
After the Lisbon Treaty, the European Council finally receives the official
recognition as an institution of the EU and its own (semi-) permanent President. Many
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factors may jointly contribute to an emerging dominant European Council as the
“Shadow Warriors”. It emerges because of the conditions which call for an institution
to be created to perform those functions. In an age of nation-states, even it has been
more and more fragmentized and under erosion by the political authorities’
reorganization in the supranational and local (the “Land” in Germany as an example)
level, sovereign states is still the master of international politics and regional
integrations, particularly when considering the basic fact that even the EU is based on
the sovereign transferred by the national states. The supranational bodies are still in
lack of full-fledged legitimacy and authority to decide controversial and sensitive
issues. The institutionalization of Member States Summit is merely the result of that
embarrassing situation the Commission is plunged. A great crisis faced by the EU
forms the catalyst to accelerate this evolution.
Through decades of years’ evolution and Treaties’ amendments, the European
Council appears to be emerging as the super-power institutions within the European
Union. It takes the power to initiative from the Commission and turns the latter to be
his “servitor”. 215 It is entitled to the role deciding the supreme constitutional
directions and enjoying the reserved powers in the CFSP areas.216 It is also argued to
have “shifted from ‘economic governance’ in the sense of a rules-based normative
system to ‘economic government’ entailing discretionary government decisions”,217
not to mention the fundamental issues it addresses which can be handled by neither
the Council nor the Commission. To put all these into consideration, the conclusion
may be reached that it is the European Council that plays the role of the supreme
political government at the EU level, if one counterpart of the cabinet in the domestic
politics could be found in the EU. However, different from the domestic governance,
the EU is composed of 28 (soon 27) sovereign states even if significant part of their
sovereignty has been transferred to the supranational institutions. Therefore the
majoritarian rule is not supposed to apply to every institution in the decision-making
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process and there should be certain institutions playing the role of balancing the
interests of different member states especially the special attend to the interest of
small member states since they are vulnerable to lose out in the international political
games. However, the European Commission which is responsible for that mission has
deviated from its institutional role even though it tactically finds a path to advance its
political agenda through the substantial sharing of its power to initiative with the
European Council. The cost it pays, that it fails to impartially balance different
interests in the Union, is likely to have raised challenges and instability to the EU
architecture by exposing the interests of small member states to be neglected or even
encroached by the big member states.
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Chapter 3. The distribution of
legislative powers among EU
institutions

In states conceived in constitutionalism, parliaments perform both as the
representative and the legislative body, providing the political establishment with
democratic legitimacy. Whether in the states of presidential or parliamentary
system/dominance, it is the parliament that exercises democratic control over the
government. 218 Currently under the Lisbon Treaty, take the ordinary legislative
procedure which has been the most frequent decision-making mechanism as an
example, the major actors in the legislative process include the European Commission
who has been granted solely with power to initiate, the Council and the European
Parliament with powers to review and pass/veto the legislative acts.219 In this sense,
the European Parliament and the Council have thus been generally titled with the role
of legislative bodies in the European Union just as two chambers in the nation states
since they have been entrusted in the Treaties with legislative and budgetary
functions. 220 Furthermore, the wording “Jointly” in the Treaties describing the
relationship between the European Parliament and the Council in legislative process
also indicates that the legislative power is supposed to be shared rather than
monopolized by one party and both institutions work in cooperative way rather than
confrontation. Besides, in the Lisbon Treaty, national parliaments have also been
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granted with unprecedented role and influence. They have been endorsed with a legal
basis in participating Union decision-making procedures in mainly six areas of
issues221, especially in the legislative procedures and with regard to the observance of
the principle of subsidiarity.222 It is predictable and have somewhat been verified by
the agreement between the Union and the UK that the role of national parliaments will
be further strengthened223 whether through the amendment to the Treaties or through
institutional practices. Therefore for the purpose of cautious observation on the
legislative power in the Union, the role of national parliaments is better to be assessed
even if their participation in the EU decision-making is currently restricted to be
rather preliminary.

3. 1 the European Parliament

3.1.1 The

institutional

framework of the European

Parliament
According to the Lisbon Treaty, the European Parliament should be composed of
directly elected members whose numbers shall be degressively proportional and even
the smallest Member State should have no less than 6 MEPs. 224 More detailed
explanation of this distribution mechanism was defined by the parliament resolution
that “the principle of degressive proportionality means that the ratio between the
population and the number of seats of each Member States must vary in relation to
their respective populations in such a way that each Member from a more populous
Member State represents more citizens than each Member from a less populous
Member State and conversely, but also that no less populous Member State has more
221
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seats than a more populous Member State”.225For the term 2014-2019, the Parliament
has Germany with the most MEPs (96 seats) while Estonia, Cyprus, Luxembourg and
Malta with the least (6 seats). This mechanism provides special protection to the
smallest Member States with the threshold compared with the purely proportional
representation solely based on the respective populations of the Member States and
also takes the balance between big Member States into consideration.

3.1.2 The institutional evolution of the European Parliament
In the very beginning, the European Parliament was merely a rather
marginalized institution named “Common Assembly” with 78 members from 6
founding states of European Coal and Steel Community in 1952. It had the power to
advise, to scrutiny and even to dismiss the High Authority in theory, but it had no
significant say in the adoption of decisions and policies.226Afterwards, the Budgetary
Treaty entrusted the Parliament with the power to veto the budgetary as well as
control over the budgetary implementation. The members have been directly elected
since 1979 after twenty more years’ appointment from the national parliaments.227 As
for the legislative procedure, the SEA in 1987 introduced the second reading
procedure but the Council and the Commission held the last say in the adoption of
legislation228. With this procedure, although the Parliament only had the power to
publish their opinions, nonetheless it was able to delay the legislation in accordance
with the interpretation from the court by refusing to release one opinion.229 The
Parliament also took strategies to maximize its power and influence. Being conscious
of the embarrassing situation that its opinions may be ignored by other institutions,
the Parliament focused on the content of the opinions and played as a constructive
225
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partner in order to gain the support from the member of the Council230. Scholars also
argued that under the co-operation procedure if the European Parliament stood beside
the Commission on a proposal it would be more likely to be accepted by the Council
rather than being amended since only Qualified Majority Voting was needed to accept
but unanimity to amend, such decision-making procedure design made the Parliament
the role as a “conditional agenda setter”.231
The Maastricht Treaty brought a great leap to the power and influence of the
European Parliament and some balances were thus achieved between the Parliament
and the Council although the latter was still “more balanced”. The third legislative
procedure, the co-decision procedure was established that if the differences still
existed after the second reading, a conciliation committee should be established with
members from the Parliament and the Council. Under this procedure the Council was
a little more equal to the Parliament because the Council still held the right to the final
decision232. What was more interesting in the Maastricht Treaty was that the candidate
of Commission president shall be nominated by the Member States after consultation
with the Parliament and to be subject as a body to the approval voting from the
Parliament. The Parliament had no power to decide on the solo candidate of the
president but merely to vote of an entire package. As for the president candidate
solely, the Parliament only had the power to be consulted233. Besides, the Parliament
had no power to remove certain individual Commissioners 234 . However, the
Parliament strategically gained the de facto power to decide the candidate for the
President of Commission through its own interpretation of the “consulting of
Parliament” regulated in the Treaty with investiture procedure to request the candidate
to make a report to the Parliament and asked the President of the Parliament (the
Speaker) to negotiate with the Member States if the Parliament would not like to
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accept the candidate. This procedure had created the momentum in front of the public
eyes and thus to “force” the candidate and other institutions to respect and accept the
will of the Parliament even if it was not legally binding. So it was the case in the
practice with the appointment of Jacques Delors235.With regard to the non-confidence
of individual Commissioner, the Parliament would pressure the President
Commissioner to dismiss particular Commissioner opposed by the Parliament under
certain conditions. 236 However, this design was still far from the parliamentary
system as the power of the EP was still unbalanced that even when the EP
successfully forced President Santer to resign because just in this victory the EP
showed that it had only the “negative power”(the power to dismissal) and had no
“positive power”(the power to appoint)237 as the power and influence of the EP in the
nominating process was not legally binding and thus the EP had no strength to
perform toughly but more or less in an modest way.
Then in the Treaty of Amsterdam, this rule was replaced by the following, “The
governments of the Member States shall nominate by common accord the person they
intend to appoint as President of the Commission; the nomination shall be approved
by the European Parliament.” This new amendment was more of a confirmation of the
practices in the form of written law than a significant system design. Another power
extension of the EP in the Treaty of Amsterdam was the new co-decision procedure
took the place of the old co-decision procedure and finally empowered the EP equal
position to the Council in this new co-decision procedure238. Differentiating from the
former co-decision procedure, if the proposal was not agreed in the conciliation
committee, the Council would not be able to adopt it even if the members of the
Council came to unanimity. The European Parliament has in real sense become
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obtained the status as the co-legislator, considering its substantial influence in the
legislative procedures.239

3.1.3 The power game for the European Parliament
Looking back on the evolution of the EP during the past half century, the basic
trend of the EP would be its powers have increased both on the weight and on the
breadth. It has developed from an advisory role with the only power mostly focusing
on supervision to its current position more or less like the Common House in a
bicameral parliamentary system with powers ranging from budget, legislation to
supervision and appointment. The extension of EP powers can be seen as the
responses to the criticism of democratic deficit240. At the beginning this parliamentary
supervision may be the supervision spread from the national legislatures to the
Community level. Democratic accountability requests the administrative acts to be
supervised by the legislature and thus when certain parts of the sovereignty and
powers on previous domestic issues were transferred to the intergovernmental
organizational structure, the supervision of representative institution shall then follow.
With more powers transferred to the Community institutions, the supervision from the
representative institution should be correspondingly strengthened and formalized due
to the democratic legitimacy demand of the policies and regulations when they are
increasingly affecting the daily life of citizens for the emerging question of
legitimacy. 241 This trend is significantly improved after the Maastricht Treaty’s
coming into effect in the early 1990s because in this Treaty the Community is
transformed into a political union and, what is more important, is the introduction of
the concept: EU Citizenship. This idea is clearly expressed by the former German
Foreign Minister Fischer that
“Today, the EU is no longer a mere union of states, but more and more a union
of citizens. Nevertheless, European decisions are still taken almost exclusively by the
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states. The role of the elected European Parliament as a source of direct
legitimization is underdeveloped. This role has to be further strengthened if we are to
overcome the democratic deficit of the Union...”242
Other studies also reveal the motivation of the politicians to extend the power of
the EP in the Treaties that there is a positive correlation between the amount of
powers transferred to tackle with international matters and the strength of political
elites’ perception of democratic deficit, and it is the latter that constitute the
motivation to “democratize” the institutions243.
EP plays a dramatic role in the battle for powers among Community institutions.
Like any players in the Triangular relationship, EP have to be confronted with
two-route battle condition that it struggles for legislative power with the Council and
for restraining the administrative power of the Commission. It seems that EP has been
a great success since it has grabbed numerous powers beyond the imagination of its
predecessors. It successfully exercises its own powers to exert influences in the
procedure through the two basic tools relating to power in a society, persuasion and
punishment. When the powers it owns are very limited at the very beginning it would
turn to persuasion more than punishment. EP would act as a constructive actor to get
its voice heard and thus to form some informal convenances. Once the EP receives
certain powers which it may use to perform some challenges it would develop its own
internal procedures and interpretations of the ambiguity of the Treaties to indiscipline
other institutions to accept its opinions. Informal pressures are also kept up on other
institutions to maximize its influence in the legislative process244. At this stage EP
would adopt more uses of punishment or threat of punishment, coordinating with its
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discretion in interpretation of EU rules EP gradually tends to the power of agenda
setting.245 It is in this way EP transforms its luck into power through its tactics246.

3.1.4 Problems remained: decision making and the political
representation
Democratic decision-making and political representativeness are not only the
outdated problems but also the future challenges faced by the European Parliament.247
The European Parliament has been established and elevated as a response to
democratic imbalance as a result of the sovereignty transfer for supranational
governance. 248 However, it should be pointed out that one institution with the
appearance like the representative institution or named as “Parliament” “Assembly”
or “Congress” does not necessarily operate so in practical politics. The European
Parliament also faces challenges on its inadequacy in representativeness. First, it is the
democratic input perspective. The European Parliament has nagged by the notably
low turnout of its elections.249 More than this, the elections of European Parliament
play the role of political thermometer, testing the popularity and performance of
established parties in national level while the European issues at best turns out to be
245
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the second-order concerns. 250 Furthermore, the European Parliament also faces
criticisms on the “extremely weak connection” between the voters and the European
Parliament. Most European voters have no significant understanding about the EP and
its performance; besides, the characteristics of EP election (low turnout genuinely
focusing on domestic issues) also contribute to the fact that MEPs emphasize on the
EU policy making process rather than strengthen the electoral connections
externally.251 Besides, the nominating power is always held by the national parties
which could cause unscrupulous damage to their independency to make judgment
beyond narrow national interests on Pan-European issues as a widely-known saying
tells, if you have got them by the balls, their hearts and mind will follow.252
The European Parliament is said to be the possible winner in the negotiation of
Lisbon Treaty with substantial power expansion both in width and in weight.
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However, considering the legislative power in the Union is designed to be divided and
distributed to the Commission, the Council and the Parliament and the European
Council in practical sense,254 efforts to move the Union to the parliamentarian model
currently leave the Parliament still much more vulnerable compared with the
Common House/Lower House in the parliamentarian country where the parliaments
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and the government organized by the majority dominate the politics. Besides, despite
the much more powers the Parliament has been granted255, the increased influence in
choosing and deciding the President of European Commission and other members and
the direct way of electing the MEPs, political elites do not seem to be embracing the
victory of solving the problem of democratic deficit. Actually, it has already been
prophetically pointed out that besides those above, democracy also has another
dimension of representative-voter connection. 256 Besides, the Parliaments’ lower
election turnout, less knowledge on the Parliament among EU citizens and sense of
distance indicates that national parliaments still take the priority. Therefore, for some,
especially some politicians, the most convenient way to tackle with democratic deficit
and enhance the democratic legitimacy of the European Union, the empowerment and
participation of national parliaments in the Union decision-making process shall be
indispensible part of that mechanism. In other words, the national parliaments are
supposed to be institutionalized to be an integrated part of the EU political
establishment. The European Parliament itself alone fails to contribute to the
sufficient democratic legitimacy for the Union. However, this approach, to involve
national parliaments into the EU decision-making process, is still questionable.

3. 2 the Council of European Union
The Council of European Union, consisting of ministers in respective policy
areas from the Member States, has long-term been regarded as the central actor in the
legislative process in the EU where the Member States meet, fight and defend their
national interests.257 As the representative institution of intergovernmentalism, the de
facto power and influence has been strongly strengthened in the Luxemburg Accord
with which the formal voting rules in the Council has been replaced by the informal
compromise from qualified majority to unanimity with Member States highly
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concerned obtaining the veto power as the result of the Empty Chair Crisis invoked by
former French President De Gaulle. 258 The institutional settings and power
distribution among EU institutions has advanced the Council to be the Senate of EU
from in terms of bicameralism, with the Council and the European Parliament sharing
the legislative and budgetary powers.259.

3.2.1 The Council: The Guardian of National Interests?
In the bicameral federal countries, the Senate or Houses at the equivalent
position represents, generally speaking, the interests of its constituent entities in the
federal government, the Senate of the U.S. composed of senators standing for 50
states or the Bundesrat to the Land in Germany, for example. Similarly, the Lisbon
Treaty stipulates that the Council “joint with the European Parliament, exercise
legislative and budgetary functions”260. Therefore, when the Council of European
Union is to be assessed under the bicameralism model261, it naturally steps into the
shoes of Senate. It also appears to be a reasonable idea when the further detailed
reviews on the composition of the Council (ministers sent by Member States
government)262 and its role in the legislative procedures, and this has already received
affirmation by many academic literatures.263From the perspective of inter-institutional
interactions, the Council is also the institution that confronts with or “circumvents”
the supranational institutions in defending the core national interests.264 Besides,
certain political policies which have difficulties in being passed in the national level
258
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sometimes would be taken by the ministers to Brussels and then adopted as EU
legislation and then to be implemented to the Member States.265However, as one of
the Union institutions, the Council also takes the general interests of the Union into
significant consideration and thus performs not merely intergovernmental but also out
of Supranationality.266More precise distinctions are even made with regard to the
nature of issues that “in matters concerning the Community it acts as a supranational
institution but in matters which have not been completely transferred to the
Community it acts de facto as an inter-governmental conference.” 267 Certain
explanation on the centric role of the Council more like the origin of government:
necessary evil. It is necessary since there are inter-state problems that can be hardly
tackled by the single state itself and thus the demand of intergovernmental
mechanisms or even institutions arises for collective actions to be taken; It is “evil”
since Member States government are under reluctance to transfer existing powers to
the Union and as an alternative method Member States establish the Council as
controller to the Union policy-making and integrating process.268

3.2.2 Decision-making mechanism: consensus or Qualified
Majority Voting?
The formal rule of decision-making in the Council stipulated in the Lisbon
Treaty after 1 November 2014 would the Qualified Majority Voting (QMV) that
requires 55% of the members of the Council, at least fifteen states and 65% of the
population of the Union while the blocking minority consists of four or more
members.269 However, this formal rule has been in practice employed in quite rare
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cases and consensual voting turns out to be the most popular.

270

The consensual

culture might have been cultivated by several comprehensive factors. First, there are
no regular and long-term coalitions among the Council members but varying with the
policy areas.271 Therefore, members may tend to behave in a more compromise and
cooperative way to foster the atmosphere of negotiations and delicate balancing act.272
Second, the reason why most decisions have been adopted through consensus could
also be explored from the position of the minorities based on reasonable
understandings. It has been demonstrated with DEU data that the veto player model
has resulted substantial error rate in predicting the fate of Commission proposals in
the Council, suggesting “further incentives” to “provide an answer for the gap
between the observed consensus in the Council and a few but decisive errors”.273
Jonathan Aus then indicates the importance of informal rules in the procedures with
the example of the Dublin II Regulation’s adoption that the reach of consensus could
be achieved in use of members’ intention to avoid being the public enemy.274 The
avoidance of being public enemy could also be reasoned with the vital significance of
trust and reputation of Member States in virtue of “the iterated nature of the
negotiations”.275 In other words, it is the logic of appropriateness that motivates the
members in the Council to follow the rules rather than stand up as a non-cooperator,
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casting negatives votes. 276 Besides, the high percentage of consensus in the
decision-making of the Council results also from the strategy of avoiding blame. If
ministers vote against the majority but fail to constitute the blocking minority, they
are very likely to be forsaken and punished by national voters for not successfully
defending national interests.277 In other words, the formal voting rule, the QMV,
works more of the context, the shadow or the bargaining counter than explicitly walk
forward to the front of the stage, constituting as pressure or threat for worse by the
majority to put into practice for the purpose of the consensus-reach.278 With the
conventional consensus culture and path dependence of institutional operation, where
formal voting rules rarely plays a part, evolutions on the standard of qualified
majority and the correspondingly blocking minority influences mostly the
comparative negotiating position rather than the capacity to make decisions, as it has
been demonstrated with regard to the Nice Treaty.279

3.2.3 The role of the Presidency and divergence among the
Council
After the Lisbon Treaty, the previously combined presidency of the Council and
the European Council has been separated with a permanent president for the European
Council280 and a “group presidency” including three Member States for every 18
months in the rotating way.281 However, scholars seem to be hugely divergent on the
role, the power and the influence of presidency in the decision-making process. With
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Germany’s and France’s chairing cases as demonstrations, Jonas Tallberg stresses the
significant function of the presidency “in unlocking incompatible negotiating process
and securing agreement” in use of the information asymmetry favorable to the
presidency.
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Andreas Warntjen, as the confutation, suggesting that the role of

presidency has been overestimated in terms of the influence in agenda setting since
the presidency does not hold exclusive privilege in delivering proposals but merely
“one of all” who might be slightly ascendant.283 Divergences between them appear to
be more about the extent of priority of the presidency rather than the existence of that
priority. In other words, the presiding Member States enjoys widely-accepted
obviously advantageous status compared with his fellows. The presiding Member
State is in favorable conditions advancing policies on his schedule and rendering
practical blocks on those they loathe.284 Besides, the presiding effectiveness is also
partly determined on the size of the presiding states and it is advocated that
middle-scale states turn out to be the possibly best candidate in holding the
presidency.285

As for the divergence on policies, voting patterns of states could be

shaped in accordance with various dimensions and factors of both national and
European level. Empirical analysis on the voting records indicates that compared with
the right wings, the left tends to vote dissident less and shows to be more coordinative
with the majority considering most Euro-skeptical parties usually falls within the
national political spectrum of the conservative part. In addition, big countries vote
against the majority more while the presidency less.286 With regard to the coalition
formation, drawing on the voting records published, new political division between
the east and the west have become obvious with the accession of eastern European
states.287 The following divisions between east European countries (the so-called
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“New Europe”) and the western European countries (the so-called “Old Europe”) as
to the Attitudes to Iraqi War and the Refuge Crisis have constantly echoed this
thesis.288

3.2.4 The Council: Best representing the democratic deficit?
Conveying democratic accountability is one of the three main challenges with
regard to the legislative-government relations in the EU,289 and this is especially so
with the Council when the European Parliament has been directly elected for decades
of years and the Commission has run its course increasingly similar to a parliamentary
cabinet. Multiple problems ranging from the de facto decision-making bodies, the
transparency of decision-making to the wide adoption of informal rules have
contributed to the haunting democratic deficit grabbing the Council.

3.2.4.1 The Genuine Decision-Maker
According to the organizational structure of the Council, the members of the
ministerial level shall be assisted by the Committee of Permanent Representatives
(Coreper) and the General Secretariat, with the former body preparing works for the
Council, making procedural decisions and carrying out the tasks assigned to it290
while the latter supporting administratively.291 The Coreper has developed to be the
“veritable decision-making factory” pivoting on its institutional characteristics292,
indicating the transfer of decision-making center of gravity from the ministers with
political accountability to the permanent representatives in lower ranks, promoting the
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decision-making out of the focus of the public. The analysis on the decisions made in
the Council signals explicitly the severity of genuine power transfer from ministers to
committees or bureaucrats, demonstrating 35%~48% of Community legislations made
by ministers, 22% by the Coreper and Special Committee on Agriculture, leaving
31%~43% to working parties. That is, more than half decisions are not taken by the
ministers but other lower ranks officials.293 That raises the question on how shall
those decisions be legitimate considering it faces abundant obstacles for the voters to
hold the makers accountable when there is negative correlation between the
frequencies of ministers’ participation in the negotiating process and the
accountability gap.294

3.2.4.2 Transparency
The decision-making process in the Council used to be covered back-doors from
the public and the speed tending transparent happens to be quite slow.295 The lack of
transparency inevitably gives rise to the deficit in the voters’ control on their
representatives (the ministers) in the Council, notwithstanding their democratic rights
to change the ministers through national elections since there would be no such thing
as accountability when the voters are not able to get access to and identify the
deciders.296The Lisbon Treaty divided the meeting in the Council into two parts and
the legislative part shall be public.297 However, such step to transparency falls merely
upon the ministerial level and comes to halt before the Coreper and lower bodies. As a
result, this “half set” transparency, as has been criticized, reaches simply the effect to
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push genuine negotiations downwards to the more covert committees.298 Besides the
decision-procedure, the transparency of voting records also in certain extent brings
about unexpected negative effect on accountability. Once the members of the Council
realized that under the obligation to make the voting records in public, they would
take reactive actions as response to the rule for their own sake; in other words, they
would join the majority beyond the threshold even if they actually hold the opposite
positions while unable to form a blocking minority in case of being shown as a failure
before their national voters. This “blame avoidance” strategy, combined with the
transparency appeals, has precisely contributed to the problem of accountability this it
increases the difficulties to identify the authentic positions of Council members.299 It
is also the case with the consensual culture on decision-making in the Council, it
weakens

the

accountability through

hurdling

the

public’s

knowledge

of

decision-makers’ position.300

3.2.4.3 Popularity of informal rules
The informal rules have become increasingly popular among the members of the
Council in making decisions and other affairs since the remarkable Luxemburg
Accord, with the consensual decision-making as its classical example, playing the
roles not only supplementing formal rules, but taking the place of and even
systematically deviating from the formal rules.301 The adoption of informal rules
could be helpful in portraying the scene of sincere cooperation without showing
disputes on stage and avoiding the danger of firing patriotism among peoples in the
state of controversial issues and advancing the integration process to what it is
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today.302 However, it could also be accused, from the opposite perspective, that
informal rules cover the decision-making process under the table or behind doors,
leaving the public with no efficient channels to get the knowledge, criticize and
further challenge those decisions, rendering the current democratic control
unfeasible. 303 Interesting enough, what the method that has been drawn as the
successful experience, also conceived by the founding fathers like Monnet (the elitism
with civil servants mostly involved) in service of integration just turns out to be one
of the main accusations the Union needs to wrestle with.
In all, the legitimacy problems with the council could be generally classified into
two categories. The first points to the lack of democratic basis, that is to say, among
the important institutions in the EU, the European Parliament and the Commission
could be alternated wholly by the European elections while the Council and the
European Council could only changes one of their members at a time by national
elections 304 , and most, their performance in the European institutions rarely be
deliberately examined by the voters. The second refers to that secrecy in the
decision-making proceedings where the public have no adequate and efficient
knowledge about that and thus hardly could them get access to and supervise through
various channels.

3. 3 National Parliaments
The national parliaments used to possess their seat in the European institutions
through sending representatives to make up the Common Assembly (the predecessor
of the salient “European Parliament” before the year of 1979 when the latter was
transformed to be an representative body with members directly elected by Member
States nationals, independent both in organization and legitimacy from the national
parliaments. However, decades of years later, the “Return of the King” has been
witnessed after the “Long Time No See”, interpreted to be coming to the rescue of the
criticized tenuous democratic legitimacy of the European Union with more
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empowered privilege to information and the Early Warning Mechanism (hereafter
“EWM”) for subsidiarity insight, indicating its formal role in the European Union
decision-making procedures.305

3.3.1 De-parliamentarism or Re-parliamentarism?
3.3.1.1 De-parliamentalism
The integration process which transfers increasingly more sovereign and
policy-making powers to the supranational level could in other way from the
perspective of national parliaments be interpreted as the history of being
marginalization, helplessly watching powers flowing away from their own hands
(de-parliamentarism). 306 The European integration has brought impact on national
parliaments ranging from legislative powers, deliberation of policy-makings, the
democratic control over governments and the realization of accountability,
consistently rendering alterations to the legislative-government relationship
domestically.
For the legislative function, the policy center has been moved to Brussels on
account of rampant legislative tasks transferred to the European level especially those
falling within the scope of areas where the EU enjoys exclusive competence while in
the shared competence areas the EU would be always eager to claim their priority.307
The Passerelles clause, although aiming to improve to efficiency and deeper
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integration in Union legislations, inevitably goes even further in debilitating the
legislative function exercised by national parliaments. 308 Other aspect of the
legislative function of national parliaments is to implement the EU laws or to
transform the EU directives into the domestic legal system according to the nature of
EU law.309 However, it has been pointed out that, firstly the implementation of EU
laws does not necessarily falls on the shoulder of national parliaments, certain other
national public institutions could also turn out to be the responsible one; secondly, the
EU directives usually leave rather narrow space for national parliaments to exercise
their discretion in transformation of them into domestic laws considering that most
legal framework in the directives has been drawn quite elaborate so as to hardly left
space for national parliaments to perform their characteristics.310 In conclusion, the
general tendency, in spite of possible reversals, would be the legislative power has
been shifted from national parliaments to EU legislatures (the European Parliament
and the Council) while leaving the national parliament functions more of the
implementation body or the subordinate legislature to the EU.
As for the domestic legislative-executive relationship, the European integration
has been criticized to crystallize or worsen the current unbalances between them to
the benefits of the government powers and thus endangers the accountability.311 First,
the government nature of international/transnational negotiations hinders the
representative institutions to participate the decision process, and this is also the
common practice nowadays that the legislature mostly focuses on the deliberation and
ratification process after the government takes back the decided version of
international agreements. Second, the ministerial accountability has also been
impaired by the Quality Majority Voting in the Council decision-making process
since it makes rather difficult for national government to make any assured promise
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before the Council meetings312 and the minister could be voted out and thus leads to
the member state he represents to be bound by the decisions he opposes and as a result
of this it would be in a dilemma to decide whether to hold the minister responsible or
not.

313

Besides, lack of expertise on the policies and the information asymmetry also

contribute to this run-off accountability which will be further discussed in the
following.

3.3.1.2 Re-parliamentalism
However, the idea that national parliaments are the vital victims to the
integration process has been confronted with challenges. It is argued that parliaments
as institutions would also consciously make adaption to the changing world through
both intern reformation and rewrite their relations with other actors. 314 Various
efforts have been done to fight against the marginalization by national parliaments,
including more access to the information on EU decision-making process, more
scrutiny over the EU decisions and documents and nearly all Member States have
established special European Affair Committee attached to the parliament to wrestle
with pouring documentary works from the EU, strengthening their capacity to analyze
those information.315 Empirical analysis on the institutional changes of parliaments in
several Member States also indicates the existence of such reactions, although
incremental, “slow, small and marginal based on existing institutional repertoires” on
account of path dependence. 316 These institutional changes have also been
incorporated into the “Europeanisation of national parliaments”, on which substantial
literatures were presented covering the various adaption and responses in line with
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different Member States 317 , also the behavioral and attitudinal aspects of this
process.318
Arguments, whether in favor of the de-parliamentalism assertion or the
re-parliamentalism one, have presumed the existence of “Standard Parliament Model”.
Unfortunately this is never the case.

Both the roles, powers in actual sense and the

power game/balance between the legislative-government relations happen to be
essentially dynamic rather than stereotypical. It shall be emphasized that shift of
power center from the legislature to the cabinet, even in parliamentary states has
become “normalized” after the Second World War when the contents of legislations
and policies turns of expertise and the leadership also discipline have been notably
reinforced as well as the internationalization of governance, the political agenda has
devolved from the legislature to the government.319 In addition, the length of scrutiny
varies from different forms of government. Analysis on different forms of government
demonstrates the actual power and influence of opposition party in scrutiny on
European policies has been maximized under the minority government, seconded by
the one under the coalition government while under the majority government the
opposition party stays the least blocking, if we take the capacity of opposition party in
deliberation and blocking the government policy as the one index to review the space
of parliamentary control. 320 The essential issues implied by the discussions
surrounding de-parliamentarism or re-parliamentarism direct to what the role and
position should national parliaments be and how to navigate ways to make the
accountability be achieved which has been immensely under challenge since the
integration process.
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3.3.2 Europeanisation of national parliaments
3.3.2.1 Roles of the national parliament in the EU governance
Primarily, there are several models for national parliaments’ participation in the
Union governance. The conventional model insists on the domestic oversight of
parliamentary control that is to indirectly involve in the international affairs through
the scrutiny of government foreign policies; in contrary, the Parliamentary Assembly
model steps a mile forward to directly review the supranational cooperation through
the Parliamentary Assembly (the Common Assembly of EEC before 1979 for
example) whose members are sent by national parliaments among their members,
concentrating on deliberation rather than legislation.321 From the 1990s, national
parliaments have been empowered with more involvement in the EU decision-making
process and oversight. First, the EU treaties have been modified steadily to allow
national parliaments to get access to more EU information both the national
governments and from the Union institutions, including draft or proposals to the
legislation and documents.322 Second, the Conference of Community and European
Affairs Committees of Parliaments of the European Union (the “COSAC”) was
established since 1989 and then becomes an important forum for national parliaments
to share and communicate respective information about EU policies and contributes to
developing their capacity in scrutiny and accountability.323 Third, the Early Warning
System established in the European Constitutional Treaty and its successor the Lisbon
Treaty for the first time provides national parliaments with formal roles to play in the
European decision-making process, with the power for subsidiarity scrutiny of Union
actions with regard to its competences as the “gatekeeper” of the European integration
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and watchdog of the principle of subsidiarity.324 Besides all the above, European
Affairs Committee in the national parliaments have been created especially to
handling with European affairs and coordinating the scrutiny work within the national
parliaments equipped with specialized staff and resources.325 With deeply involved
into

the

European

decision-making

and

scrutiny

and

the

corresponding

self-reformation to this tendency, national parliaments themselves become even more
Europeanized. Although so much progress have been realized thus far and the
possibly positive feedbacks to benefit national parliaments with regard to precedent
setting and policy transfer as has been identified 326 , national parliaments may
nevertheless raise the question to themselves, “who are we”? The answer to this
question, even not totally clearly delimitated or negatively listed, could be conducive
in defining or identifying what powers may be authorized to national parliaments and
whether these powers could be properly exercised. In other words, national
parliaments might be plagued with identity crisis. Before uncovering the veil of this
problem, participatory ways of national parliaments in the EU currently may need to
be primarily reviewed.

3.3.3 Current participatory ways of national parliaments
3.3.3.1 Early Warning Mechanism
In the European Constitutional Treaty, as a response to the critics about
democratic deficit and appeals for the formal role of national parliaments in the EU,
the Early Warning Mechanism/System was introduced although essentially advisory
with only the “yellow card”.327 This mechanism then was reinforced, adding the
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“Orange Card” in the Lisbon Treaty possibly as a gesture to respond the voters’
dissatisfaction through the refusing of European Constitutional Treaty. According to
Protocol NO.2 on the Application of the Principles of Subsidiarity and Proportionality,
national parliaments significantly gain the power to collectively interfere with the
legislative process in European level. When the “Yellow Card” has been played, the
draft legislative proposal must be reviewed. Then the proposing institutions should
deliver reasons whatever actions they may take.328 If the “Orange Card” comes into
effect, then 55% of Council members or a simple majority of votes cast in the
European Parliament would be adequate to block this proposal and thus abandoned.329
At the same time, reasons for this hindering shall be the violation of subsidiarity or
proportionality principle.

330

This concept of subsidiarity, basically nothing innovative

notwithstanding, does indicate the new development for member states to review the
same documents within common period of time collectively.331
This Early Warning Mechanism has been expected to fulfill the duty of
providing European legislations with additional output legitimacy besides those on
account of problem-solving legitimacy 332 . In addition, this mechanism also
contributes to the communication between citizens and the European Union through
the bridge role played by national parliaments.333 What a much more far-reaching
impact might be that this mechanism introduces the new culture of respecting
subsidiarity and member states autonomy into European legislation and gives impetus
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to the latter to be quality-oriented rather than quantity-oriented.334 However, as an
important endeavor to reducing the democratic deficit, and even when this mechanism
has so far never been triggered once, opinions and remarks on this mechanism from
academia could in no way be conveyed as positive but at least cautiously doubtful in
various sorts.
Some questions points to purely the institutional defects, namely there is no “Red
Card” for national parliaments to solely block legislative proposals but consultative in
substance.335At the same time, no standardized or harmonized procedures have been
introduced in the Protocol NO.2 except some basic minimum review standards which
could consequent in obstacles for collective actions. 336 Moreover, from the
perspectives of problems this mechanism is expected to respond and the subjects it
tries to scrutiny, certain studies challenges this model with advocating that the
intrusion of European institutions has been far from the current situations in that most
legislative initiatives from the Commission constitute no severe infringement of the
subsidiarity principle. 337 Practical politics also worsen the performance of this
mechanism since the European issues have not attract much attention and thus big,
mainstream parties are hardly with incentives to raise them to the plenary debates and
deliberations.338
To make the judgment or remarks on the system even before this system has
been applied into specific cases or firstly triggered might possibly be on the very
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slippery slope since it is often conspicuously uncovered that practices of rules rewrite
the textual rules in specific cases from time to time. If we deviating the focus from the
win-lose power games, this mechanism, another impact of this mechanism may falls
in our vision, that is this mechanism will significantly bridges the communication
between national parliaments(and the peoples they represent) and European
institutions. This mechanism could be a forum for European institutions and national
representative institutions to discourse their respective interpretations on the
subsidiarity principle (whether it has been respected) in every specific cases. The
power distribution and institutional projects in this mechanism has been subtly
balanced and provocative to motivate both parties towards close but different
positions.339It is in this sense that the defined role of national parliaments in the Early
Warning Mechanism should rather be told as the public forum for the purpose of
debating and communicating on EU policies and also “the ‘hard core’ of a broader
and less formal deliberative exchanges among NPs and EU institutions”.340 Precisely
it is on this deliberation and communication on EU polices between them shall the
supplementary legitimacy be established rather than conventional interpretations on
the participation of national parliaments in the EU decision-makings.

3.3.3.2 European Affairs Committee and COSAC
Special bodies in the national parliaments for dealing with EU-related issues
have been gradually established along with the European integration. This committee
represents in fact the parliament with regard to EU issues, if not necessarily the
formal case in accordance with the laws. The European Affair Committees in certain
countries, if not most, acts as the essential body regarding the deliberation over EU
documents and accountability.341 This is so as a result of major parties’ reluctance to
339
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raise those questions when the plenary meeting is in process. In the past and still the
nowadays situation, mainstream parties (center left or center right) see rather tiny
divergences on their respective European policy; both the socialists and the
conservatives belong to the pro-integration bloc and the Euro-skeptical parties have
gained rather low voices and influences in spite of their unprecedented insurgence in
2014 European Parliament election.342 Besides, considering the multi-sectoral nature
of European issues, the establishment of specialized European Affairs Committee
would administer to the coordinating parliamentary scrutiny on EU issues which
could be multiply dimensional, overlapping various ministries’ competence.343
Another way of collective scrutiny over EU policies by national parliament is the
cooperative organization, COSAC344 , composed of European Affairs Committees
within national parliaments. 345 Currently most EU-related issues have virtually
deliberated in the special European Affairs Committees established within national
parliaments. Protocol NO. 1 of the Lisbon Treaty defines the tasks of this conference
to be “submit any (no binding) contribution it deems appropriate for the attention of
the European Parliament”, promoting information flows among EU institutions and
national parliaments, and special conferences could also be organized for specific
issues. 346 At the same time when the involvement of COSAC into the EU
decision-makings in the service of mitigating the democratic deficit and enhancing the
accountability, the springing up of sectoral committees’ role in the scrutiny poses
challenges on the dominant status.347 What’s worse, studies on the documents reveal
the problem that when delineating the role of national parliaments in the European
political system it is the governance oversight function rather than the connection
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function (between government and voters) that takes the priority.348 If we agree with
the opinion that democratic deficit in the EU might be more of lacking public forum
and (EU) government-voters’ connection and thus less salient to the public349, it
seems the legitimacy arising from the COSAC could have been overestimated.
Ministerial accountability
The ministerial accountability forms the fundamental part of the democratic
polity. As for the integration process when sovereign and policy-making powers have
been consistently transferred to the supranational level, losing control over ministers,
which is the political task of parliaments, come out not only as a theoretical scenario a
brute fact, and this is also one defect that fails the Lisbon Treaty to consolidate its
democratic legitimacy when the Qualified Majority Voting in the Council inevitably
dampens down personal responsibility.350 As for this issue, national parliaments face
the difficulties to adopt or navigate the subtle balance between holding ministers
accountable and restraining the ministers to be snagging their tights in participating
the EU negotiations.351
The national parliaments’ supervision over ministers mainly relates to the
decision-making in the Council.352 The relationship between national parliaments and
ministers demonstrates the conventional agent theory where challenges on the agent
risks are also very likely to happen between national parliaments and ministers based
on the ministers’ orientation of sectoral interests versus parliamentary consideration
of comprehensive interests balance as well as the information asymmetry between
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them due to the dual-level decision-making. 353 To achieve the accountability of
government power, some intern scrutiny mechanisms have been developed including
procedures to communicate documents concerned to the parliaments and scrutiny
reserve to impose possibly stricter supervision over ministers’ behavior in the Council
for the compensation of their lost powers.354 However, as have mentioned before, due
to the integration and the establishment of multi-level decision-making, ministers of
national governments have been endowed with double hats. They are both the
members of cabinet accountable to their respective parliaments and the members of
the Council where they need to communicate, negotiate and compromise on issues
that go beyond the scope and interests of single member states. Then naturally comes
the questions that what about when the two hats conflicts with each other, that is to
say, would the minister be held accountable when what he has done as a member of
the Council does not fit the best interests of the states? What about when the minister
consent in the Council before they gain the approval from national parliaments or
even in theory go against the will of national parliaments? Fortunately these problems
has not become into reality since the ministers are usually backed by majority
parties/coalitions in the parliament and also fundamentally their second hats (the
member of the Council) derives from their first hats (minister of cabinet), and the
parliaments actually could always hold ministers accountability one way or
another.355
Even so, the problem arises that parliamentary control over ministers in the
Council has been far from adequacy. The parliament has been confronted with
resource shortage and incentives for parties to propose EU issues into salient
discussions.356 On account of this, the suggestion of politicization has been raised;
holding that politicization of EU issues could motivate voters from both blocs to
concentration on these issues and members of parliaments would also invest more
353
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resources and attentions in scrutinizing EU policies and the ministers.357For a long
time, politicization has seems to be the “cure-alls” for democratic deficit in the EU,
proposed both to the Commission and to the Council. However, this proposal, at least
for the Council, could be rather skeptical. As has been analyzed in the former part, the
decision-making method in the Council is consensual which has been part of
institutional culture. Consensual decisions, although possibly inclined to weaken the
accountability through smoothing down divergences and thus showing harmonious
unanimity to the public, do not only correspond to the political reality that the
member states are still the masters of the Union but also plays indispensible roles in
advance the integration process in finding the common position accepted by all
member states at best rather than resorting to the win-lose showdown to split the
member states. Besides, according to political practices in other polities, politicization
needs to be supplemented with voting methods of simple majority or absolute
majority (half of the all members) in the chamber representing the component units,
say, the Senate of United States or the Bundesrat of Germany since the politicization
generally refers to the division of lefts and the rights (50% vs. 50%) and high
threshold would only be blocking in adopting decisions. Actually we just need to look
back on the history of voting methods in the Council we would realize how difficult
and tortuous it is for the transformation from unanimity to the Qualified Majority
Voting, not to mention the could-be-imagined tremendous barriers ahead to adopt the
majority voting method(over 50%).

3.3.4 Review on the national parliaments’ role in the
European integration
Although the role of national parliaments under the supranational legal context
has not been concluded and the argument on models of national parliaments continues,
the power of national parliaments has been, at least textually, been broadened.
Information to the decision-making activities and access to the EU documents has
been elevated as necessary prerequisites for advancement of national parliaments’
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involvement in European decisions. 358 Concentration leads to resentment while
separation satisfies everybody. Concentrating powers from member states to Brussels
has resulted in the national parliaments being increasingly marginalized from
decision-making, legislation introduction to ministerial accountability, and has been
accused as the triumph of bureaucrats in garnering unscrupulous expansion of powers
while free from supervision and balance from elected politicians. 359 Besides, as
Morovcsik observes, the integration process has multiplied the problem of
information asymmetry and both agenda setting as well as decision-making process
overwhelmingly swings to the government branch. 360 Dragging the national
parliaments into the decision-making symbols the democratic legitimacy endorsement
from the former, who are still be regarded as the principle institution for democracy
whether domestically or supranational and thus to ease up critics and challenges on
the European integration.361 Or in other words, it is based on the assumption that
decisions from Brussels could be democratic when the national parliaments have
smiled on them.

362

Involving the European decision-makings prompts the

Europeanization of national parliament.
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The Europeanization of national

parliaments has reinvigorated national parliaments in danger of marginalization in
both levels of governance, say, to reinforce parliamentary control over government
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regarding EU issues and to hold national parliaments closer in collective actions in
scrutinizing over EU decision-makings.364
Before any chances testing the positive effects of national parliaments’
involvement in the European Union, concerns and problems have already emerged.
For a long time the European integration has been mainly described as an project
constructed by politicians, civil servants and scholars if any. Uniform procedures and
systems hardly satisfy practical conditions from state to state, and the specific
practices of standardized rules could vary unthinkably. National parliaments functions
quite diversely from member to member and even within (in state with two chambers,
the two chambers in no way performs the same), and abundant examples could be
those illustrations. Those parliaments/chambers which may actively take part in the
EWM mechanism are more likely to be those with minority or coalition
government.365Besides the form of government, the institutional culture on party
relationship could also be an influential factor; the goal of coalition government in
Germany tends to protect this coalition and promote stability while its counterpart in
Netherlands prefers the strict scrutiny on government acts for bargains and
compromised made within the cabinet for parties’ interests. 366 Other than that,
different parliaments may emphasize differently in exercising various functions of
governing and representing. For those parliaments who takes the representing
function as the priority they would invest more efforts in strengthening the connection
between national and supranational while for those who hold the governance function
as their top task they probably tends to lift the position of European Parliament.367
Second, the elevation of national parliaments in the EU, which partly aims to
reducing the bureaucrats in the supranational institutions, could precisely on the
contrary aggravate the bureaucracy. Bureaucratic risks follows every time when there
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has been new institutions being established; it is also applicable to the
Europeanization of national parliaments that bureaucrats always steam ahead in the
intern management of cooperation networks between parliaments and helps the
administrators rather than the representatives. 368 The situation is even worse
considering the concentration attributed to EU issues among national parliaments’
members reasonably constitutes only very small part of the whole work for them since
they would often left most tasks, also the dominance of operations to the
administrators.
Third, what is of vital importance is that national parliaments’ stepping into the
EU decision-makings breaches certain basic political formula. The power to represent
the states and to handle with foreign affairs belongs widely-accepted to the
government power rather than the legislative power. One state should have only one
official voice externally, and any deviating from that could appear to be weird and
only to erode the credibility of that state. If the parliament holds the similar position
as the government, then the significance of national parliaments’ involvement could
be rather limited. The idea that opposition from domestic parliament could constitute
bargaining counters during the international negotiations 369 appears to be rather
illusive. The tricks known to and can be used by all players usually performs
ineffectively. In fact, when we connect the Early Warning Mechanism and the voting
method in the Council, the real function of this mechanism might come into
appearance. If certain member states fail to form the blocking minority and thus are
voted out in the Council but reach the threshold of playing the “Yellow Card” or
“Orange Card” according to the requirements of Early Warning Mechanism, they
could motive or appeal their parliaments to act collectively as thus exercise the de
facto delay power regarding the decision-makings.
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3.4: Conclusion
The role of legislative institutions in the supranational governance was not taken
into notable consideration at the time when the community structure was portrayed.
As mentioned above, the supranational institutions, according to its founders, should
be more of the bureaucratic rationality’s governance than the comprehensive
government structure, precluding the popular input. However, since constant transfer
of sovereign powers to the supranational networks with legislative institutions trails
behind, the democratic legitimacy emerges due to the constitutionalism traditions in
Europe and propels the substantial involvement of representative bodies.
Consequently, the democratic baseline of supranational institutions evolves from the
rudimentarily indirect democracy (the democratically-elected ministers according to
provisions in respective member states) to the exemplarily dual democracy (the direct
elected of European Parliament and the indirect European Council as well as the
Council). After the abortive Constitutional Treaty and its successor the Lisbon Treaty,
it has been supplemented into the age of “Dual democracy +” with national
parliaments come onto the stage and also introduction of diverse direct participations
like the European Citizens’ Initiatives.
Those sophisticated combination, however, does not effectively responds to the
critics with regard to the democratic deficit. European citizens seem not to take
politicians’ chattering away their highlights and efforts on democracy construction.
The overlap of Euro Crisis and the immigration crisis in Europe gives rise to the
insurgence sweeping most important member states including the AfD in Germany,
the Front National in France, the Independent Party in the UK, the Freiheitliche
Partei Österreichs in Austria and the Law and Justice Party in Poland, exposing the
frangibility of democratizing contributions made in the past decades. Without any
intentions to belittle the importance of reasons originating from economic, social and
cultural respects, institutional defects could also be traced out as one source in
illustrating the failures to consolidate EU’s democratic legitimacy.
We may classify the functions exercised by representative institutions into three
categories, the function to elect and dismissal, the function to deliberate on polices
and the function to connect the government and voters. As for the elect and dismissal,
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voters could have the chance to elect the Commission President through the directly
elected European Parliament if the Juncker Model could be continued as becomes one
constitutional convention. However, there is no way for the whole European Council
(as well as the Council) and all the national parliaments to be alternated with single
election. Second, as for the deliberation of policies it is still the Council (with the
assistance of Coreper) that are superior to others, if not dominant. However, the
Council happens to be part of the democratic legitimacy problem on account of his
secrecy and distinctive way of decision-making, both formally and informally. As for
the other two institutions, their respective dilemma would be more accurately revealed
when we combine both the function of connection and the function of deliberation.
The European Parliament has progressed both in power and resources to perform
better deliberation on supranational policies while it is at the same time being
persecuted by the “extremely weak connection” with voters. National parliaments,
however, just appear to be bottom-up version of European Parliament in performing
these functions, strong in connecting with voters while extremely weak in deliberation
on EU polices considering their current role, powers, resources and political impulse.
Consequently, two of the three legislative institutions or legislatively related are
paralyzed in exercising comparatively integrative legislative power and the other one
constitutes salient part of the democratic deficit problem. The physical combination of
these fragmentized and paralyzed “chambers” are more likely to cause more problems
rather than to complement each other in solving the democratic legitimacy problem.
The subdivision of one actors in one conventionally balanced system used to
hampering the normal performance and interactions of this actor with others and in
worst results in the collapse of the whole system rather than more transparent or
democratic. A system is not only the combination of all component parts but what’s
possibly more important, also the collection of all connections between those
component parts. The subdivision, if not taking these connections into considerations,
would be very likely to cut off those connections and results in the paralyzing
operation of that system. The institution with legislative power constitute an relatively
independent system, the function to deliberation on policies and the function to
connecting voters are in every way dependant on each other, jointly achieving voters’
will into the policy and then the feedbacks to the voters. That is the very process we
name “democracy” except the elections every several years. However, the current
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allocation of legislative powers among the European Parliament, the Council and
national parliaments precisely in practice subdivides different functions of the organic
legislative body. Democratic deficit does not necessarily refer to the democratic
power lacks in quantity, but could also be a description of the ill-operated legislative
powers/institutions. Unfortunately, subdivision of powers is precisely what the
integration process is actually working; at least it is so demonstrated by the
architecture of EU’s legislative power.

3.5 Approach revision: Right way to strengthen national
parliaments?
Based on the functionalistic analysis on the problems of the legislative
institutions in the EU, we may move towards the explorations on the solutions
advanced by the EU to enhance the democratic legitimacy of the EU with the
involvement of national parliaments since they are regarded to be more democratic
and closer to the voters. The question could be proposed in another way, is it the
solutions to invite the national parliaments into the EU decision-making process
genuinely instrumental in fulfilling the function of the legislative institutions, the
functions of democratic participation in the decision-making process (the democratic
input, the policy deliberation and feedbacks to the voters by the representatives/MPs)
which has been paralyzed under current system. In other words, are national
parliaments promising to be the representative institutions that are available in both
policy deliberation and connecting the voters with regard to the EU issues? This work
is not that bold and prophetic enough to provide a clear answer to that question.
However, when we turn our eyes to another institution, the European Parliament, we
may find a more constructive but a never-earthshaking way to achieve that cause. For
the European Parliament, who is more convenient in EU policy deliberation in
structure and various resources and facilitates, the only major step it is in need of
deployment is to promote closer connections with the voters and make the MEPs the
representative of EU at local areas. Actually, the transformation of electoral system
could be of lots contribution to that cause. Usually, when compared with the Party
List (Proportionate Representation) system, members (of the parliament) under single
constituency system have more member-voter linkage and the interactive contact and
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voters’ knowledge of candidates similarly.370That’s part of the advantages of the
district/constituency electoral system, whether single or mixed constituency, that to
promote accountability and enhance the member-voters connection as well as the
democratic legitimacy.

371

Therefore, the electoral system reform could be

contributive in remedying the defect of the European Parliament in lacking of
member-voters’ connection since most of them have been elected through the Parties’
lists and thus peoples’ feeling that they are distant from the grassroots although
Brussels or Strasburg is not necessarily further to the common people than Berlin or
Paris geographically. Surely the mere electoral system reform is neither the whole
story nor the only remedy in demand to the defect of the European Parliament in lack
of member-voters’ linkage and the peoples’ perception of detachment, but it could be
rendering an aid to that cause of strengthening the democratic legitimacy in reality
and also in perception and the European Parliament could thus become the institutions
that is capable of accomplishing the crucial function as a representative institution and
in best case be incorporated to be part of the solution to the problem of democratic
deficit in the EU. However, that electoral system reform concerns not only the
member-voters ’linkage and the democratic legitimacy of the EU but also the control
of the party leaders over their party members especially those members in the
representative institutions. Therefore it goes beyond an academic issue but becomes a
political issue in even larger sense. On that account, the proposal on electoral system
reform is restraint to be merely academic vision and seeks no intention to be an
institutional reform proposal. However, it remains worth rethinking whether the
recent institutional reform which prompts the involvement of national parliaments in
the EU decision-making is really beneficial to the enhancement of democratic
legitimacy of the EU or this reform is merely an “institutional make-up” as a response
to the criticisms on the democratic deficit of the EU. That would a question for future
EU studies to offer an answer.
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Chapter 4. The Euro Crisis and the
challenges to the accountability in
the EU

As discussed in the above chapters, the accountability mechanism in the
pre-crisis age has witnessed its defects and the corresponding consequences. From the
legal perspective, the legislative and the government branch has been confronted with
accountability problems. For the legislative bodies, the institutional arrangement of
the legislative branch in the Treaties has subdivided the legislative power as well as
supervision power to different institutions and thus fails for every one of them or the
whole of them to exercise effective institutional control over the government
decision-making powers. For the government branch, the European Council has
steadily disregarded the rules in the Treaties about the power division and
substantially acquired the actual exercise of the power to initiatives and a increasing
role in the decisions about the political directions and major policies of the Union
while there are currently no formal mechanism available for the voters and the
representative institutions to impose effective control over the genuine government
body who holds the last say. All these accountability problems have emerged even
before the crisis ages. What’s even worse, the accountability problem becomes even
more severe during the crisis ages as we have seen countless times in the history.
Crisis in the history, whether it is an economic/financial or a military one, frequently
ends up in the out-of-balance of public power to the advantage of the government
branch and weakens the supervision mechanisms and institutions concerned, the
Roman Republic’s transforming to be an empire system for example. It is always the
case that when confronted with crisis, the government always requests for stronger
authority as well as powers and simplified procedure to adopt major policies to
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respond to the crisis and possible emergencies. Correspondingly, the effectiveness of
the supervision mechanism is often undermined and the institutions marginalized,
temporarily or permanently institutionalized. It is a similar case with the European
Union institutions’ experience during the Euro Crisis. In short, the economic
decision-making mechanism and the counter-crisis actions, the ESM Programs as well
the OMT programs and programs of the same kind, have aggravated the already
accountability problems to be an accountability crisis. This part will show and explain
how this has happened.

4.1 The Economic and legal background of the crisis: the
Union’s competence on the general economic policy

4.1.1 The economic and financial crisis
The introduction of common currency represents the beginning of new era in the
integration process of Europe with competence of monetary policies being transferred
to the supranational level and an independent technocratic body, free from receiving
orders and interference of politicians, conducting for the service of EU long-term
interests in terms of price stability in the Maastricht Treaty. Common currency
symbols the end of monetary nationalism and flexible exchange rates in Eurozone
states.372
However, its impact differs from states to states. For south European states that
have also faced with the heavy burden of public debts, Euro turns out to be the chance
of a lifetime to reduce such deficit and reinvigorate their competitiveness while at the
same time also a temptation to borrow more money out of political (short-term)
concerns, taking advantages of lower rates. Tragically but seemingly unable to refuse,
they swallow the Eden’s Apple and end with even greater numbers of public debts.373
While for north European states especially Germany the introduction of Euro drags
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them into years’ stagnation and painful reforms have to be taken in order to restore
competitiveness caused by flowing away of capitals and labor market in lack of
vitality.374
The Great Recession in the United States spreads to the Europe and triggers its
underlying structure deficit crises there, then sequentially fall the periphery member
states, Greece, Spain, Ireland and others. As a response, member states of Eurozone
and subsequently the European Central Bank (ECB) deployed a cluster of
countermeasures to rescue states in crises and bail out them with providing monetary
liquidity, namely the European Financial Stability Facility (EFSF), European
Financial Stabilization Mechanism (EFSM) and their successor, the European
Stability Mechanism (ESM) which was finally approved by the German Federal
Constitutional Court (FCC) in 2012. Besides, the ECB also delivered their actions in
tussling with the crises in 2012, the Outright Monetary Transactions (OMT) whose
constitutionality is expected to be decided by FCC at the end of June 2016. These
measures have faced with criticisms, questions and legal challenges since the first day
when they are proposed, ranging from their legality with regard to the non-bail out
clause and non-state financing clause in the Treaties, their constitutionality with
national constitutions to their inadequacy in democratic control and accountable
transparency of decision-makings. This crisis reveals not only the vulnerability of
integration and solidarity but also the structural flaws within the EU construct.

4.1.2 The Union’s competence on the economic governance
In the Lisbon Treaty, the competence has been defined between the Union and
the Member States to various categories. Different decision-making procedures and
division of powers apply respectively to the corresponding areas. According to the
rules concerned, the monetary policy falls within the scope of exclusive competence
of the Union.375Or to be more accurate, only the monetary policy of the Eurozone
Member States applies the exclusive competence approach. However, the monetary
policy of the none-Eurozone Member States then shall be categorized to be of the
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economic policy field since otherwise it will find no more appropriate position.376In
the nature of the exclusive competence, the monetary policy of the Eurozone Member
States shall be exercise by solely the Union and the Member States have been
prohibited to promulgate any new legislative acts unless under three exceptional
cases.377However, the classification of the economic policy does cause questions.
From the textual codification order of the Treaties and the widely-accepted logic
behind the codification (from general terms to the specific ones), the competence of
economic policy shall be taken as part of the shared competence since its location in
the Treaties, between the provisions on shared competence and the coordination
competence. However, from the content of the rules on the Union’s acts available
with regard to economic policies and the Member States’ reluctance to the transfer of
economic policy competence to the Union level, it shall be better categorized to be the
competence of supporting, coordinating or supplementing actions of the Member
States.378In that case, the Treaties read that “Legally binding acts of the Union…shall
not entail harmonization of Member States’ Law or regulation”. 379 This article
indicates that it is the Member States that reserve the competence to introduce
economic policies and the Member State’ “self-coordination” shall take precedence
while the coordination adopted by the Union supplements. In some sense, the
competence to economic policy could also be referred to as the “exclusive
competence” of the Member States.380A further reading of the provisions respectively
governing the monetary policy 381 and the economic policy show more detailed
elaboration on the actions the Union and the Member State are entitled to take. The
provisions of the monetary policy chapter has entrusted the task of formulating
monetary policies for the sake of guaranteeing the price stability to the ECB and the
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ESCB which is solely responsible for the achievement of that objectives free from any
political influence from other institutions and governments. As for the economic
policy, the Treaties have conferred no legislative competence to the Union from the
mere reading of the legal texts while the Member States that are under obligation to
coordinate their economic policy which constitute part of the common concern of the
Union, not only to the Eurozone Member States but also for the non-Eurozone
Members. 382 As for the economic policy chapter, the essential character of the
coordination competence, the Member States dominance, comes much clearer. The
Union institutions may formulate broad guidelines to achieve that coordination.
However, the guidelines, although based on the recommendations proposed by the
Commission, shall be reviewed by the Council and the European Council which
represent the interests of the Member States among various Union institutions.
Another supranational institution, the European Parliament, however, has been
excluded from the decision-making process. Other than the decision-making process,
the content of the guidelines has also been installed restrictions that they may draw
general objective but the details especially the specific content of legislative acts to be
formulated is supposed to be reserved to the Member State.383Therefore, from both
the perspective of the decision-making process and the substantive content of the
guidelines for the purpose of achievement of economic policy coordination, the
characteristic of Member States dominance has shaped the crucial part of the Union’s
competence on the supporting, coordinating and supplementing the economic policies
adopted by the Member States, precisely opposite to the monetary policy which has
been exclusively entrusted to the Union (the ECB). This separation of monetary
policy and economic policy equipped with different competence approach, namely the
Union’s competence in the general economic governance, constitute the legal ground
to assess the validity and the accountability problem of the actions taken by the Union
and the Member States in coping with the financial crisis.
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4.1 The European Central Bank’s independence and its
challenges
The European Central Bank (ECB) plays an eminent role in the European
Monetary Union (EMU) which has been established by the Maastricht Treaty and
forms the European System of Central Banks (ESCB) with national central banks.384
The top priority of ECB is to preserve the price stability and supplement other EU
institutions in the implementation of economic policies.385 Its Governing Council
consists of the Government board members of the ECB and all Governors of national
central bank belonging to the Eurozone.386 The ECB is the undertaker of European
common monetary policy which used to be scattered among individual Member
States but now have been centralized to the single supranational institution after
decades of evolution since the establishment of its predecessors, the Committee of
Central Bank Governors (CCBG) in 1974 and the European Monetary Institute (EMI)
in 1994.387 The most distinctive characteristic of this supranational central bank is
the high-level independence, possibly the most independent central bank in the world.
It is even so when it is compared with the German Bundesbank who has already been
known for its independence.388
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4.1.1 The independence of the ECB
4.1.1.1 Theories on the independence of central banks
Independence of central banks has been seen as one of the core elements of
neo-liberalism. 389 The independence of central banks primarily refers to the
independence from any political pressures in deciding its monetary policies,
especially the interest rate of banking sectors, which is usually explicitly enshrined
into the statutes even constitution. The political independence of ECB has been
highlighted in the Maastricht in the form of constitution-guaranteed independence, or,
the legal independence. Article 107 of this Treaty declared that
“When exercising the powers and carrying out tasks and duties conferred upon
them by this Treaty and the Statute of the ESCB, neither the ECB, nor a national
central bank, nor ant member of their decision-making bodies shall seek or take
instructions from Community institutions or bodies, from any government of a
Member State or from ant other body. The Community institutions and bodies and the
governments of the Member States undertake to respect this principle and not to seek
to influence the members of the decision-making bodies of the ECB or the national
central banks in the performance of their tasks”.
This article shall be interpreted to have imposed legal obligations both on the ECB
(and national central banks) and on the persons and bodies that are with chances to
exert influences on the Central Banks: for the ECB and other central banks, they are
not only entitled the right to say no to these instructions but also that they are
supposed to refuse; for interested parties who are likely to exert undue influence, the
obligation they need to shoulder is negative, that is, they are prohibited to cast
instructions or orders with the equivalent influence except certain pressure-free
dialogues.390 The political independence could be assessed from two perspectives, the
relationship between the head of the central banks and the political leader also the role
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of government in the decision-making of central banks.391 The benefits of the central
bank independence have both theoretical and empirical basis although constant
questions have been raised. Advocates of independent central banks actually could be
concluded, in a brief way, that politicians are neither professional in deciding the most
appropriate monetary policies for the stability and prosperity of the economy nor
always willing to adopt the appropriate policies when they have been recommended
by economics experts. Firstly, it is argued that monetary decision-makings should be
differentiated from (other) political issues in that it is technical in nature and thus shall
at best be left to the experts to make the professional judgment.392 Secondly, the
monetary policies have been largely abused by politicians in seeking short-term
political benefits while such policies could be traumatic to the long-term monetary
stability and economic development. It could be even worse when monetary policies
are made by politicians to curry favor with certain political groups and lobbies.393
Both are temptations government and politicians are very unlikely to refuse, and the
independence of central bank with powers of monetary decision-makings could be the
solution to avoid those risks. Besides, there is also empirical evidence supporting the
independent status of central banks. Many studies based on empirical analysis have
come up with the conclusion that those central banks independent from political
influences turn out to have better economic performances especially comparatively
low inflation.394 Besides, the independence of the ECB to a large extent originates
from the experience of the German Bundesbank model which the monetary stability
could be prompted with an independent central bank.395
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The independence of central bank from political influences is not a universal
principle applying to all cases and even in countries who has accepted this principle
there are distinctive models with different levels of independence. To liberate the
monetary policies from politicians does represent a distrust of politicians so much as
pursuing policies for the service of the achievement of long-term benefits to economy
and market and characterizes those monetary policies with high degree credibility
since the independence of central banks could provide it with capacities to resist and
even to slam the brakes to the disastrous government monetary and economic
policies.396 The relation between independence of central bank and monetary policy
credibility constitutes another proof on the positive correlation between constitutional
checks/balances and the economic effects.397

4.1.1.2 Structure of the ECB independence and the logic
The independence of the ECB could be classified into fourth categories. First, it
is the independence of its governing council members. According to the Treaties, the
term of members in the ECB is a rather long period of time (eight years) and this term
cannot be renewable.398 This rule could be contributive in preventing members of the
ECB taking instructions from politicians in order to get the credit from the latter and
thus be nominated for a second or more terms in office. The second is the
decision-making independence. The Treaties declare that only the ECB may address
the issues of the euro and other institutions shall respect its independence. 399
Although President of the Council may submit a motion for deliberation to the
Governing Council and the president, together with a member of the Commission
may attend the ECB meetings, the ECB does not have to consider that motion, not to
mention accepting the position of the Council and the outside participants have no
396
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right to vote. 400 Third, the rules governing the ECB are rather difficult, if not
impossible, to amend or abolish and are much stricter than most or all national central
banks. The whole process is time-consuming and requires the consent of all member
states to amend the Treaties and statutes concerned401. To be more specific, the
amendment with regard to the rules in the Treaties (articles of the TEU and TFEU)
shall be approved by all the Member States according to the Treaties’ amendment
procedures. 402 Besides, according to the Protocol (No.4) on the Statute of the
European System of Central Banks and of the European Central Bank, Art.10 (2) of
this Statute may only be amended with the consents from all the Member States while
certain other rules of this Statute (Art, 5.1, Art. 5.2, etc.) could be changed with the
requirements of ordinary legislative procedure.403 Fourth, in a sense, the ECB has no
institutions to be accountable to (only accountable, in the general way, to the
Eurozone People rather than the European Parliament or any representative
institutions) while even the most independent national central bank, the Bundesbank,
is projected to be still accountable to the Bundestag. Even though the ECB may make
reports to the European Parliament, the Council and the Commission as well as the
European Council, those institutions, except the European Court of Justice, have no
power to dismiss the Governing Council of the ECB nor to amend or repeal its
decisions.
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Current discussions on the legitimacy of the ECB laid much weight on the terms
of output legitimacy, following the logic of legitimacy through technical
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securing the price stability; besides, the ECB also is also supposed to endeavor to
guard the European Monetary Union.406 The ECB, which has centralized monetary
policies of Member States for the purpose of uniting the monetary stability across the
continent as a whole, avoiding inevitable conflictions with each other when they fall
within the competence of the Member States, embodies the most coordinated way of
monetary policies. Actually, the ECB also has the similar basis of legitimacy as the
judiciary branch. Firstly, both monetary policies and judicial judgments are usually
taken as a professional expertise which shall be decided by experts of certain field.
Second, from the output legitimacy perspective, both the independent central bank
and the independent courts are supposed to perform respective functions in service of
long-term interests rather than temporary political credits. Thirdly, as the non-elected
institutions in the age of democracy, both of them are adopting a self-restraining
strategy in trade for the tolerance from Majoritarian branches. For the judiciary
branch, the courts, when deciding sensitive cases brought to them, usually choose to
peel detach the legal dimension from the political entirety and seek a self-limited style
of exercising its own power within the legal issues discreetly. The famous case
Marbury v. Madison is a classical example in demonstrating how courts seek
self-preservation through the way of voluntary restraint. The legitimacy of the ECB
could also be annotated with that approach. The non-bail out clause and the
non-financing state clause in the Maastricht Treaty have largely limited the power of
the ECB within the scope of monetary policies and precluded the ECB, which has
been created as an instrument to promote the goals and interests of European states,
from becoming a superpower to put member states under its control. The prohibition
of public financing and the non-bail out clause are not only the contributing to the
ECB’s capacity in securing price stability but also aim at avoiding the risks that the
ECB becomes the final creditor of member states and the runoff of budgetary powers
from member states governments to the ECB.407 Besides, once the public financing
has implemented, it inevitably leads to the risk transfer from states of economic
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hardships to the taxpayers of creditor states408, and this action with the possibly
redistributive roles in nature could be making incursions into the fields which
fundamentally should be decided by majoritarian mechanism. However, in the Euro
Crisis, the ECB has launched a string of actions in countering with crisis sweeping the
south European countries, raising anxiety about the ECB’s rampant expansion of
powers409 and the conventional panic rooted in the European political culture with
regard to the totalitarian Leviathan’s dominance of citizens’ freedom and
self-determination, which are then transformed to be the resentment against the
European Union and challenges towards legitimacy of the ECB, resulting in the
insurgence of populists movement and a bitterly divisive Europe, complicating the
economic crisis to be an full-fledged crisis. This will be further discussed in the
following chapter.
However, it shall also be fair to make clear that even before the crisis, the ECB
has tried to taking steps towards the democratic accountability direction through both
improving the transparency and openness of its decision-making process and the
closer relationship with representative institutions especially the European Parliament,
seeking to enhance its own legitimacy. For the former, The ECB publishes annual
forecasts after the year 2000 and also the Monthly Bulletin revealing the progress of
its policies and also press conferences are usually held after the Governing Council
meetings.410As for the democratic legitimacy basis, the ECB has been equipped with
preliminary and fundamental democratic legitimacy by the facts that the establishment
of the ECB originates from the EU Treaties which were approved by member states in
their respective constitutional procedures.411 The input legitimacy has been further
strengthened when the members of the Council of the ECB are appointed by the
democratically elected national governments. 412 The ECB also recourses to
408
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narrowing its distance to the representative body, the European Parliament, to
negative ways to characterize its legitimacy. According to the Treaties, the ECB are
obliged to address an annual report on its activities and policies. The president of the
ECB is supposed to report to the Council and the Parliament and participate following
discussions; The Parliament may also ask the president and the members of
Government Board to be heard by committees concerned.413The ECB also accepts the
European Parliament’s extensive interpretation of the Maastricht Treaty which holds
that the ECB should be democratically accountable. 414 However, in the plural
relationship of cooperation and competition with the Parliament, the ECB tends to
accept the notion of accountability, especially in relations with the Parliament, in
general terms while refuses to make substantial concessions in placing its powers and
activities under control and supervisions of any other institutions.415 The vulnerable
basis for legitimacy on the output benefits, the self-restraints and the dubious,
half-committed progress to become accountable to the democratic institutions, turns
out to be unsustainable when the ECB is taking unprecedented-in-scale actions to
struggle against the crisis for the survival of the Euro and the avoidance of bankruptcy
of periphery states, along with the erosion of these legitimate elements.

4.1.2 Actions of the ECB and its accountability problem: The
OMT Program as an example
After the transmission of the financial crisis to the European continent, periphery
European states with high debts have encountered prices of government bonds
plummeting and interests rate rising rapidly, and the fate of the Eurozone was at stake.
In order to stabilize the financial markets and restore the confidence of marketing
actors, the European Stability Mechanism was thus introduced in interfering with the
secondary market operation. However, this scale-limited program brought no
significant effectiveness in achieving those objectives. Then the ECB come up with
the Outright Monetary Transmission (OMT) as the enhanced version of the ESM,
413
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authorizing the European Central Bank to buy the governmental bonds of the specific
Member States concerned through the secondary market, conditional upon the
acceptation and implementation of the macroeconomic adjustment program and no
volume limits have been set according to this program.416 Besides these differences,
the OMT was also proclaimed by the ECB as a purely monetary policy decision
which the ECB has exclusive competences vis-à-vis the Member States and
consequently this program is not necessary to be endorsed by national parliaments in
exercising their budgetary powers. Similar to the ESM program, the OMT program
was afterward taken into the Organstreit proceedings of the German Federal
Constitutional Court (Bundesverfassungsgericht) for testing its constitutionality with
the constitutional principles of the German Basic Law (Grundgesetz) by constitutional
complaints from both the political lefts and rights. In particular, the constitutional
complaints assert that the federal government and the federal parliament (Bundestag)
fail to fulfill their obligations of guarding the sovereignty and constitution identity
when they have been encroached on by the ultra vires acts of the ECB. Besides, they
also proclaimed that the prohibition of monetary financing of the budget clause in the
Lisbon Treaty, which is part of the primary EU law, has also been violated. The
Federal Constitutional Court referred a preliminary ruling to the Court of Justice of
the European Union (CJEU) for the interpretation of EU law in question and also the
validity of the OMT program on February 7th, 2014.
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Finally on June 20th, 2016, the

Federal Constitutional Court released the final decision based on the interpretations,
rulings and the conditions supplemented by the CJEU on June 16th, 2015, holding the
OMT program as constitutional insofar as it is to be implemented in accordance with
the conditions formulated by the CJEU as well as within the scope interpreted by the
latter.418
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4.1.2.1 A series of decisions on the OMT program
The Federal Constitutional Court of Germany decides vigilantly when the case
has been brought forward. While the Federal Constitutional Court (FCC) referred the
case to the CJEU for further interpretations and opinions with regard to the OMT
program, it has in large extent maintained the ultra vires nature of this program.419
The FCC entails its concerns with several approaches. First, the OMT Program is very
likely to be categorized into the field of economic policies rather than a purely
monetary policy. Not only the “immediate objective” of this program, “to neutralize
spreads on government bonds of selected Member States of the euro currency area”
but also the selective nature in purchasing and selling bonds from several Member
States that contribute to the definition of the OMT Program as economic policy. The
OMT Program enjoys equivalent status as the ESM Program except the fact that no
parliamentary approvals are needed while the latter has been established by the
Member States as a manifestly economic policy. Considering the allocation of
competences between the EU and the Member States, when one policy falls within the
competence of the Member States as an economic policy, it is in no way allowed to
take another hat as a monetary policy monopolized by the ECB according to the
provisions of the Treaties.420 Second, the OMT Program represents the circumvention
of the prohibition of monetary financing of the budget in the Article 123 TFEU by
measures with equivalent function which could be accessed through the selective
purchase, the neutralization of interest rate spreads, the option to keep the purchased
government bonds to maturity, the interference with the price formation on the market
and other elements concerned. The objective with which the ECB claims to justify the
ECB Program, which is to correct the disruption to the monetary policy transmission
mechanism, would inevitably authorize the ECB in practice to repeat the OMT-like
programs when the transmission mechanism disrupts and consequently shall not bring
about any significant and critical impact on the above-mentioned deduction. However,
the FCC takes an abrupt bend in the concluding part of the judgment and tends to
419
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leave the door open to accepting the constitutionality of the OMT Program. The FCC
indicates that the OMT Program could be constitutional when and if the CJEU would
adopt interpretations in restrictive nature and additional conditions to be established
as well as certain exclusions when it is to be implemented. It follows that the final
decision will be released only after those conditions are entailed by the CJEU in
issuing its opinions concerned. Along with the decision, Justice Luebbe Wolf and
Justice Gerhardt have written their separate opinions. Justice Luebbe Wolf holds that
actions of the federal government and the Bundestag in wrestling with acts of EU
institutions shall be based on their political discretion rather than pre-suppositional
positive action rules while Justice Gerhardt claims that this decision has extended
individuals’ rights to challenge acts of EU institutions through an ultra vires review
with Article 38 sec. 1 GG which falls outside the provision of the Basic Law.
The 2014 decision to refer for a preliminary ruling to the CJEU, different from
typical preliminary references which usually presume the final say is dominated by
the CJEU, actually brings also pressures even threats to the CJEU that the OMT
program shall be interpreted restrictively; otherwise the OMT decision would be
unconstitutional in the light of the large part of paragraphs stated in the 2014 FCC
decision.421 Besides, this 2014 decision once again establishes the power for federal
government to resist EU acts when they exceed their competence and authorities after
the Lisbon Treaty judgment in compliance with the fundamental principles, namely
the principle of democracy, social state and sovereignty of the people, that rule
sovereignty shall be inalienable, including the whole budgetary powers reserved to the
Bundestag and it is also the Bundestag that represents the people and provides the
democratic legitimacy rather than other representative institutions in the European
level. 422 Furthermore, this 2014 decision also demonstrates the competition on
jurisdiction in reviewing the implementation of EU acts. The FCC has in fact
exercised the review power through indirect way, say to review the implementation of
EU acts by the Member States governments and thus forbid the governments from
participating the implementation, and substantially block the EU acts concerned.
421
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Beyond that, the FCC has already made it quite clear in the Honeywell Case that the
FCC would not make the final decisions with regard to the ultra vires review of EU
acts and thus denying their application in Germany before the CJEU makes its
preliminary rulings on the EU law contained, meaning that the FCC would be the one
who has the last word.423 This is also the case in the Lisbon Treaty Judgment that the
FCC rather than the CJEU is the guard of the bridge--the parliamentary statutes of
approval--that connects the national law and the EU law.424 The links between the
ultra vires acts and the violation of democracy principle have also been indicated in
this case that ultra vires acts would inevitably constitute violation of democracy
principle in the Basic Law in that when the EU institutions act beyond their
authorities entrusted by the Treaties, they are exercising public powers which have
not been approved by the people to transfer to the European institutions. Therefore
those ultra vires act inevitably face the embarrassment lacking the democratic
legitimacy. While for those acts falling within the competence of EU institutions, the
risk of breaching the principle of democracy come into existence when they pose
challenges to the parliamentary power in deciding the budgets of the states as a part of
the constitutional identity.425 In other words, in the view of the FCC, the FCC and the
CJEU are respectively responsible for the protection of constitution identity at the
national level (with the Basic Law as the legal basis) and its counterpart in the
European level (with the Treaties as the legal basis).426
In short, although the FCC once again releases judgment in the approach of “yes
but” mode427, its wording and analysis in the judgment still reveal deep concerns
about the risks the implementation of the OMT Program without restrictions would
bring about to democracy and self-determination as well as the parliamentary
sovereignty with the budgetary power as its core element when the program is
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fundamentally an economic policy in its nature. These concerns have been assisted
with facts that the Euro crisis has caused more impairment to the democratic
accountability and major measures taken to wrestle with the crisis have been imposed
upon national parliaments and citizens without adequate deliberation from the
perspective of the decision-making process. 428 Besides, from the perspective of
consequences, the risks vary from the core European countries to the crisis-ridden
countries. For the core European countries, the program ECB adopted has lead to the
mutualization of debts and transferred the risks from the investors to the taxpayer.429
While for the crisis-ridden states, they would have to accept the adjustment project
proposed by the ECB and adjust their economic policies in order to receive the
finance aid from the ECB, and the parliaments could hardly do anything but to
approve it, and also the ECB becomes the final and total creditors of those Member
States, signaling an age of “creditors’ right superior to the sovereignty”, resulting in
the risks caused by the transfer of legitimacy control from citizens and parliaments to
the international financial actors.430 Possibly based on these considerations, the FCC
proposed conditions to be established along with the OMT program and for that the
FCC makes the preliminary references to the CJEU, seeking for restrictions ranging
from volumes, period, and conditions for purchase as well as negative lists of actions
the ECB shall avoid in implementing the OMT Program. What’s of significance in
this case is that the FCC not only restates its standpoint in guarding the sovereignty
non-transferable but also furthers its view about the final say in deciding the cases of
EU-Member States relationship, even superior to the CJEU. Through deciding the
OMT program, the FCC further entails its view in balancing the two constitutional
principles, the principle of democracy and the principle of participating in the
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European integration and draws clearer borderlines about the extent of German’s
integration into the European Union after the Lisbon Treaty judgment.431
The Preliminary Rulings from the CJEU432
The European Court of Justice released its preliminary ruling in the year of 2015.
In this ruling, the ECJ first of all holds the admissibility of this preliminary request
where the OMT program has not been implemented in that the preventive legal
protections could be granted even before further legislations have been adopted which
shall not be classified as purely hypothetical problem, one of the cases the ECJ shall
refuse to answer. Afterwards, the ECJ emphasizes that the preliminary rulings, which
fall within the scope of EU law interpretation and the validity of the EU institutions’
acts, given by the ECJ are supposed to be binding and the national courts are bound to
apply into their final judgments as a response to the FCC’s indication of final say in
their own hands. With large scale of paragraphs the ECJ structurally defends the
validity of the OMT Program, while exploring the objectives, the means of acts, the
satisfaction with the proportionality, the non-decisive and ineluctable nature of the
consequences brought by the program, when and if the program is to be implemented
restrictively. In the view of the ECJ, the objective of the OMT program is to ensure
the monetary policy transmission and to guard the singleness of the monetary policy,
which reflects the monetary policy nature of this program. Second, the Protocol on the
Statute of the European System of Central Banks and the European Central Bank
authorizes the ESCB to participate the performance of financial market through
purchase of government bonds and its selective nature of purchase is necessary to
“rectify the disruption to the monetary policy transmission” and at the same time has
not been forbidden by the Treaties. As for the proportionality test, the ECJ
emphasized that the implementation of this program, considering its technical nature
and requirements with regard to professional assessment, the ECB shall enjoy broad
discretion on substantive issues while the review would thus primarily focuses on
procedures obligations which could only be specified and established by assessing the
context and the rules concerned. For impact by this program on the economic policy
431
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autonomy and the possible distortion on the market operations, the ECJ founds that,
this impact could be justified since it is the inherent consequence when the Treaties
allows the ESCB to purchase and sell financial instruments in the secondary market
and does not necessarily to enjoy the status as privileged creditor. For the concerns
regarding the consequences when the prohibition of monetary finance of budget
clause was substantially abandoned, namely the Member State would be less
motivated to carry out sound budgetary policies as a result of the assumption that the
ECB will nevertheless comes to their rescue when the day comes, the ECJ argues that
according to the Treaties (Article 119 TFEU, 127 TFEU and 282 TFEU) the ESCB
has to carry out policies to support the general economic policies in the Union and
these policies cannot be invalidated by Article 123 TFEU simply because of the side
effect they may lead to in less impetus to the Member States to implement sound
economic policies during one fixed period of time and under specific conditions; after
all, monetary policies would always influence the interest rate and refinance
conditions of the banks as well as the financial conditions for the public debts.
The final judgment by the FCC433
Although questions remain, the FCC chooses to accept the rulings from the ECJ
and based on that the FCC makes its final judgment on the validity of the OMT
Program. The FCC agrees with the ECJ in that the OMT Programs remains valid and
falls within the scope of monetary policy under the restrictive framework conditions
established by the ECJ. On the one hand, the FCC claims that the Basic Law accepts
the priority of application of EU law through authorizing the federal to transfer part of
sovereignty to the Union; on the other hand, the FCC conserves that as the core
elements of the constitution identity of the Basic Law, the principle of democracy is
doubtlessly superior to the constitutional amendments, the respect for the European
integration. The federal government and the Bundestag could participate in the
implementation of this program only when the restrictive framework conditions have
been met and they should also take close observation during the implementation.
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4.1.2.2 Other factors exacerbating the accountability problem of
the ECB during the crisis
The legitimacy of the ECB, as an independent technocratic body, has been
established on three bases, that is their expertise, the logic of outcome/output
legitimacy, and their self-restraint strategy in carry out their tasks. However, during
the crisis doubts have been raised about their legitimacy when they chose to actively
participate in the bail-out actions and financial market operation, suspiciously
intruding into the areas which have been reserved to be part of the sovereignty of the
Member States so far and carrying out highly controversial programs towards
crisis-ridden states, causing revolts from both core and periphery states. With the
European Monetary Union taking away increasingly more powers on the
macroeconomic governance from the democratically elected national governments to
the European institutions, policy instruments still left in the hands of the latter are
hardly able for them to form effective countermeasures and also fail to satisfy the
expectations from the peoples and with that the economic crisis is thus evolved to be a
crisis of democratic legitimacy.434 The institutional balance has been altered by the
EU

decisions

during

the

crisis,

along

with

more

intergovernmentalism,

non-majoritarian governance and the technocrats. 435 Besides those constitutional
challenges, the ECB also faces distrust towards their performance in the monetary
governance and the fights against the crisis, and these may weaken the legitimacy of
the ECB from the perspective of output. Is it the appropriate time for the European
states to adopt the single currency and transfers their power in monetary policies to
the centralized EU institution to implement the single monetary policy that would
uniformly apply to all the Eurozone states in the circumstances of heterogeneous
economic conditions across states? With the singleness of monetary policy, the
specifically economic situation can hardly be reflected through the general monetary
policies but either above or below the average economic conditions on which the
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monetary policies are adopted.436 Besides, the efficiency of the ECB measure still
remains doubtful. After all, what the ECB can do is to put off the deadline for the
shutdown between the creditors and the debtors and leave more time for the national
government to rectify the problems in their economic structure and recover from the
ashes through the bail-out actions rather than takes the place of the national
government to tackle directly with the growth problem and restore the debt
sustainability.437Beyond these, actions taken by the ECB in tacking with the Euro
crisis are very likely to have opened the Pandora’s Box which the TFEU has struggled
to lock with the prohibition of monetary finance of budget clause. Even though in the
judgment in 2015 the ECJ ruled that the impact OMT program brought could be
justified by the competence entrusted to the ESCB that they were entitled to support
the economic policies in the EU, they also, maybe reluctant, admit the existence of
impetus reduction for the Member States to follow sound budgetary policies. In worst
case, the OMT program and others of the same kind might have triggered the source
of next financial crisis.

4.1.3 Conclusion
Before the Euro crisis, although the unprecedentedly independent nature of the
ECB has raised accountability concerns, the latter has not come to be a problem so
urgent and manifest. The ECB has, which could be seen successfully, established
multiple bases for their institutional legitimacy, combining the output legitimacy,
namely their performance in price stability, their expertise legitimacy and especially
their strategy of self-restraint in exchange of being tolerated by other institutions and
the people concerned. In addition, the ECB also makes efforts or pretend to be making
efforts, to advance transparency and explanations for their policies.438
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During the Euro Crisis, the ECB has transformed itself to be “a stronger and
more strategically positioned actor of the Eurozone”,

439

extending its influence into

the area of economic governance and elevating its authority in the regulation of
banking system.440 As has been discussed above, with the OMT program the ECB
has not only become the final creditor and the genuine economic policies maker for
the peripheries states, limiting the economic policy options left to the democratically
elected government and resulting in large extent the consequence of “you can vote but
you cannot choose”, but also the one who steadily transferring money from the core
EU Member States who provide the fund for this program, acting resembles the
redistributive role in the range of the EU, limiting the influence of people’s votes in
the European wealth distribution.441Democracy in both the core and periphery states
has thus been under undermined, and it is also this moment the ECB becomes the
common enemy and the one to be blamed, to some extent as a scapegoat, by the
people from nearly all Member States for the crisis and the sufferings because of the
crisis and the austerity policy, and the worrying for sovereignty lost spreads whether
as a fact or merely an illusion. In a word, the pouring critics on the legitimacy
problem of the ECB could be concluded as such an assertion: the ECB, with the OMT
program, has been making economic policies and implement them directly into the
Member States which is not only violation of EU law regarding the allocation of
competences in means of ultra vires actions but also breaching the principle of
democracy according to which, economic policies containing the redistributive nature
and especially the budget-related could only be legitimatized by the approval of the
people represented by the national parliaments.442
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As for the judgments made by the FCC and especially the ECJ, justices have
endeavored to argue the OMT program, under certain conditions and interpreted in a
restrictive scope, to be falling within the range of monetary policy and consequently
to be validated in accordance with the Treaties and the Basic Law. The judgment,
although avoiding admitting they are making political decisions, has actually made
decisions beyond the rules of not only the texts but also the meaning and
understandings common people would infer. To be more concise, the logic of the
judgment made by the FCC and the ECJ could be summarized, in the terms of Judge
Richard Posner, as that the Treaties governing the European Monetary Union are “Not
a Suicide Pact”.443 To be more specific, the application of the prohibition of monetary
finance of budget shall not be as strict and absolute as to deny the only possible way
to save the common currency and the Eurozone. That is to say, the EU law norms
shall not be interpreted as to lead to the “suicide” of the Euro and EMU, and that
would surely breach the objective and other constitutional principles of the EU law of
the Treaties (the teleology legal interpretation). 444 However, after examining the
necessity requirement, the OMT Program shall also be reviewed with the
proportionality principle, deciding whether this program, even though necessary and
shall be accepted generally, has been beyond the density in contents adequate to
achieve the objectives and thus constitutes unnecessary violation of other rules and
principles of the EU law. Therefore, certain restrictions and conditions are requested
by the ECJ in deciding this case, including that purchasing government bonds in the
secondary market should be necessary for the achievement of objectives and stop
purchasing when the latter has once been achieved445; when the ECB purchases
government bonds from secondary market, adequate safeguard measures shall be
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established to make sure the interference of the ECB will be prohibited by Article 123
TFEU446.
The crisis in the EU is not merely the crisis of monetary integration or economic
governance, but also reflects the democratic failure and the crisis of EU legitimacy.447
The austerity programs, which have been claimed as “no alternative”, have triggered
the rising of the populist movements across the Europe.448 The EU is supposed to be
more than an economic and commercial union but also a political union and a social
union in its sight.449 However, the financial crisis and the countermeasures have in
large scale witnessed the EU institutions in the service for the financial actors and
markets while marginalizing the voice of peoples, leading to more imbalance and
legitimate deficit.450For the part of the ECB, their technical instrument, the monopoly
of the liquidity, has contributed to the expanding of influence in Euro economic
governance and has developed the political dimension when it imposes forcible
economic adjustment program upon the Member States who have been stuck in the
financial crisis and in great demand of financial aid.451 It unleashes consternations
from the aided states and has been convoluted with the conventional German
Question in the Europe (“Half-Hegemony”).452 Besides the conventional critics about
the transparency problem and its newly-gained role of redistribution of European
wealth, the independence of the ECB also faces challenges with regard to its identity
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as a stakeholder.453Although the ECJ has approved the OMT program under certain
conditions and within the restrictive interpretation, the problem of legitimacy deficit
still lingers on the ECB and the reestablishment of the legitimate basis of the ECB is
supposed to be taken into serious consideration with certain institutional arrangements
that provide the ECB with further input legitimacy,454 and input legitimacy model of
the Federal Reserve System of the U.S. could be used for reference.

4.2 Intergovernmental mechanism in response to the
Crisis
To assess the accountability crisis of the European Union during the financial
and national debt crisis, a full coverage of the whole European Union structure is of
necessity. The reason for this is that so far the EU is still a composite structure
composed of areas where different approaches, the Supranationalism and the
Intergovernmentalism,

apply.

Therefore,

without

the

assessment

of

those

intergovernmental branches, the whole picture of the accountability problem in the
EU would be in no way complete. What is more important is that, in the areas of
intergovernmentalism, it is the coordination way of operation between the Member
States that is usually adopted. It is usually regarded less transparent compared with
the supranational branch and what is more special is that in the Treaties there are no
provisions that explicitly directing to any supervision and accountability mechanisms
in the Union level other than those already established in the Member States level by
respective constitutional laws. Besides, according to the Lisbon Treaty, the
competence of economic governance has been reserved to the Member States and the
Union shall helps to achieve the coordination between them.455The EU economic
policy decision-making adopts the way of high-level governmental coordination and
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is even strengthened after the Lisbon Treaty.456However, the solutions to the financial
crisis are always a package of at least economic and monetary policies. Many
counter-crisis decisions are made through those economic coordination mechanisms.
Anywhere the power is exercised without supervision, the accountability problem
would inevitably arise. Therefore, the counter-crisis measures adopted through
intergovernmental mechanism shall also be given special assessment.
The Euro Crisis not only calls the integrated monetary policy into question but
also the existing economic governance based on co-ordination between the Member
States. A series of counter-crisis legislative measures have been taken within the legal
framework of the Union as well as intergovernmental mechanisms by international
treaties outside the Union when the issues to be confronted with fall outside the
competence of the Union, including the European Stability Mechanism, the Treaty on
Stability, Coordination and Governance (the Fiscal Compact), the Euro-Plus Pact
under the EU’s Open Method of Coordination (the OMC). These intergovernmental
measures, their effectiveness still in controversial though, have brought about not only
reshaping of the European the governance structure 457 but also rewrite the
constitutional order characterized by the Lisbon Treaty which just comes into effect in
the year of 2009.458
Early in the year of 2010, the ECOFIN Council has set up the EFSF bypassing
the EU institutions for the purpose of crisis management. Soon in the year of 2011,
the European Council adopted the Six Pact 459 as an advanced substitute to the
Stability and Growth Pact for further economic coordination and surveillance. The
456
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EFSF was also replaced by the ESM Treaty in 2012 with amendment to the Article
136TFEU by adding that
“The Member States whose currency is the euro may establish a stability
mechanism to be activated if indispensable to safeguard the stability of the euro area
as a whole. The granting of any required financial assistance under the mechanism
will be made subject to strict conditionality”.
Afterwards the Two—Pack was adopted including the Regulation 473/2013(On
common provisions for monitoring and assessing draft budgetary plans and ensuring
the correction of excessive deficit of the Member States in the euro area) and the
Regulation 472/2013(On the strengthening of economic and budgetary surveillance of
Member States in the euro area experiencing or threatened with serious difficulties
with respect to their financial stability). In accordance with these two regulations, the
European Semester was adopted to tackle the problems of excessive deficit and
imbalance, authorizing the involvement of the Commission in the review of the
national budget for “enhanced surveillance”. Besides, the Treaty on Stability,
Coordination and Governance in the Economic and Monetary Union was also
approved for more stringent fiscal integration. With these Treaties and mechanisms
newly established, further economic policy coordination has been achieved; the
autonomy of budgetary powers has received involvement and control from those
supranational

and

intergovernmental

mechanisms,

the

European

economic

government instead of economic governance has been in sight.
In the course of the counter-crisis efforts, the ESM Treaty was challenged in the
Federal Constitutional Court of Germany. The Federal Constitutional Court held that
the ESM was constitutional unless certain exceptions come into reality. In the view of
the Court, the Bundestag has been empowered by the Basic Law with “broad
discretion when determining the volume of guarantees for foreign states and when
assessing the probability whether these guarantees could actually result in payments”,
and the power to make such assessments do not fall within the competence of
judiciary authorities.460 Even though the Federal Constitutional Court smiled on this
460
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mechanism, even the most radical supporters of European integration would not deny
that this series of counter-crisis measures have lead to profound, possibly permanent,
influence on the constitutional order and competence structure of both supranational
and national levels. Does the intergovernmentalism finally welcome its triumph over
supranationalism or the Community Method successfully spill over to what it is
excluded previously? Is the European Union which is proclaimed to be established on
the basis of the value of democracy evolving towards a polity which refrain the will of
the people? The following analysis would be about the economic governance
structure in the European Union during the Euro crisis and problems within its
constitutional order.

4.2.1 The role of intergovernmental institutions in the
counter-crisis actions
As for the counter-crisis actions, some of those plans have been through the
legislative procedure of the Union and become binding laws and an integral part of
the Union legal system, the Six-Package regulations as an example. However, there
are also measures which are concluded in the form of intergovernmental treaties
which are international treaties in nature and thus shall be regulated by the
international treaties’ law, including some of those reached under the Open Method of
Coordination (OMC). There are two kinds of OMC procedures being established in
the Treaties, the Multilateral Surveillance Procedure and the Excessive Deficit
Procedure.461The legal basis for these procedures and mechanism are Article121 and
Article126 of the TFEU. There are abundant of measures which are adopted and
applied with the means of “Conclusion” of the European Council which are not
legally binding within the Union legal framework.462Justifications for the adoption of
these coordination working methods may be advocated463, they are nonetheless more
frequently adopted to carry out policies established by the economic governance
461
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bodies. Besides, regardless of the forms they are adopted with, soft law or hard law,
they are actually all binding to the parties concerned; and sometimes the soft laws are
more binding because all in all, one of the ultimate sources of the binding force of
laws comes from the political authority which the soft laws adopted by the European
Council also or even more enjoy. All animals are equal, but some animals are more
equal than others.
The Euro crisis is a heaven-sent chance for the intergovernmental institutions to
bolster their roles in the supranational decision-making process, and it is consistent
with the reality that the intergovernmental institutions (including the European
Council, the Euro Summit, the Council, the ECOFIN Council and the Euro Group)
successfully gain the centrality of adoption of counter-crisis actions, leading the
intergovernmentalism method to recapture the precedence and strengthened the trends
of the European Council rather than the Commission as the “supreme political
institution” both in form and in actual decision-makings.464 Justifications for the
elevation of the European Council’s role were made through the gap between the
urgency of taking actions to tackle the Euro Crisis and the absence of EU’s
competences and inadequacy of authority in deciding essential issues. With the Euro
Crisis ceasing to be urgent and serious, the European Council continues to play the
role as the key actor in the European economic governance and fiscal union.465
According to Wessels, the European Council466 has functioned in generally six ways
in the process of tackling the Euro crisis: “creating and adapting the Economic and
Monetary Union”, “setting and reviewing guidelines for hard and soft coordination”,
“managing the economic and financial crisis and a reinforced leadership role in a
turbulent Eurozone”, “shaping Community policies”, “making and using the financial
provisions” and “the institutional centre of the multi-pillar architecture”.467 In other
words, the European Council has not only performed with the last say in the
intergovernmental issues according to the structural design by the Lisbon Treaty but
464
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also extends its authority to the intern market, ranging from the economic issues to
social, employment policy areas, acting as the top institution of the European
economic

government

of

collective

decision-making(or

“deliberative

intergovernmentalism”), taking over the power to economic governance which used
to be reserved to the Member States’ governments.468 It is also the case with the Euro
Summit, initiated by former French President Nicolas Sarkozy who advocates that the
leaders of Member States (especially those from the Eurozone Member States) are the
only actors qualified with democratic legitimacy to make decisions on economic
governance.469 This transformation satisfies neither the concept of internationalism
nor the concept of supranational in conventional sense, and the interpretations of this
evolution as the enhancement of Community method or the intergovernmental method
fail to reflect its essence, and this issue will be elaborately discussed in the analysis
and conclusion part. Besides the European Council, the Council (the ECOFIN
Council and the Euro group) also advanced its role in the EU architecture and the
European economic governance as a whole. Corresponding to the European Council’s
role as the political decision-maker, the Council and the Euro Group formulate the
forum for policy debate especially for the ministerial negotiations.470 Compared with
the Council or the ECOFIN Council, the Euro Group is characterized by informality,
secrecy of discussions and the lack of decision-making powers and those characters
make it a preliminary forum for sensitive and controversial issues in a flexible
manner.471 The leaders of the EU have actually acknowledged the status of the Euro
Group as the “central steer”, “a central role to play in discussing, promoting and
representing the interest of the Euro area” and also project to advance its role as “a
reinforcement of its presidency” in the short term and “an even greater role in
representing the interest of the single currency, within the euro area and
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beyond”, 472 which could, however, jeopardize the role of the Commission in
representing the general European interest externally.
During the Euro crisis, most major counter-crisis measures have been adopted in
these intergovernmental institutions or organs, and the method of collective
negotiation seems to have been welcomed in overcoming the problems of collective
action. The popularity of intergovernmentalism among the national leaders is the
result of both their reluctance to empower the EU with new competences and the
actual performance of this method that it has been so far proved to be effective in
organizing negotiations and adopting contemporaneous actions. 473 However, the
problems of collective actions exist not only in the decision-making stage but also in
the executing those decisions and the supervision of those implementations. In that
regard, the supranational institutions, especially the European Commission, still play
crucial roles in routine implementations and technical details in overcoming the
dilemma of collective actions, and that is also the new role for the Commission during
the urgent counter-crisis efforts and afterwards.

4.2.1.1 The role of the European Commission in the
counter-crisis actions
As have mentioned in the second chapter, the Commission has gradually lost its
substantial role as the agenda-setter in the European governance characterized by the
Lisbon Treaty and evolved to be the secretariat and administrative organ to the
European Council.474 The European Council and the Council have both in provisions
and in fact the power to input to the EU agenda even if the European Parliament
chooses to stand together with the European Commission.475The European Council
not only releases strategic documents and comes up with specific legislative proposal,
but goes much further: the European Council also usurps the Commission’s
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Treaty-authorized power to supervise the compliance of EU measures with a great
deal of coordination measures newly established.476 That part of responsibility has
even been illustrated as one of the crucial functions of the European Council and
extending the sphere of its power from the Eurozone to the areas, the intern market for
example, where it is the community method that is generally known to apply.477
However, it shall also be pointed out that the losses of the Commission’s power
receive compensation through the Commission’s implementation of counter-crisis
decisions and economic governance policies. In accordance with the European
Semester, the budget plan of the Member States are required to sent to the
Commission for a detailed review and the Commission would then propose
recommendations based on specific state conditions.478The “reverse qualified majority
voting” method also contributes to that boost.479
Along with the undermining of its power, the Commission is also confronted with
the risk of role confusion during the Crisis. According to the Treaties, the European
Commission has been assigned to represent the general interests of the Europe Union
as a whole rather than the interests of one or some Member States.480 However,
during the counter-crisis decision-making especially when the Commission
participates in the negotiations with the debtor Member States, together with the IMF
and the ECB in forming the so-called “Troika”, it has been the representative of the
creditors which conflicts with its original role as an independent body guarding and
promoting the general interests of the Union. Further, the Commission has chosen to
step into the international political games between the strong and the weak Member
States in line with the core ones, and that also risks its impartial position and authority
in balancing and conciliating the interests between the Member States.481 For an
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independent institution whose democratic legitimacy has always been challenged, the
loss of impartiality and independence endanger its remaining basis of legitimacy.
Different from the hot topic of the Commission’s politicalization through more party
political input into the election of the Commission President as well as other
commissioners in strengthening its political visibility and democratic legitimacy, this
trend represents another form of politicalization of the European Commission, that is,
to be involved in the international political games between the Member States and
chooses to be inclined to certain bloc when facing the internal conflicts in the
European Union, namely, the east-west European tensions and the north-south
European tensions. During the Euro crisis and the bail-out stage, the Commission has
explicitly joined the creditors’ bloc. As a consequence, the European Commission
tends to adopt economic policies in line with the ideology of creditor Member States
rather than the solutions which could best serve the general interests of the Union;
besides, the interests and voices are more and more likely to be ignored and the
conflicts within the EU are even exacerbated.482 The alienation of the European
Commission, which refers to the deviation and even opposition of the Commission
from its original roles and objectives, has been draining its legitimacy basis
originating from its independence and its irreplaceable role for promoting the general
interests of the Union, posing challenges on the integration project.

4.2.1.2 The role of the legislatures in the counter-crisis actions
Legislatures, so far, seem to be the greatest loser in this round of power games
triggered by the Euro crisis. Measures taken to secure the Euro zone stability and to
rescue the Member State in debt have transferred the dominant position on national
budget, which belongs to one of the crucial responsibilities of the legislatures, from
the parliaments to the government, frequently with the same platitude, “no
alternative”.483To bail out other Member States with national budgets produces direct
impact on the interests of taxpayers while the parliaments have only rather limited
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roles in the macroeconomic governance and the ESM program despite the
establishment of the “Economic Dialogue”.484 Besides, the participation of national
parliaments in the intergovernmental mechanisms including the EFSF, the ESM and
the Fiscal Compact is not restricted since the national governments define them as the
international rather than Union policy.485The European Semester is also substantially
drawing the border regarding the exercise of budgetary power of the parliaments.
Under the European Semester, as has been mentioned above, it is the European
Commission rather than the national parliaments that enjoys the priority to have an
operation on the budgetary plans.486The European Semester has placed the national
budgetary competence into the “birdcage”, that is, the national parliaments have every
right and autonomy to the budget as long as they fall within the scope defined by the
Commission backed by the ECOFIN Council and the European Council. Besides, the
transparency problem becomes even more serious during the Euro Crisis since most
of the major decisions have been adopted in the intergovernmental forum whose
negotiation and decision-making process is extremely inaccessible to the European
Parliament and the national parliaments. The legislatures in most cases are excluded
from that process or at most playing the role of ex post endorsement, not to the
mention the right to information of the public.487 Without direct transparency (open
to the public) and the indirect transparency (through the legislatures), the rescuing
actions increase the intergovernmental institutions’ “unilateral control over
information

and decision-making”

feature

and promote the

“black box”

decision-making, further weakening the parliamentary control over the government in
the European and national level.488 The Euro crisis and the rescuing action push the
EU to the direction of government dominance with the institutional balance turning to
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the superiority of the government leaders and the intergovernmental institutions,489 or
“transnational government machinery outside both the realm of democratic politics
and the form of accountability formerly guaranteed by the rule-of-law”. 490 The
transformation

to

the

government

dominance

and

the

triumph

of

the

intergovernmental institutions over their supranational counterpart consequence not
only the default of national parliaments in controlling the government and hold them
accountable but also leveraging the legitimacy of the European Parliament’s existence
as the legislative and representative institution since the democratic legitimacy could
be provided by the national parliaments in an intergovernmentalism European Union
and the European Parliament turns out to be superfluous when the supranational
institution(here the Commission) is reduced to be the secretariat and the administrator
to the intergovernmental institutions.
The impact of the Euro crisis and the rescuing actions on national parliaments,
however, varies with states. Generally, the national parliaments’ involvement in the
Union-Member States relationship primarily depends on their domestic constitutional
arrangement.491 In Germany, the Act on Cooperation between the Government and
the Bundestag on the EU requires that the government shall seek the approval from
the Bundestag on the negotiation of accession or Treaty amendments then the
government is entitled to reach final decisions in the Council or the European Council.
Besides, the government is also obliged to inform both houses of the parliament (the
Bundestag and the Bundesrat) on Union matters in time.492 Besides, in the Germany
practice, the Chancellor usually makes ex-ante reports to the parliament about the
European Council meetings and her Minister of State would also make ex-post reports
to the parliament.493 The Euro crisis has widened the imbalance between the national
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parliaments with stronger influence and the weak ones, resulting in certain national
parliaments inferior to their colleges of equivalent position. 494 The German
Bundestag has successfully seized the “golden opportunity” to expand their power
and control regarding the Union issues especially the rescue actions with the
assistance of the Federal Constitutional Court.495 In the ESM Case, the Court holds
that any payments without the approval from the Bundestag would be unconstitutional;
only with the consent from the Bundestag will the federal government be permitted to
provide significant financial guarantee, and the Bundestag will always be the holder
of the budgetary sovereign no matter whether the parliament has smiled on the
bail-out programs or not. 496 However, for the parliaments of weaker influence,
especially those of the debtor Member States, the crisis happens to be their battle of
Waterloo. They have to accept and follow the instructions and reform programs
without alternative, being the meat on the Troika’s chopping block, and to some
extent they have been thrown into the ranks of Second Order Parliaments.497 The
fantasy drift of the Irish budget during the bail-out period illustrates that
embarrassment. The Irish budget is supposed to be sent to the Troika and then to the
ECONFIN Council with the implementation situation of austerity policies stipulated
in the memorandum of understandings; afterward the Irish budget is to be sent to the
German Bundestag for review and finally returns to the Irish parliament. The
procedural requirement for the purpose of securing the Bundestag’s budgetary
sovereignty constitutes the violation of other parliaments.498 Considering the role of
parliaments as the representative of the peoples, the inferior status of some
parliaments indicates the substantial emergence of second-class will of the peoples
and breaks the spatial balance within the Union.
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4.2.2 Impact on the balances within the Union
The principle of institutional balance is viewed as one of the constitutional
principles in the European Community legal system499, and in the political dimension,
this principle embodies the rationale of institutional assignment to achieve the balance
of interests represented by different Union institutions and to formulate integration
policies which are acceptable to all parties.500The Council, the Parliament and the
Commission represent respectively the interests of the states, the EU citizens and the
general European Union.501 With the crisis, the European Parliament (so it is with
most national parliaments) has been marginalized to a large extent and the
Commission has been yielded to the orders from the intergovernmental institutions,
the institutional balance severely influenced. However, it is hard thus far to tell which
direction has the European institutional balance swung to, intergovernmentalism or
supranationalism for sure. If, let us assume, the institutional balance tends to the
intergovernmentalism, then it would conflict with the fact that the supranational
institutions have obtained a large scale of powers for further integration in many areas
being transferred from the national level, especially in the economic policy and the
budgetary area. However, the assumption that the supranationalism takes precedence
during the Euro crisis does not fits well with the fact that it is the intergovernmental
institutions and mechanisms now are playing a dominant role in the European
economic governance, even a little bit earlier than the crisis—the Lisbon Treaty has
already demonstrated the intergovernmentalism-oriented model of economic
governance in the European Union.502 To review those institutional changes from the
perspective of political power’s classification, the institutional balance in the
European Union could be summarized to be tending to the advantage even dominance
of the government system, covering the governments at both the supranational and the
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national level.503 That government-dominated imbalance undermines the periphery
states’ interests and the powers of the representative institutions, and the power’s
centralization to the intergovernmental institutions and the collective decision-making
practices formulate serious threats to the balance between the Member States and
erode the equality principle between the Member States which will in the long term
destabilize the integration

process and

the legitimacy of the

European

project.504Besides, from the legal aspects, it has been mentioned above case laws so
far related to the institutional balances suggest the indication to the protection of
prerogative of the Parliament, out of the concerns to promote and guarantee
democratic contribution to the legislative process.505However, in the collective actions
taken by the Member States outside the EU legal framework, the ESM program for
example, the only direct representative institution, namely the Parliament, has been
excluded from the decision-making process, free from the accountability and
transparency systems of the Union. However, the current legal application of this
principle has refrains the Court from advancing its role as the judicial guardian of the
EU institutional structure. The article in the TEU about the institutional balance
principle (Article 13) refers basically to the regulation of powers and competences
already expressly entrusted to certain institutions, not about the division of new
powers or existing institutional powers in need of expansion.506This problem is to be
deteriorated when confronting with an economic crisis since in the age of crisis it is
usually the case that the governmental institutions need frequently seek to exercise
new powers (or “implied power”, in another term) in order to take extraordinary
measures against the crisis while the principle of institutional balance is of very
limited use there. Second, as mentioned above in Chapter 1, the Court has been long
refusing to invoke this principle as the legal basis to make judicial assessment on the
institutional balance situation under the influence of new acts adopted by parties
concerned (the Member States, for example) in the sense of institutional structure
503
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rather than specific institutional procedure. In the case where the EU institutions have
been employed to act under mechanism established outside the EU legal framework,
the Court imposes judicial review merely on the powers exercise by the Commission
and the ECB, abstaining to demonstrate whether and how these arrangements newly
established have constituted to an impact on the institutional powers and the balance
in accordance with the Treaties.507 There leave a sizable blank for the Court to
exercise judicial control in the Union and to provide judicial remedy to the parties
whose interests are to be influenced by the erosion of institutional balance.

4.2.3 Analysis
4.2.3.1 More Supranationalism or More Intergovernmentalism?
In the conventional sense, the supranationalism refers to the integration
arrangement that independent, supranational institutions hold the centralized
sovereignty transferred from the Member States and play the dominant role in the
governance and integration whose institutional foundation points to the Commission
and the Parliament. On the contrary, the intergovernmentalism emphasizes the
position of the Member States in the integration especially their role as the “Masters
of the Treaties” who have the decisive power (the veto specifically) with regard to the
integration and the European Council along with the Council make up its institutional
foundation.508 However, such new trend has difficulties in basically being consistent
with both integration routines. The crisis triggers a new process which transfers the
sovereignty from the Member States to the European level, not to the supranational
institutions but to the intergovernmental institutions and some independent
institutions like the ECB; what differentiates from the intergovernmentalism is that
many crucial sovereignty powers, the budgetary and economic power as examples,
has already been transferred to the European level rather than reserved to the Member
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States.509In other words, the counter-crisis actions have transferred the sovereignty
powers to the European intergovernmental institutions what operate in the way of
collective decision-making. However, what could seem to be a little strange is that the
rescue actions indicate this collective decision-making method turns out to be
comparatively effective in reaching agreements and measures’ adoption considering
the collective actions dilemma haunting other collective decision-making institutions
composed of equal members.510 That working method has been described as the
“deliberative intergovernmentalism” which is highly consensus-dependent.

511

Consensus reached through the process of policy deliberation enables the European
Council and the Council with the capacity to deal with more and more issues pouring
into it for decision-making. Then the question arises, what makes this deliberation and
decision-making process inside the European Council and the Council effective and
timely to cope with those challenges during the Euro crisis among which emergencies
happened from time to time? One answer to that proposed question could be that
although the member states are equal in form and before law, the deliberation and
decision-making in the European Council and the Council has been under the
leadership or instruction of several strong Member States (Germany and France).512
The dominating role of some Member States in the decision-making process
contributes to the consensus reaching and the solution adoption. With the German
leadership, the counter-crisis actions manifestly reflect the policy preference and
economic ideology of what has applied in Germany during the past decades.513That
refers to the idea of Ordo-liberalism and the culture of stability.514That paradigm is
what now is happening in the European Union: “an approach that circumscribes
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political discretion with a long list of detailed rules” adopted by the European Council
and the Council.515 Besides, the approach that tends to govern the multi-tier EU also
performs as an extended version of the German model “Joint-decision federalism”
under which the federal units get involved in the federal legislation and also be
responsible for the implementation of those legislations. 516 Not to mention the
German model of a highly independent central bank with the exclusive competence
with regard to the monetary policy and solely for the service of price stability
mentioned previously.517 To “make them us” goes beyond the mere universalism
seek but also one of the essential path to enhance self-narrative and self-identification:
when the ideas and systems of one society are to be transplanted to another, it is not
only the influence of the exporting society would be thus strengthened but also the
exporting society receives the reverse effect at home that the exporting society proves
to be more confident in the justification and beliefs in their own ideals. However, the
importing society would have to bear the cost and consequences of that integration
process even with the possibly best case that that transplant finally keeps its foothold
in the importing society. In many cases, that process leads to internal unrest in the
importing society and even revolts against the exporting society. The situation could
be aggravated by the complex and entangling “Paradox of German Power” (or the
“German Question”), the semi-hegemony with the geographically central place of
Europe, in the European history.518German’s exporting of rules, Ordoliberalism and
the stability culture precisely consequences in instability.519
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4.2.3.2 Impact of the adoption of international treaties on the EU
legal framework
During the crisis, most of the major decisions and mechanisms dealing with the
crisis have been established through the international treaties outside the EU legal
framework.520The adoption of this approach mainly relates to the considerations these
measures basically fall outside the EU legal framework.521The Lisbon Treaties at the
same time cover no effective tools in coping with the crisis.522 Necessary under
emergencies be that as it may, this model of double-track legal governance inevitably
raises legal questions both in terms and in appliance with regard to the EU legal unity
in the overlapping areas, directly or indirectly. Legal questions concerned will be
discussed in the following part, which mainly covers the conflicts between the
newly-introduced rules in the international treaties and the existing Union rules, the
substantial replacement/amendment to the Treaties through no formal amendment
procedures and the legal spillover of the EU objectives.
First, the rules in those international treaties could raise conflicts with the
existing EU laws. Newly established mechanisms, the ESM for example, have been
challenged before the ECJ for their violation of certain EU legal clauses.523In the
Pringle Case, Pringle advocates that permanent mechanism established by some
Member States to carry out tasks which have been prohibited under the EU legal
framework is unlikely to be consistent with the Union law and undermined the
Union’s fundamental value, the rule of law.524Some of his arguments invoke the
Supremacy principle and Loyalty principle of the EU law. Under these principles, the
Member States are forbidden concluding new international treaties whose clauses may
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conflict with the obligations imposed by the Union Treaties.525Nor is it allowed to join
the international organization of such kind.526The Court paves the way for the ESM
through its teleological interpretation of Art.125 TFEU that this article provides no
prohibition to the financial rescue under the ESM.527 However, even scholars who
favored the validity of the ESM express their concern that the implementation of these
Treaties could consequence in actions violating the EU law and are supposed to be
sanctioned according to the EU law.528Besides, Bruno de Witte makes further efforts
softening the concerns and doubts with regard to the possible conflicts between the
ESM and the EU legal framework by identifying that those Treaties should cease to
perform once the EU introduces legislations regarding those issues and that the Fiscal
Compact urges the signatory states that “the necessary steps shall be taken…with the
aim of incorporating the substance of this Treaty into the legal framework of the
European Union”.529Another issue concerned turns out to be whether to endow the
EU institutions with new responsibility is likely to constitute the violation of the EU
law. De Witte makes a distinction between tasks and powers, indicating that to place
new tasks on one institution does not necessarily come along with conferring new
powers, and the international treaties will not be inconsistent with the EU legal
framework as long as they empower the institutions with no new decision-making
powers.530However, as it has been argued, the Fiscal Compact is very likely to have
empowered the Commission with the competence of binding standard-settings with
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Article 3 (2) of this Compact for the establishment of a correction mechanism.531
Further, the possibility that in the implementation of these Treaties there will be a
substantial empowerment to the EU institutions (the Commission) shall not be
excluded beforehand. The chances are that these treaties may be challenged before the
ECJ at least once more for the reason that the implementation of them has come out
with equivalent effect (indirectly) with violation of the EU law.
Second, to conclude international treaties outside the EU legal framework has
lead to the jettison of the Treaty Amendment Procedures.532Under the context of the
crisis and counter-crisis measures, many rules in the Lisbon Treaty has been
conceived as “outdated” and have difficulties in matching the orientation towards an
integrated economic and fiscal union; However, national leaders choose to adopt new
rules through the international treaties outside the EU legal framework rather than
trigger the procedure to amend the Lisbon Treaties.533According to the Lisbon Treaty,
the Treaty Amendment Procedure is rather complex, fussy and time-consuming,
involving the participation of nearly all the EU institutions and the Member States
into countless discussions, negotiations and votes with high threshold to pass;
Afterwards, the amendment is supposed to be accepted by the Member States in
accordance with domestic constitutional requirements, and national referendum is
very likely to be held in some Member States.534The ratification could be full of
unforeseen incidents and results considering what have happened to the European
Constitutional Treaty in France and in Netherlands, and some of those consequences
under the context of emergent Euro crisis might be unbearable. Be that as it may, the
substantial amendment to the EU law bypassing the formal amendment procedure
undermines the legitimacy of the rescue actions and the EU who claims itself as a
Union under the rule of law.535 Considering the significant role the law plays in the
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integration process536 and the European constitutional traditions where the rule of law
forms an integral part, the practices of “Governance bypassing the law” could be
harmful to the long-term stability and legitimacy of the Union.
Third, in these international treaties, unanimity as an institutional requirement for
the Treaties’ entry into force and the taking of the certain actions has been abandoned.
With the Fiscal Compact the unanimity was for the first time be dropped as the
threshold for the intergovernmental treaties to enter into effect, stipulating that “this
Treaty shall enter into force on 1 January 2013, provided that twelve Contracting
Parties whose currency is the euro have deposited their instrument of ratification, or
on the first day of the month following the deposit of the twelfth instrument of
ratification by a Contracting Party whose currency is the euro, whichever is the
earlier”

537

rather than that approval from every contracting states is needed. 538

Besides, the quasi-automatic intervention from the Commission on non-compliance of
the agreement and it could be derogated only “where it is established among the
Contracting Parties whose currency is the euro that a qualified majority of them is
opposed to the decision proposed or recommended”

539

by the Commission in case of

“future veto threats”.540 This transformation signals not merely the evolutions in the
procedural threshold. According to Weiler, unanimity “embodying the principle of
sovereign equality and consent is typically a hallmark of internationalism” while
majoritarian idea stands for “the willingness to submit one’s collective self to the
discipline of majority decision-making, even at the very high constitutional level…of
loyalty and commitment which imply subjugation to a newly drawn collective and its
will”, namely, the constitutionalism.541 However, it is precisely with the form of
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international treaties that the constitutionalization process is developed.542Literarily
paradoxical, though, this practice is by no means original or unprecedented. The
Treaties that framed the European Communities in the 1950s were not interpreted as
establishing the sui generis legal system from the very first day, very likely to be
taken as international treaties as numberless of their predecessors. Besides, as above
mentioned, the fact that rules in these international treaties are supposed to be
integrated into the EU legal framework when the time is recipe also helps to justify
the gap between the nature of those rules (constitutionalization) and the form they
adopt (international treaties). However, the concern continues with regard to the small
Member States’ position being undermined even marginalized with the big states’
dominance of the agenda of mechanisms established by these international treaties.
Fourth, the legal spillover of the EU objectives has bridged the EU legal
framework and the international treaties based on intergovernmental method, where
the EU objectives constitute the shared sources to the teleological interpretations of
actions taken under both legal frameworks.
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principles indicated by these international treaties for enhanced cooperation, echoing
the rules in the Treaties, including “the prevalence of the community objectives in the
assessment of the agreements between Member States”, “the inviolability of the
common institutional framework”, “the character of temporal subsidiarity…in the last
resort” and “the open character of the cooperation and condition of equality of all EU
Member States”.544In other words, the EU objectives have spilled over from the EU
legal framework to the international treaties’ framework, functioning as the common
roof to both legal frameworks. With the shared objectives and their role as the source
of the teleological interpretation, rules from both legal frameworks could be
coordinated and integrated in the process of interpretation and compliance, and also
contribute to the final absorbance of international legal framework in serve for
enhanced cooperation into the EU legal framework and advance the maturity of
international treaties’ legal framework integration to the EU legal framework. In short,
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the shared objectives play the role of the junction point of both legal frameworks in
the transition period.

4.2.3.3 Pros and cons of the multi-speed integration approach
The establishment of the Eurozone embodied the idea of double-speed (or
multi-speed) European and was explicitly reaffirmed by the “Enhanced Cooperation”
clause in the Lisbon Treaties.545This idea was then elaborately developed as the
“differentiated integration” by Wallace as “the most straightforward and most neutral
term used to denote variations in the application of European policies or variations in
the level and intensity of participation in European policy regimes”.546Giandomenico
Majone distinguishes the public goods and the club goods with that, compared with
the former, the club goods could be exclusive to some individuals and the member of
the clubs should bear the costs for the club goods. 547 He also points out that
“harmonization occurs in response to market integration, but only when heterogeneity
is not too great”, and new clubs then would be created when the difficulties and costs
appear to be too huge for a highly heterogeneous community to achieve internal
harmonization.548Based on that, Majone indicates that the European integration is
becoming a society consisting of various clubs where the Member States could choose
to join clubs available or to create a new club according to their assessment based on
the cost-benefit analysis.549 The Eurozone is a typical illustration of clubs only open
to states reaching certain standards, and to join different clubs within the Union
represents different preferences of the extent of European integration. That forms the
basis for the double-speed or multi-speed European integration. This trend turns out to
be much more explicit during the Euro crisis when a series of actions, which have
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been adopted with the Open Coordination Method (OCM) to tackle the crisis through
closer cooperation, coordination and further integration, have accelerated the speech
of integration within the Eurozone, including more fiscal policy coordination and
surveillance and economic policy as well as budgetary policy review.
The European Union has been established on various constitutional compromises,
including the compromise between the Member States inside and outside the
Eurozone.550 During the Euro crisis, further integration ranging from fiscal policies to
economic policies has been advanced among the EMU member states, leaving the
non-Euro member states, including the UK and the Denmark steadily marginalized.551
The advancement in the EMU member states not only establishes different rules and
mechanism for states inside and outside the Eurozone but also prepares the “legal and
institutional context favorable to the deepening and broadening of their integration”
which has enlarged the distinction and gap between different groups of member
states.552 Differentiation would inevitably lead to more complexity to the governance
structure and the set of rules in the EU.553With various governance and coordination
mechanisms, the EMU has become an assembly of legal and regulatory frameworks
who have differentiated participants,
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and the European Union as an organization of

complexity as such, will have to face legitimacy challenges regarding transparency
and democratic accountability from the citizens. 555 Differentiated integration and
governance mechanisms also create challenges to the parliamentary control over those
mechanisms and differentiated policies. Different from those differentiated
mechanisms, the European Parliament has been designed as the Union institution to
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represent the peoples of the European Union rather than certain percentage or groups
of the European peoples. Then the question arises whether those differentiated
integrations should be democratically controlled by the whole European Parliament or
the MEPs of the member states who have participated in those mechanisms. The
European Parliament is in a dilemma. If all the MEPs are entitled to supervise those
mechanisms, it would lead to the tricky result, which is inconsistent with the
conventional constitutional idea in Europe that “No Taxation without representation”,
that MEPs elected by the people outside certain mechanism get involved in the
deliberation and supervision of that mechanism. 556 However, if the European
Parliament forms several European Parliaments with different components according
to the member states of certain mechanisms, it will not only undermine its unitary
character but also initiate another unprecedented project, besides the European
integration, in the world.557As for the national parliaments, Wessles has established
that their role has been undermined with the differentiated integration558, not to
mention the vision to supervise those mechanisms with the national parliaments.
Beyond that, the differentiated integration through international treaties also
transforms the internal differentiation to external differentiation and from legal
differentiation to institutional differentiation. 559 Where the participants of certain
mechanism enable themselves to advance economic governance with new
authorization to the EU institutions (and thus the EU institutions will be competent in
regulating those issues within the Eurozone Member States), other EU Member States
would have to rely on bilateral agreements on close cooperation to achieve the same
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effect in the practice of conferral of banking supervision tasks on the ECB.560The
solidarity also faces its crisis when the Euro zone Member States have actually
dominated the agenda of the whole European Union and pursue their integration
preferences instead of the preferences for the general interests of the whole European
Union and discard the preferences of non-Euro zone states. The legitimacy and public
support of the EU are also at stake when citizens are facing the complex net being
knitted with various treaties, rules and institutions.

4.2.3.4 from democratic deficit to democratic default?
Democracy is one crucial element of the western constitutional traditions,
constituting part of the constitutional identity of the European Member States. In the
Laeken Declaration published in 2001, the European leaders affirmed that “The
European Union derives its legitimacy from the democratic values it projects, the
aims it pursues and the power and instruments it possesses…the European project
also derives its legitimacy from democratic, transparent and efficient institutions”.561
On the other hand, the European project has long been haunted by the “democratic
deficit” challenges and questions regarding its legitimacy which primarily focuses on
its democracy advancement. The Euro crisis and a series of rescue measures to the
financial and economic crisis, which have been decided in emergency, has constantly
undermined the democratic basis and the current legitimacy and public support this
project enjoys has been under erosion. With the role expansion of independent
institutions (the ECB), the marginalization of representative institutions and the
situation of “vote without choice” in periphery Member States, systematic democratic
deficit even democratic default has emerged in the European Union.
First of all, the steaming-ahead of independent institutions’ role and power in the
European Union continues, especially the ECB. As discussed before, the democratic
legitimacy problem emerges when the ECB is suspected with certain factual basis
begins to exercise powers beyond what has been stipulated in the Lisbon
Treaties—the power to monetary policy in serve merely for price stability, that is, to
560
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making economic policies and to implement redistribution of wealth across the
European Union. The EMU has been interpreted to be the triumph of technocrats over
the democracy. 562 With the monopoly over the currency liquidity, the ECB has
extended its role to the Eurozone economic governance, and may take the chance to
impose pressures on states and national government when they fail to realize
survival.563And according to the differentiation made by Majone between “efficient”
and “redistributive” policies, the former could be delegated to the non-majoritarian
while the latter is supposed to be determined by institutions with democratic
basis.564However, under the current system it is hard to find out the actor which is
able to exert significant influence on the ECB and not to mention to hold the ECB
accountable. After several rounds of games, the ECB still appears to be securing the
superior position to the European Parliament.565During the crisis and the rescue, the
ECB even involved themselves in domestic politics with the example of Italy.566What
is even worse is that not only the common citizens has been excluded from
negotiations which will shape the future framework of EU project, the small states
also have to accept the programs proposed by the Troika (including the ECB) for the
interests of their stronger brothers.567 As for the role played by the ECB with regard
to budgets in north European member states, it still remains a question to be answered
whether the constitutional constraints established by the German Federal
Constitutional Court would be adequate in securing the budgetary sovereignty of the
parliaments in practice. If the answer turns out to be negative, the institutional
formulation for the democratic control over the ECB and to hold it accountable might
be of necessity to be written into the political agenda of European political leaders.
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Second, the representative institutions have been further marginalized during the
crisis. In combating the financial crisis and the dilemma of collective action, the
European leaders and the intergovernmental institutions emerge to be the
decision-making body and leave the supranational institutions especially the European
Parliament little role. The decision-making mechanism, whether efficient in dealing
with the economic crisis, has provoked political crisis regarding the legitimacy and
accountability problems within the European Union as well as the newly established
institutions outside the EU. The government bodies, both at the national level and the
European level, have dominated the process of major decision-makings and excluded
the representative institutions.568During the crisis, the European Parliament fails to
propose its own version of the monetary reform program, not to mention to deliberate
or make amendments to the decisions already made.569 The European Parliament is
also frustrated in persuading the European Council to establish the ESM within the
Union framework.570Even though some legislative acts were adopted according to the
ordinary or the special legislative procedures where the European Parliament has a
role to play, consultative or decisive, in the new treaties concluded the European
Parliament was deprived of the role as the policy-maker.571In the ESM and the Fiscal
Compact, the European Parliament was not empowered a significant role; the control
of national parliaments over the governments was also undermined by the limitations
imposed by these measures, especially the Commission’s role in reviewing the
budgets of member states. 572 Along with the marginalization of the European
Parliament, its reduction in powers has not been compensated with the increase of
national parliaments’ role and power if we assess the power of representative
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institution systems in the European Union as a whole.573The power reduction of
national parliaments, as discussed in the former chapter, has caused an impact on their
function in input the will of the people into decision-making and national budget by
the OMT program. The OMT Program implemented by the ECB and the European
Semester enables the ECB to transfer the budget of certain member states to another
member states without the approval from the parliament. What is even worse, it
enables in practice the Commission to review national budgets even before national
parliaments could exert any influence. Besides, the European Council, as the real
decision-maker, is responsible neither to the European Parliament nor to national
parliaments. National parliaments, which have no power to dismiss the European
Council as a whole body, are only entitled to remove the single member of the
European Council, namely, the president or the prime minister of their own. With the
marginalization and power deprivation of representative institutions at both the
national and European level, the input of the will of the people into the
decision-making process has become rather blocked. The counter-crisis measures
have advanced the Eurozone to be a full-fledged Union consisting of monetary union,
banking union and fiscal union while deviating from existing legal and political
accountability mechanism constructed by the Lisbon Treaty. Currently there is no
alternative architecture in sight which could enhance the democracy in the European
Union and hold the newly-emerged government accountable.574During the crisis, most
concentrations were paid to the solutions to the national debt crisis rather than the
social and political crisis concerned, causing revolts against Brussels, Berlin and even
the integration project. 575 However, as it has been pointed out, the long-term
efficiency of the counter-crisis efforts, after all, depends on the implementation and
compliance in the member states where the democratic basis of those decisions and
implementations plays a crucial role. Therefore, to rebuild the democratic base and
the accountability mechanism in both the European and national level shall be of
uppermost priority.
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4.2.3.5 The Hybridity of governance institutions and
fragmentation: diffused democracy?
The idea of “diffused democracy” was proposed as an interpretation of what has
happened to the power distribution and decision-making process during the European
integration in the past decades of years where the fragmented government formed the
crucial part of this model. 576 The power of the government has been constantly
delegated to agencies or independent institutions. 577 Besides, the power of the
Commission’s government power has also been limited by other intergovernmental
bodies under the influence of the member states, namely the agencies and the
Comitology.578Even before the Euro crisis, the European Commission’s power in
setting the agenda and policy adoption has been gradually expropriated by the
European Council, degrading the Commission only to be the general secretary and
executor as has been discussed in the second chapter. The accountability and the
“unity and integrity of the government function”579 has been at risk in a newly
formulated governance structure of hybridity and fragmentation seriously worsened
by the crisis and the counter-crisis mechanisms. According to Imelda Maher’s
conclusion, the economic governance in the European Union has witnessed hybridity
in four aspects: the highly integrated monetary policy and the fragmented economic
policies, the exclusive domination on monetary policies of the ECB and the
responsibility for economic governance between several EU institutions, the
combination of hard laws (Treaties, Union legislations) and soft laws (SGP) and that
non-euro zone states free from sanctions triggered by excessive deficit and the
uniform application of multilateral surveillance applied to all member states.580The
hybrids go even further during the crisis for the newly established mechanism within
and also outside the EU legal framework. Besides the hybrid of hard laws and soft
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laws, there also emerges the double pillar structure combining the Economic and
Monetary Union and intern market where different governing rules may share the
same legal basis from the other pillar while both of them apply to certain member
states.581Further, there appears also the hybrid of supranational EU law and the
intergovernmental international treaties, and the supranational institutions, namely the
Commission, the ECB and the ECJ, have also been entrusted with responsibilities
with regard to the economic governance. 582When the decisions have been made
mainly through coordination by different institutions and political bodies, and when
the major actions were mostly determined and taken in the European Council or Euro
Summit through collective decision-making, the question arises about the
accountability problems with regard to decisions made by many actors collectively or
substantially involved. Hodson and Maher have raised the problems with the
demarcation of responsibilities between actors in the decision-making process when
there are numerous participants involved.583 Besides, as for the legislative control end,
the power of the legislative branch has always been fragmented. The European
Parliament has comparatively sufficient time and resources for deliberation and
involvement in the legislation process but its democratic base is undermined by the
rather low election turnout and usually seen as the second-order elections; besides, the
European Parliament is also often argued to have problems in connecting with the
citizens and the communication with European Union policies. Besides, even the
composition of the European Parliament is fragmented. The European Parliament is
composed of nine party caucuses and the biggest party among them, the European
People’s Party has only a few more than 200 seats, holding only less than 30% of the
whole seats and the European Parliament could function and reach certain conclusions
only through the “Grand Coalition” combing the European People’s Party and the
Progressive Alliance of Socialists and Democrats.584
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On the other hand, although the national parliaments have always been seen as
the first-order representative institutions and that empirical analysis has found that the
euro crisis issue has already formed an important part of the discussions and
deliberations happening in the national parliaments 585 , they are nonetheless
marginalized in the European decision-making process partly because that current
mechanism for the national parliaments’ involvement at the European level is rather
limited and mainly focuses on the subsidiarity review. The fragmentation rather than
separation of powers between different representative institutions makes them even
difficult to defend their existing powers written in the Treaties and national
constitutions, as what we have seen during the euro crisis, not to mention to formulate
sufficient control and supervision over the fragmented European government. The
hybrids of governing institutional structure and the fragmented power both within the
government and the legislative branch not only constitute obstacles to the
achievement of accountability when the decision-making and the rules turn out to be
overlapped since that would lead to the consequence that neither the targeting of the
responsible institutions nor the procedure and mechanisms to hold the targeted
institutions to be responsible remains tricky business. What is even worse is that the
diffuse of power is very likely to turn out to be either inefficient in governance or the
fragmented political power. Consequently it would result in the dominance by the few
the other way round 586 when the accountability process remains only to be in
formality and motivate the political actors to compete to be the real decider.

4.3 Conclusion: centralized fragmentation and the
alienation of EU project
The Euro crisis breeds an occasion to reveal the problems accumulated during
the decades of years’ integration process especially those arise and develop after the
Maastricht Treaty and the EMU project. The euro crisis could be partly chalked up to
the incompatibility between the centralized monetary policy exclusively entrusted to
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the ECB and the decentralized economic policies of the member states when the
voluntary coordination on economic policies between member states has been proven
to be inefficient under the logic of collective action dilemma and further fiscal
discipline needs to be adopted.587This incompatibility, which has cut part to the
interrelations between the economic and monetary policies, has generated
consequences at both the European and national level: it not only deprives the
possibility from the member states to use the monetary policy to intervene in the
economy but also that the uniform monetary policy made by the ECB fails to satisfy
the various local economic realities.588However, with the efficiency of counter-crisis
measures remaining to be seen, those measures aiming at strengthening the fiscal
discipline and economic policies coordination have caused numerous new problems,
transforming the economic crisis to be the also political and social crisis in nearly all
EU member states. Through the series of counter-crisis efforts, the European
integration has witnessed the unique process of what could be named as “Centralized
Fragmentation” embodying the centralized but at the same time fragmented
decision-making and responsibility. On one hand, as we shall see, the powers to make
decisions ranging from monetary policies to economic policies as well as policies of
other areas have been gradually centralized at the European level through the
Community Method, the OMC or international treaties with legally binding force with
regard to detailed domestic issues. Economic policy, after the monetary policy, has
been less and less seen as a domestic issue but more of Union issues along with a
substantial transfer of responsibility from the member states to the European Union,
resulting in that single member state are less likely to determine its economic policy
alone. This transformation has been further advanced partly based on the facts the
Euro crisis has revealed the extent of external effects of economic policies in one
member state on other member states and other Eurozone member states considering
that they have been integrated to be a single internal markets as well as monetary
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union adopting single currency589. That deprivation of the monetary policies from the
broad economic policies and the then centralization to another authority with largely
different jurisdiction domain leads to governance default for both of them.590On the
other hand, the mechanism and procedures for the realization of those centralized
power and responsibility are precisely fragmented in the European level and the
implementation process between the EU and responding national institutions, with
numerous institutions and committees involved, with the collective decision-making
in the Council and the European Council as well as the separation of name and
actuality regarding the institutional responsibilities between different EU institutions
especially between the European Council and the Commission. In one respect, the
difficulties in the demarcation of powers and responsibilities caused by excessive
joint and behind-closed-door decision-making has placed institutional accountability
at risk when the targeting of the responsible institution is becoming unlikely because
of the institutional complexity. In the other respect, the separation of name and
actuality regarding the distribution of powers and responsibilities between different
institutions substantially dismantles the architecture for democratic control and
supervision, if they are currently more or less efficient since the real decision-maker
inevitably bypasses the control and supervision mechanism which has design to target
the one who is merely the decision-maker in name.
Alienation also happens to the EU institutional evolution during the decades of
years’ integration through the top-down design especially after the Lisbon Treaty and
the Euro crisis. The European Commission, whose role has always been set to be an
institution to focus on and promote the interests of the whole Europe and endeavor to
mediate and reach compromise different interests between member states especially
between the strong and the weak member states and avoid partisanship in balancing
them, has become what is precisely opposite to its original institutional objectives. As
discussed before, the European Commission has gradually become the secretary
general and the executor of the European Commission, where the decision-making is
generally thought to be based on international political games rather than to introduce
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policies based on a cautious assessment from the perspective of the whole European
interests. During the crisis, the European Commission even involved itself into the
direct negotiations, appearing to be the agent of a certain bloc of member states with
some other member states despite its role as the mediator of all member states, raising
insurgency against the Brussels and causing severe damage to its credibility as an
impartial actor. The alienation also arises with the European integration in a more
general scope. In the year of 2012, the European Union was awarded the Nobel Peace
Prize “for over six decades contributed to the advancement of peace and
reconciliation, democracy and human rights in Europe”. Although the European
Union has long been recognized as the driving force for promoting civil freedom and
democracy in the world, the democracy and accountability problem within itself is
emerging and becoming increasingly salient.591Political self-determination forms an
integral and crucial part of democracy, and it is also what the stability and legitimacy
of any political system is based on. 592 However, the Euro crisis has led to the
decision-making power being transferred to the closed-door, intergovernmental forum
where the transparency and the democratic control and supervision are in serious
shortage of. The citizens in the central European part witness their budget being
utilized without the approval from their representative institutions while their
counterparts in the periphery European states would have to accept major economic
and fiscal decisions and bear the consequences of those decisions which have been
made thousands of kilometers away from their territory. 593 Besides, the report
released by the Dutch Council of State also put forward the problem of democratic
alienation, mentioning the phenomenon that although the democratic procedure has
been observed, citizens find themselves more and more unlikely to be connected with
decisions being taken and become increasingly disengaged in the public political
process.594 What happens during the crisis and the counter-crisis measures only work
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to advance this trend since most major decisions have been made by national political
leaders in the intergovernmental EU institutions and representative institutions at both
national and European level severely marginalized, the role of representative
institutions and the voice of the people are almost eliminated during the counter-crisis
stage. What the European integration project deploys as its objectives, the balance of
interests, the independence of supranational institutions, the enhanced democracy
(political self-determination) and accountability is becoming rarely visible in the
European political process and decision-makings but that what is going on in the EU
political process shifts exactly to the opposite directions.
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Chapter 5. Conclusion

The idea of an integrated European is not a fresh idea after the Second World
War. Not later than the year of 1815, when the French Emperor Napoleon was
defeated by the monarch group, the mechanism named “the Concert of Europe” as the
initial efforts for international governance was established, characterized by
“automatic leadership, bellicosity, an incomprehension of the value of freedom and
the power of social change”, though.595 In spite of its final destiny, the protectionism
and the nationalism shortly before and during the First World War, this one century’s
evolution and embodiment of that idea has been prophetic in constructing the
theoretical basis and institutional practices, including the idea of civil servants’
dominance while precluding the politicians, the idea of “trade promotes peace”.596
These ideas have been relaunched when the new wave of European integration was
reactivated after the Second World War. However, what has been inherited goes
beyond the inspirational part of that project; the fear of an uncontrolled international
government also runs its course.597 There arises the issue of a democratized European
Union. As has been discussed in the first chapter, the discussions on the EU
democracy face a dilemma. What is the appropriate way to assess the democracy
within a supranational and multi-level governance structure when the elements of
democracy have been mainly concluded under the context of nation states? This
question may echo with the animated discussion on the democratic deficit problem of
the European Union. As a response to that question, the concept “Transnational
democracy” has been suggested and also various patterns for future transnational
democracy. However, those proposals are still defected and challenged in their
component elements, the nature of transnational organizations, and the approach of
their system structure as well as their actual necessity. These discussions advance the
dimension and the knowledge of democracy as a crucial concept in modern political
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process and pave the way for the patterns of democratic international governance.
With the full recognition of the significance out of those discussions, this thesis
chooses to adopt the approach to make a review on actual operation of institutions in
the EU decision-making especially the government-legislative relations, testing
whether the government power has received due control in the decision-making
process and problems aroused if there is the overwhelming of one party to the other.

5.1 Accountability crisis resulting from the legislative
and government bodies
One of the key issues in the institutional architecture on the democratic control is
the Targeting. That is to say, the democratic control will be effective in controlling the
government only if its mechanism is capable of approaching the genuine
decision-maker and thus holds the latter accountable, namely, the genuine
decision-maker falls within the “strike range” of the control mechanism. With the
approach of the distinction between the government political and the administrative,
the European Council, which has actually played the role of political direction
determinate and the productive engine of major policies, has become the genuine
government political in the European Union, relegating the European Commission
which is supposed to be the guard of the general European interests and the sole
policy initiator to be more like the secretariat to the European Council and the
Commission has substantially transferred or at least shared the power to initiate with
the European Council. There are reasons for the emergence of that pattern in that it
empowers the Commission to guarantee its initiatives will be mostly accepted by the
Council and the Parliament with the endorsement of the European Council and also
provide the Commission with a channel to be involved into areas where it is supposed
to be very marginalized according to the Treaties. However, this pattern also leads to
consequences. First, since the existing mechanisms for democratic control in the EU
are designed to impose control and supervision on the Commission, when the
decision-making body has changed from the Commission to the European Council,
those mechanisms fail to target the genuine government to impose supervision and no
other mechanisms are currently available to perform that function and therefore now
there are no efficient mechanisms for the control over the European Council except
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that national elections of certain member states could change only one of the 28(or 27)
members and usually the members of the European Council are removed not because
of their EU policies but their performances on domestic issues. What is possible to be
even worse is that, the European Commission which is responsible for the mission to
balance the interests between the big and the small member states especially for
special attend to the smaller ones has deviated from its institutional role even though
it tactically finds a path to advance its political agenda through the substantial sharing
of its power to initiative with the European Council. Its failure to perform its role and
function is very likely to raise challenges and instability to the EU architecture by
exposing the interests of small member states to be neglected or even encroached by
the big member states.
Loss of power control is brought about not only by the defect in the government
branches, but also that in the legislative branch. The legislative branch constitutes
crucial part of the democratic deficit problem. The legislative branch is addressed to
provide the European Union with democratic legitimacy through a dual democratic
basis (currently maybe triple democratic basis if national parliaments are taken into
account). However, the authority structure of the legislative branch has been so
fragmented as to be incapable of accomplishing the fundamental function as a
representative institution and thus aggravates the problem on member-voters linkage,
performing as a re-split of the legislative power. For the European Parliament,
although the increases in its entrusted powers and its influences, its representation and
democratic basis are still in question and its roles in the decision-making process are
also fundamentally marginalized. Besides, although the Council is composed
democratically elected ministers, the democratic legitimacy enjoyed by the single
member of the Council does not help the counterpart of the Council as a whole a lot
considering two institutional facts. First, which is also shared by the European
Council, there is no channel for the European voters to change the whole Council in
one election but the member of the Council could be removed only by national
elections where domestic issues take the priority. Second, the decision-making
process in the Council is generally in strict secret and the public is very limited in
receiving adequate and efficient knowledge about that and thus hardly could them get
access to and supervise through various channels. For the part of national parliaments,
the actual function of the newly-introduced mechanism is still in doubt since that
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mechanism is not activated so far, and the lack of institutional practice makes it
inconvenient to carry out assessment of its performance. However, certain likely
problems could be preliminarily deduced that the Early Warning Mechanism may
lead to more bureaucracy and may constitute breaching of certain fundamental
political formulas and even to lead to constitutional dilemma or deadlock. From the
functionalistic perspective, the legislative branch structure fails to accomplish the
complete function of a representative institutions which includes the democratic input
of policies, the deliberation of policies and the feedbacks to the public and the voters
made by the representatives, not about the number of the “representative institutions”
established for granted to participate the decision-making process. In certain cases,
more bodies established to perform the same function represents the severity of
authority fragmentation and the failure in fulfilling certain functions, merely raising
more problems.

5.2 The contribution of the Euro Crisis to the
accountability crisis
The Euro Crisis further aggravates the imbalance of powers between the
legislative and government branch. During the Crisis and the counter-crisis programs,
the power regarding economic policies and financial policies which used to be
reserved to the member states governments have been centralized to the European
institutions, with the independent institutions like the ECB being authorized to deploy
the budget of creditor member states to rescue the debtor member states while the
intergovernmental institutions including the European Council, the Council, the
ECOFIN as well as the Euro group become the substantial decision-making body for
economic policies imposed on the debtor member states. However, this unprecedented
de facto transfer of power and sovereignty transformed those intergovernmental
institutions to be the European economic government which has already started the
project to develop the common/harmonized European economic and financial policies
and is gradually performing the wealth redistribution among the EU member states.
However, the institutional construction of democratic control and accountability over
those powers newly transferred fails to keep peace with those powers transferred from
the member states to the EU institutions. During the Euro crisis and the counter-crisis
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programs, the European Parliament and the national parliaments have been largely
marginalized from the decision-making process and lay out to be only granting
endorsement to those decisions made in closed door meetings, sometimes even totally
irrelevant when the endorsement and approval in formal is not necessary. Besides the
uncontrolled power exercised by the EU institutions and national leaders in the
European Council and other intergovernmental institutions (the Council, the Euro
Group, the ECOFIN), the EU also faces the challenge of an unbalanced structure of
different interests, especially the interests of big and small member states. The
mechanisms which aim at the improvement of the efficiency of EU decision-making
and deeper integration, also give rise to the problem of the ignorance of small member
states’ interests. Particularly, the European Commission, which is assigned with the
task to guard the general interests of the Union and to achieve the balance between
different interests, has deviated their institutional roles not only by their sharing the
power to initiate with the European Council but also by the roles they play during the
crisis and the bail-out programs. The cost the Commission pays for the sharing the
power to initiate with the European Council is that it turns out to be incompetent in
performing the function to balance different interests since it has to accept the
conclusion of those intergovernmental institutions whose decision-making process is
usually shaped not by the superficial equality between member states but by the
Realpolitik between different blocs of member states, leading to the decline and
dissolution of the institutional legitimacy/value for the Commission as an independent
institution as well as the de-solidarity and resentment among the member states and
their peoples. Besides, during the crisis and the bail-outs, the Commission chooses to
step into the disputes among member states, not working as a mediator or coordinator,
but on behalf of certain bloc of member states, constituting a flagrant violation of its
institutional roles and openly abandon its responsibility as the ultimate (or possibly
the only) institutions in the EU to achieve the balance between member states. That is
a more profound impact brought by the Euro Crisis compared with current economic,
financial or even democratic problems, detrimental to the cause of the European
integration. The consequence actually has been emerging. More and more revolts
against the EU have been in sight and many of them have directed their brunt of
criticisms not only at the bail-out programs or the closer integration(like what
happened in 2005 in France and the Netherlands), but the whole European integration
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cause. There is nothing paralleling with that in the more than half centuries’ history of
European integration.

5.3 To reiterate the spirit of the Luxembourg
Compromise
Unprecedented situation, fantastic enough, usually finds its solution standing
within the conventional wisdoms. In many cases it is the compromise, rather than
revolutionary action, that bring the European integration project further. For the
European Union, it is the Luxembourg Compromise that helped the integration to
sustain through the first major crisis the Union is confronted with, the Empty Chair
Crisis. Even forty years after, disputes regarding the Compromise continue. Part of
those arguments relates to the nature of the Compromise, namely, whether this
compromise is a constitutional convention or merely an expression of political will;598
or whether this compromise has actually established a veto power rule for the member
states whose fundamental interests will be influenced by the Union decision-making
in process. 599 In spite of those arguments, certain agreement is however shared
widely, as Paul Craig puts it, “the Compromise fostered a climate in which majority
voting prejudicial to the interests of a particular state was avoided…the Council will
however search for consensus even where the formal voting rules provide for a
qualified majority”.600 In other words, the Compromise has cultivated a consensual
culture in the Council that member states would endeavor to reach consensus and
characterized by unanimous decision-making instead of a game with explicit winners
and losers. Since then, it is mentioned that about 80% of all decisions are made in
consensus, indicating most measures advancing the integration has been adopted not
through battles but compromises,
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have proclaimed regarding its impeding effect towards the efficiency of EU
decision-making. In confronted with the unbalanced structure within the EU
especially the new development during the crisis, it is worth noticing that the EU is,
after all, established on the basis of voluntary transfer of sovereignty to the Union
while holding the right to exit as the last resort as well as “the masters of the Treaties”
and that the decision-making in the way of unanimity never precludes the force and
influence of Realpolitik which contributes to the advantages of the big players. To
reiterate the spirit of the Luxembourg Compromise does not necessarily lead to the
reintroduction of the veto method, but to seek feasible mechanism to remedy the
losses of their sovereignty and dominance over issues or policies essential to their
country during the Euro crisis and to give special attend to the interests of small
member states since theirs are more vulnerable to the international Realpolitik and
usually have more at stake when their means to self-protection is comparatively more
limited. The request made by the Visegrad Group on the veto power towards the
future Brexit deal602 actually suggests that these four member states, even acts as a
team, has no formal power to prevent EU decision-makings against their essential
interests under current institutional systems. More important, those mechanism to be
established for the service of special attend to small member states’ interests will play
the role as a buffer before the small member states head directly towards the ultimate
way of self-protection: the withdraw (from the Union) procedure. However, the
specific institutional design for that mechanism is more of a political issue than an
academic one; therefore this thesis will step back from proposing any drafts of that.
Sixty years after the end of Second World War, the first Treaty for the European
Union including the eminent term “Constitution” was rejected by two of its six
founding members; forty years after its first enlargement to extend its range from the
frontier of the former Charlemagne Empire to the Caledonia area which even falls
outside the vast territory of the Roman Empire, the European Union was awarded the
Nobel Peace Prize for its contribution in maintaining and promoting peace and
prosperity in the continent where the tragic two world wars have ground and fired
nearly everything into ashes. The integration process is never at ease and challenges
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as well as crisis comes from time to time, expectedly or accidentally. This time,
challenges may be different: the mingling of financial and migration crisis, the
economic and the political one. Also, the European Union receives unprecedented
challenging movement by its former, maybe still current beneficiaries, not merely the
refusal to further integration or closer cooperation but the question and doubt about
the whole cause of European integration. Certain member state votes to leave, certain
are in embryo to leave and some member states even compare the Union to the
collapsed Totalitarian Empire. Things fall apart; the centre cannot hold; Mere
anarchy is loosed upon the world—does this poetic prophecy of Yeats signal the
situation and the future that the European Union happens to face? Not necessarily.
What shapes the human civilization and the realization of grand design is usually not
the clichéd restatement of ideas, creeds or dogmas but the practical wisdom, mostly
originating from the prudentially responsive dealing with real-world problems
confronted with. If the European Union is to sustain and sail further, it is not because
of the greatness of the idea itself when we think of the Tower of the Babel; if the
European Union is to decline and fall onto the ground like a Comet across the night
sky in the human history, it is nor because of the Utopian fantasy part of its idea itself
when we are reminded of things we are enjoying and taking for granted nowadays,
namely, freedom, rule of law and the equality between citizens which appear to be so
unreasonable and unimaginable merely several centuries ago. What does matter for
the future of the European integration is whether the European peoples and especially
their leaders would be willing and courageous to face up to the problems nowadays as
well as those coming to knock at the door of this continent in the future and deal with
them sincerely and wisely. After all, as the historian Tony Judt has pointed out with
deep concern but also optimism about the future of this continent, “it was the
Europeans who were now uniquely placed to offer the world some modest advice on
how to avoid repeating their own mistakes”.603 And the European Union, as the most
remarkable response to the history of world wars, constitutes an essential part of that.
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